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FOREWORD 

I wrote this book  for memory of my father Hikmet Yıldırım A scholar in ancient 

mesopotamian cultures and philosopy and for my mother Mrs Naime Yıldırım who is a 

modest queen  whom l address virgin marry (Maria)  but when I began it I had not 

realized that memories  grow quicker than books. As a result He is already passed away 

and my mum is  too old for fairy tales, and by the time it is printed and bound she will be 

older still. But some day you will be old enough to start reading fairy tales again. You can 

then take it down from some upper shelf, dust it, and tell me what you think of it. I shall 

probably be too deaf to hear, and too old to understand, a word you say, but I shall still be 

your affectionate son dearest Daddy and mum. 

A dad is someone who 

wants to keep you from making mistakes 

but instead lets you find your own way, 

even though his heart breaks in silence 

when you get hurt.  

& 

A mom is our first teacher. So a good mother is worth hundreds of schoolmasters.  

Thanks Mom & Dad 
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PREFACE 

Women in byzantine empire played but a small part in professional life.For instance 

Moreover, it was not proper for a woman to sit at table with men, unless they were close 

relatives, such as her father, husband, or brothers. Most often she would eat in a separate 

room, just as she would spend her days in rooms apart from the menfolk. She learnt all about 

household matters from a very early age; her education, in contrast, was usually limited to 

reading and writing. Very few women acquired a wider learning. 

A girl could be married at 12 or 13 years of age. Her parents arranged the match, though they 

might be assisted in making their choice of a husband by matchmakers, who received a 

portion of the dowry as their fee. A married woman's lot was not a bad one. Christian 

principles, which determined how Byzantine society was to function, assured her a decent 

existence. Irrespective of her social class, she was mistress of the house, and bearing children 

gave her additional standing. 

 Those who belonged to the poorer levels of society laboured in the fields, or were 

employed in their family workshops. A few educated women were doctors who 

attended the female population. Others, the so-called 'koines' or prostitutes, lived in 

the cabarets and wine-shops. 

women in ancient Rome were citizens  but could not vote or hold political 

office.
[
Because of their limited public role, women are named less frequently than 

men by Roman historians. But while Roman women held no direct political power, 

those from wealthy or powerful families could and did exert influence through 

private negotiations.
 
  

 

‘’I always thought that my parents were continuously on my back but I was mistaken. They were not 

on my back, but they were watching my back. Thanks for your support mom and dad.’’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_magistrate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_magistrate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_historiography
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Icon of St. Eudokia, excavated at the church of Constantine Lips.  
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About the Byzantine Empire 

As far as known to many people The Byzantine Empire of today was the predominantly Greek-

speaking continuation of the eastern half of the Roman Empire during Late Antiquityand 

the Middle Ages. Its capital city was so caled Constantinople (modern-day it is called as Istanbul), 

originally known as Byzantium. Often called the Eastern Roman Empire in this context, it survived 

the 5th century fragmentation and fall of the Western Roman Empire and continued to exist for an 

additional thousand years until it fell to the Ottoman Turks in 1453. During most of its existence, 

the empire was the most powerful economic, cultural, and military force in Europe. Both 

"Byzantine Empire" and "Eastern Roman Empire" are historiographical terms created after the 

end of the realm; its citizens continued to refer to their empire as the Roman 

Empire (Ancient Greek:Βασιλεία Ῥωμαίων, tr. Basileia Rhōmaiōn; Latin: Imperium Romanum),
1
 

orRomania (Ῥωμανία), and to themselves as "Romans."
2
  

                                                           

1
 Kazhdan & Epstein 1985, p. 1. 

2
 Millar 2006, pp. 2, 15; James 2010, p. 5; Freeman 1999, pp. 431, 435–437, 459-462; Baynes & Moss 

1948, p. xx; 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medieval_Greek
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Late_Antiquity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Ages
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constantinople
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Istanbul
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fall_of_the_Western_Roman_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fall_of_Constantinople
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greek
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romanization_of_Greek
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire#CITEREFMillar2006
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire#CITEREFJames2010
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire#CITEREFFreeman1999
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire#CITEREFBaynesMoss1948
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire#CITEREFBaynesMoss1948
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Several events from the 4th to 6th centuries mark the transitional period during which the Roman 

Empire's east and west divided. In 285, theemperor Diocletian (r. 284–305) partitioned the 

Roman Empire's administration into eastern and western halves.
3
 Between 324 and 

330,Constantine I (r. 306–337) transferred the main capital from Rome toByzantium, later known 

as Constantinople ("City of Constantine") and Nova Roma ("New Rome").
[n 

1]
 Under Theodosius I (r. 379–395), Christianity became the Empire's main official state 

religion and others such as Roman polytheism were proscribed. And finally, under the reign 

of Heraclius (r. 610–641), the Empire's military and administration were restructured and adopted 

Greek for official use instead of Latin
4
 As a result of this , although it continued the Roman state 

and maintained Roman state traditions, modern historians distinguish Byzantium from ancient 

Rome insofar as it was oriented towards Greek rather than Latin culture, and characterised by 

Orthodox Christianity rather than Roman polytheism*.
5
 * (Polytheism is a sort of  worship 

towards a  belief in multiple deities usually assembled into apantheon of gods  and 

goddesses  , along with their own deities  and rituals .) 

The borders of the Empire evolved significantly over its existence, as it went through several 

cycles of decline and recovery. During the reign of Justinian I (r. 527–565), the Empire reached 

its greatest extent after reconquering much of the historically Roman 

western Mediterranean coast, including north Africa, Italy, and Rome itself, which it held for two 

more centuries. During the reign of Maurice (r. 582–602), the Empire's eastern frontier was 

expanded and the north stabilised. However, his assassination caused atwo-decade-long 

war with Sassanid Persia which exhausted the Empire's resources and contributed to major 

territorial losses during the Muslim conquests of the 7th century. In a matter of years the Empire 

lost its richest provinces, Egypt and Syria, to the Arabs.
6
  

During the Macedonian dynasty (10th–11th centuries), the Empire again expanded and 

experienced a two-century long renaissance, which came to an end with the loss of much of Asia 

Minor to the Seljuk Turks after theBattle of Manzikert in 1071. This battle opened the way for the 

Turks to settle in Anatolia as a homeland. 

The final centuries of the Empire exhibited a general trend of decline. It struggled to recover 

during the 12th century, but was delivered a mortal blow during the Fourth Crusade, when 

Constantinople was sacked and the Empire dissolved and divided into competing Byzantine 

Greek and Latin realms. Despite the eventual recovery of Constantinople and re-establishment of 

                                                           

3
 Treadgold 1997, p. 847. 

4
 Benz 1963, p. 176. 

5
 Ostrogorsky 1969, pp. 105–107, 109; Norwich 1998, p. 97; Haywood 2001, pp. 2.17, 3.06, 3.15. 

6  Millar 2006, pp. 2, 15; James 2010, p. 5; Freeman 1999, pp. 431, 435–437, 459–462; Baynes & 

Moss 1948, p. xx;Ostrogorsky 1969, p. 27; Kaldellis 2007, pp. 2–3; Kazhdan & Constable 1982, 

p. 12; Norwich 1998, p. 383.page 47 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_East_and_Latin_West
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partition_of_the_Roman_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Byzantine_emperors
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diocletian
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constantine_the_Great
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire#cite_note-5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire#cite_note-5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theodosius_I
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christianity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_religion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/State_religion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_ancient_Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_persecution_of_paganism_under_Theodosius_I
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heraclius
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Orthodox_Church
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion_in_ancient_Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Justinian_I
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mediterranean_Sea
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice_(emperor)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine%E2%80%93Sassanid_War_of_602%E2%80%93628
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine%E2%80%93Sassanid_War_of_602%E2%80%93628
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sassanid_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muslim_conquests
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macedonian_dynasty
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macedonian_Renaissance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seljuq_dynasty
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Manzikert
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anatolia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Komnenian_restoration
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Komnenian_restoration
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourth_Crusade
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partitio_terrarum_imperii_Romaniae
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Frankokratia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire_under_the_Palaiologos_dynasty
http://books.google.nl/books?id=iSWPAgAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&hl=nl&output=html_text
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the Empire in 1261, Byzantium remained only one of several small rival states in the area for the 

final two centuries of its existence. Its remaining territories were progressively annexed by the 

Ottomans over the 15th century. The Fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Empire in 1453 finally 

ended the Empire. 

Christianity and cultural life  in Constantinople (Modern Turkish İstanbul Ottoman Turkish 

Kostantiniyye;)  

Following the Muslim conquest, the city prospered as the Islamic capital of the Ottoman period. 

After the founding of the modern Republic of Turkey — the successor state of the Ottoman 

Empire — the city was renamed İstanbul in 1923. "Byzantium" was to become the name for the 
East-Roman Empire. After the death of Constantine, in an attempt to overcome the growing military 
and administrative problem, the Roman Empire was divided into  two parts  as an eastern and a 
western part. So the he western part is considered to be as definitely finished by the year 476 CE, 
when its last ruler was dethroned and a military leader, Odoacer, took power. 

In the course of the fourth century, the Roman world became rather an increasing Christian 
population , and the Byzantine Empire was certainly  considred to be a Christian state. To me The 
Byzantine empire  was the first empire in the world to be founded not only on  economic or political  
power, but also on the autority of the Church. Paganism, however, looks stayed as an important 
source of inspiration for various of minority group of  people during the first centuries of the 
Byzantine Empire.  

When Christianity became organized in a political context , the Church was led by five patriarchs, 
who abode  in Alexandria,Jerusalem, Antioch, Constantinople, and Rome. It is sometimes argued by 

the Eastern Orthodox that rather than there being a Papacy in the early Church, there was 

a Pentarchy, consisting of the co-equal leadership of the Church by the Five Patriarchates 

 

The Council of Chalcedon (451 CE) decided that the patriarch of Constantinopel was to be the second 
in the ecclesiastical hierarchy. I think the argument is mainly made by Eastern Orthodox ecclesiologySo  
the pope in Rome was supposed to be  his own superior. After the Great Schism of 1054 CE the 
eastern (Orthodox) church separated form the western (Roman Catholic) church thus the centre of 
influence of the orthodox churches later shifted to Moscow. 

Today some also believe that St Andrew never founded Constantinople and that Constantinople is a purely 

human/political invention.There is also a discussion that patriarchate of Constantinople was established by St. 

Andrew .if indeed this claim is genuine then   it may  probably be  true that St.Andrew established a bishop in 

Constantinople so he had claim to just as much if not more authority than St.Peter since he brought him to Christ. 

And Jerusalem had claim to being the first church and St.James the brother of The Lord. And now the readers 

may come to another point that it is an another historical fact  that Catholicism broke from Orthodoxy in which 

Orthodoxy follows the most ancient traditions of the church  itself whilst Catholicism has changed the very 

essence of the Holy Spirit with the philoqua demeaning the very meaning of Christs words about the Holy Spirit. 

The Byzantine Empire has a reputation of stagnation, great luxury and corruption. Most surely the 
emperors in Constantinopel held an eastern  style of court status . That means courtlife was ruled by 
a very formal hierarchy. All kinds of political intrigues between factions may exist .but , the image of 
a luxury-addicted, conspiring, decadent court with treacherous empresses and an inert state system 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Empire_under_the_Palaiologos_dynasty
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine%E2%80%93Ottoman_Wars
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine%E2%80%93Ottoman_Wars
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fall_of_Constantinople
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muslim_conquest
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caliphate
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_of_Turkey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Successor_state
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geographical_renaming
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may  historically be  inaccurate. On the contrary: for its age, the Byzantine Empire was quite modern. 
For instance Its tax system and administration were so efficient that the  Byzantine empire survived 
more than a thousand years. 

I think many are aware the reality that The culture of Byzantium was rather rich and affluent, 
while science and technology also flourished. Very important for reader , nowadays, might be  the 
Byzantine tradition of rhetoric and public debate. Because many Philosophical and theological 
discources were important in public life, even emperors taking part in these affairs . The debates 
kept knowledge and admiration for the Greek philosophical and scientific heritage alive. Byzantine 
intellectuals usually were interested to quote their classical predecessors with great respect, even 
though they had not been Christians. And although it was the Byzantine emperor Justinian who 
closed Plato's famous Academy of Athens in 529 CE, the Byzantines are also responsible for much of 
the passing on of the Greek legacy to the Muslims, who later helped Europe to explore this 
knowledge again and so stood at the beginning of European Renaissance. 

The  Flavius Petrus Sabbatius Iustinianus (An important profile in Byzantine empire) 

sometimes known as Justinian the Great, was a Byzantine (East Roman) emperor from 527 to 

565. During his reign, Justinian sought to revive the empire's greatness and reconquer the lost 

western half of the historical Roman Empire. Justinian has sometimes been called the "last 

Roman" in modern historiography
7
 

The most famous of its rulers pf Byzantine empire were Emperor Justinian and his Empress 

Theodora. With most of Europe under siege of barbaric groups such as the Franks, who settled in 

France, Justinian and Theodora had their sights set on regaining Rome's past territories along 

the Mediterranean Sea, wanting to regain it and call it once again 'A Roman Lake' 

Flavius Petrus Sabbatius Iustinianus   is One of the most important figures of late antiquity and 

possibly the last Roman emperor to speak Latin as a first language
8
 

Justinian was born in Tauresium
9 

around 482.
10

 His Latin-speaking peasantfamily is believed to 

have been of Thraco-Roman or Illyro-Roman origins. Byzantine history goes from the founding of 
Constantinople as imperial residence on 11 May 330 CE until Tuesday 29 May 1453 CE, when the 
Ottoman sultan Memhet II conquered the city. Most times the history of the Empire is divided in 
three periods. 

The first of these, from 330 till 867 CE, saw the creation and survival of a powerful empire. During the 
reign of Justinian (527-565 CE), a last attempt was made to reunite the whole Roman Empire under 
one ruler, the one in Constantinople. This plan largely succeeded: the wealthy provinces 

                                                           

7
 For instance by G.P. Baker (Justinian, New York 1938), or in the Outline of Great Books series 

(Justinian the Great). 

8
 The Inheritance of Rome, Chris Wickham, Penguin Books Ltd. 2009, ISBN 978-0-670-02098-0 (page 

90) 

9
 The precise location of this site is disputed; the possible locations include Justiniana Prima near the 

modern town ofLebane in southern Serbia and Taor near Skopje,Macedonia 

10
 Cawley, Charles (14 February 2011). "Medieval Lands: Byzantium 395–1057". Foundation for 

Medieval Genealogy. fmg.ac. Retrieved 20 February 2012. 

http://www.ancient.eu.com/plato/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Byzantine_Emperor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_of_the_Romans
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Last_of_the_Romans
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Late_antiquity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tauresium
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peasant
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thraco-Roman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illyro-Roman
http://www.ancient.eu.com/city/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/Justinian_I/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Justiniana_Prima
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lebane
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serbia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skopje
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Republic_of_Macedonia
http://www.fmg.ac/Projects/MedLands/BYZANTIUM.htm#_Toc204564466
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in Italy and Africa were reconquered, Libya was rejuvenated, and money bought sufficient diplomatic 
influence in the realms of the Frankish rulers in Gaul and the Visigothic dynasty in Spain. The refound 
unity was celebrated with the construction of the church of Holy Wisdom, Hagia Sophia, in 
Constantinople. The price for the reunion, however, was high. Justinian had to pay off the Sasanian 
Persians, and had to deal with firm resistance, for instance in Italy. 

Under Justinian, the lawyer Tribonian (500-547 CE) created the famous Corpus Iuris. The Code of 
Justinian ("Codex Justinianus" 529) , "Digesta" , or Pandectae , (533), "Institutiones" , or 

'Elements' (533), "Novellae" , a number of new constitutions that were passed after 534, issued 

mostly in Greek. All four of these together formed Justinian's Corpus of Civil Law which deeply 

influenced the Canon law  of the Western Church and the civil law of Medieval Europe, especially 

since it was said that ecclesia vivit lege romana — the church lives under Roman law
11 a compilation 

of all the imperial laws, was published in 529 CE; soon the Institutions (a handbook) and the Digests 
(fifty books of jurisprudence), were added. The project was completed with some additional laws, 
the Novellae. The achievement becomes even more impressive when we realize that Tribonian was 
temporarily relieved of his function during the Nika riots of 532 CE, which in the end weakened the 
position of patricians and senators in the government, and strengthened the position of the emperor 
and his wife. 

After Justinian, the Byzantine and Sasanian empires suffered heavy losses in a terrible war. The 
troops of the Persian king Khusrau II captured Antioch and Damascus, stole the True Cross from 
Jerusalem, occupied Alexandria, and even reached the Bosphorus. In the end, the Byzantine armies 
were victorious under the emperor Heraclius (reign 610-642 CE). 

However, the empire was weakened and soon lost Syria, Palestine, Egypt, Cyrenaica, and Africa to 
the Islamic Arabs. For a moment, Syracuse on Sicily served as imperial residence.  At the same time, 
parts of Italy were conquered by the Lombards, while Bulgars settled south of the Danube. The 
ultimate humiliation took place in 800 CE, when the leader of the Frankish barbarians in the West, 
Charlemagne, preposterously claimed that he, and not the ruler in Constantinople, was the Christian 
emperor. 

Crisis , Decline and Fall  in Macedonian Dynasty and Artistic Legacy 

 

The second period in Byzantine history consists of its apogee. It fell during the Macedonian dynasty 
(867-1057 CE). After an age of contraction, the empire expanded again and in the end, almost every 
Christian city in the East was within the empire's borders. On the other hand, wealthy Egypt and 
large parts of Syria were forever lost, and Jerusalem was not reconquered. 

In 1014 CE the mighty Bulgarian empire, which had once been a very serious threat to the Byzantine 
state, was finally overcome after a bloody war, and became part of the Byzantine Empire. The 
victorious emperor, Basilius II, was surnamed Boulgaroktonos, "slayer of Bulgars". The northern 
border now was finally secured and the empire flourished. 

                                                           

11
 ↑ Cf. Lex Ripuaria, tit. 58, c.1: "Episcopus archidiaconum jubeat, ut ei tabulas secundum legem romanam, qua 

ecclesia vivit, scribere faciat".  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandects
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novellae_Constitutiones
http://orthodoxwiki.org/Code_of_Justinian#cite_ref-2
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lex_Ripuaria
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Throughout this whole period the Byzantine currency, the nomisma, was the leading currency in the 
Mediterranean world. It was a stabil currency ever since the founding of Constantinopel. Its 
importance shows how important Byzantium was in economics and finance. 

Constantinople was the city where people of every religion and nationality lived next to one another, 
all in their own quarters and with their own social structures. Taxes for foreign traders were just the 
same as for the inhabitants. This was unique in the world of the middle ages. 

Despite  all these favorable environment , A number of Italian cities like  Amalfi, Venice  etc gradually 
gained influence and became serious competititors in the Byzantine empire . However , the Trade in 
the Byzantine world was no longer the monopoly of the Byzantines themselves. Fuel was added to 
these beginning trade conflicts when the pope and patriarch of Constantinople went separate ways 
in 1054 CE (the Great Schism)* 

*(a period of division in the Roman Catholic Church,1378-

1417, over papal succession, during whichthere were two, or sometimes three, claimants to 

the papal office..) The Schism in the Western Roman Church resulted from the return of the 

papacy to Rome under Gregory XI on January 17, 137712 

Decay became inevitable after the Battle of Manzikert in 1071 CE13. Here, the Byzantine army under 
the emperor Romanus IV Diogenes, although reinforced by Frankish mercenaries, was beaten by an 
army of the Seljuk Turks, commanded by Alp Arslan ("the Lion"). Romanus was probably betrayed by 
one of his own generals, Joseph Tarchaniotes, and by his nephew Andronicus Ducas.  

After the battle, the Byzantine Empire lost Antioch, Aleppo, and Manzikert, and within years, the 
whole of Asia Minor was overrun by Turks. From now on, the empire was to suffer from manpower 
shortage almost permanantly. In this crisis, a new dynasty, the Comnenes, came to power. To obtain 
new Frankish mercenaries, emperor Alexius sent a request for help to pope Urban II, who responded 
by summoning the western world for the Crusades. The western warriors swore loyalty to the 
emperor, reconquered parts ofAnatolia, but kept Antioch, Edessa, and the Holy Land for themselves. 

For the Byzantines, it was increasingly difficult to contain the westerners. They were not only fanatic 
warriors, but also shrewd traders. In the twelfth century, the Byzantines created a system of 
diplomacy in which deals were concluded with towns like Venice that secured trade by offering 
favorable positions to merchants of friendly cities. 

Soon, the Italians were everywhere, and they were not always willing to accept that the Byzantines 
had a different faith. In the age of the Crusades, the Greek Orthodox Church could become a target 
of violence too. So it could happen that Crusaders plundered the Constantinople in 1204 CE. Much of 
the loot can still be seen in the church of San Marco in Venice.   

For more than half a century, the empire was ruled by monarchs from the West, but they never 
succeeded in gaining full control. Local rulers continued the Byzantine traditions, like the 
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grandiloquently named "emperors" of the Anatolian mini-states surrounding Trapezus, where the 
Comnenes continued to rule, and Nicaea, which was ruled by the Palaiologan dynasty. 

From other hand, The Seljuk Turks* (*The Seljuks (Selçuklular) were a Turkish tribe from 

Central Asia. They poured into Persia (1037) and established their first powerful state, 

called by historians the Empire of the Great Seljuks.) , who are also known as the 
Sultanate of Rum, benefited greatly of the division of the Byzantine Empire, and initially 
strengthened their positions. Their defeat, in 1243 CE, in a war against the Mongols, prevented them 
from adding Nicaea and Trapezus as well. Consequently, the two Byzantine mini-states managed to 
survive. 

The Palaiologans even managed to capture Constantinople in 1261 CE, but the Byzantine Empire was 
now in decline. It kept losing territory, until finally the Ottoman Empire (which had replaced the 
Sultanate of Rum) under Mehmet II conquered Constantinople in 1453 CE and took over 
government. Trapezus surrendered eight years later. 

After the Ottoman take-over, many Byzantine artists and scholars fled to the West, taking with them 
precious manuscripts. They were not the first ones. Already in the fourteenth century, Byzantine 
artisans, abandoning the declining cultural life of Constantinople, had found ready employ in Italy. 
Their work was greatly appreciated and western artist were ready to copy their art. One of the most 
striking examples of Byzantine influence is to be seen in the work of the painter Giotto, one of the 
important Italian artists of the early Renaissance.  

 

 
 

What effect did Theodora wife of Emperor Justinian have on the Byzantine Empire? She 

influenced policies regarding women, including divorce laws and property ownership 

 

 

Every day life in Byzantium 

Byzantine society  

 

 

Preface 
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Women played key roles in Byzantine society: some ruled or co-ruled the empire, and others 

commissioned art and buildings, went on pilgrimages, and wrote. This engrossing book draws on 

evidence ranging from pictorial mosaics and inscriptions on the walls of churches to women’s poetry 

and histories, examining for the first time the lives, occupations, beliefs, and social roles of Byzantine 

women. 

Byzantinian woman  

A woman living in the age of Byzantium spent the greater part of her life in her home. We read, 
for instance, in Kekavmenos' s "Strategikon": "Keep your daughters as prisoners, confined and 
inconspicuous". A woman was invariably accompanied whenever she left her house to go to 
church, attend a festivity, visit the baths, or call on her relations -- the sole activities of a woman 
outside her own home that were socially acceptable. 

Moreover, it was not proper for a woman to sit at table with men, unless they were close relatives, 

such as her father, husband, or brothers. Most often she would eat in a separate room, just as she 

would spend her days in rooms apart from the menfolk. She learnt all about household matters 

from a very early age; her education, in contrast, was usually limited to reading and writing. Very 

few women acquired a wider learning. 

A girl could be married at 12 or 13 years of age. Her parents arranged the match, though they 

might be assisted in making their choice of a husband by matchmakers, who received a portion of 

the dowry as their fee. A married woman's lot was not a bad one. Christian principles, which 

determined how Byzantine society was to function, assured her a decent existence. Irrespective of 

her social class, she was mistress of the house, and bearing children gave her additional standing. 

Women played but a small part in professional life. Those who belonged to the poorer levels of 

society laboured in the fields, or were employed in their family workshops. A few educated women 

were doctors who attended the female population. Others, the so-called 'koines' or prostitutes, 

lived in the cabarets and wine-shops. 

 

Silver & Silver reliquary 
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Silver reliquary from Nea Iraklia, Halkidiki, attributed to a Thessalonikan metal chasing 

workshop, with embessed scenes taken from the Old and New Testaments, late 4th century, 

Exhibition of Christian Antiquities in the White Tower, Thessaloniki. 

 

"God-protected" Byzantine society had a strictly hierarchical structure and a centralized authority in 

accordance with absolutist concepts. The Emperor "by the grace of God" together with his family and 

court were at the tip of the social pinnacle.  

The local aristocracy, state functionaries, senior military officers, and large landowners were all 

members of the upper class. The middle class comprised the urban population of merchants, 

industrialists, and owners of medium-sized landed properties, while the populace, that is, the lower 

class, was made up of wage-earners and paupers.  

The clergy did not form a distinct class, despite the fact that they enjoyed special privileges; they 

were distributed throughout all the social levels. Slaves did exist, although the state preferred their 

redemption to their subjugation.  

There was an extensive network of small and large towns linked by a road system which carried a 

multiplicity of products to and from much frequented seaports. It was the village, though, that 

provided the basis of the financial system of the Byzantine state, and served as the primary unit of 

production. Thus, the growth and development of the institution of land ownership, and the well-

being of the farming community were inseparably bound up with the rise and fall of the empire.  

The organized guilds of craftsmen and artisans in the towns produced goods destined for demanding 

purchasers. Daily life, profoundly influenced by the commandments of the Christian religion, 

revolved around the home, in which women devoted themselves to the upbringing of their children, 

and various public places, where men sought relaxation in their leisure hours.  
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Every day life in Byzantium - Women in Byzantine society 

 

 
 

EMPRESS THEODORA (WIFE OF JUSTINIAN I) 

 

Theodora, 28 June 548 (aged 48) 

Constantinople 

What political role did Empress Theodora play in the Byzantine Empire? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Constantinople
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Theodora, according to Michael Grant, was of Greek Cypriot descent
14

 Her father, Acacius, was a 

bear trainer of the hippodrome's Green faction in Constantinople. Her mother, whose name is not 

recorded, was a dancer and an actress.
15

 Her parents had two more daughters
16

 

She influenced a number of social policies regarding women’s position , such as  divorce laws 

and property ownership, and also was a very helpful advisor to Justinian himself as a political and 

social activist . For instance , during the Nika Riots, when the people fought for gambling, 

homosexuality, and lower taxes, Theodora convinced Justinian to stay and fight, rather than flee 

and leave the throne behind. He stayed, and the rioters were all killed. 

Empress Theodora  was one of the more influential and powerful empresses of Rome. Some hist 

orians believe  her as empress regnant with Justinian I as her co-regent 

A woman living in the age of Byzantium spent the greater part of her life in her home. We read, for 

instance, in Kekavmenos' s "Strategikon": "Keep your daughters as prisoners, confined and 

inconspicuous". A woman was invariably accompanied whenever she left her house to go to church, 

attend a festivity, visit the baths, or call on her relations -- the sole activities of a woman outside her 

own home that were socially acceptable.  

Moreover, it was not proper for a woman to sit at table with men, unless they were close relatives, 

such as her father, husband, or brothers. Most often she would eat in a separate room, just as she 

would spend her days in rooms apart from the menfolk. She learnt all about household matters from 

a very early age; her education, in contrast, was usually limited to reading and writing. Very few 

women acquired a wider learning.  

A girl could be married at 12 or 13 years of age. Her parents arranged the match, though they might 

be assisted in making their choice of a husband by matchmakers, who received a portion of the 

dowry as their fee. A married woman's lot was not a bad one. Christian principles, which determined 

how Byzantine society was to function, assured her a decent existence. Irrespective of her social 

class, she was mistress of the house, and bearing children gave her additional standing.  

Women played but a small part in professional life. Those who belonged to the poorer levels of 

society laboured in the fields, or were employed in their family workshops. A few educated women 

were doctors who attended the female population. Others, the so-called 'koines' or prostitutes, lived 

in the cabarets and wine-shops.  

Her influence on Justinian was so strong that after her death, he worked to bring harmony 

between the Miaphysites and the Chalcedonian Christians in the Empire, and he kept his promise 

to protect her little community of Miaphysite refugees in the Hormisdas Palace. Theodora 

provided much political support for the ministry of Jacob Baradaeus, and apparently personal 
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friendship as well. Diehl attributes the modern existence of Jacobite Christianity equally to 

Baradaeus and to Theodora.
17

 

Theodora died of what Victor of Tonnena described as "cancer" on 28 June 548 at the age of 

48.
[16]

 Later accounts frequently attribute the death to breast cancer, although it was not identified 

as such in the original report where the use of the term "cancer" probably referred to "a 

suppurating ulcer or malignant tumor".
18

Justinian wept bitterly at her funeral.
19

 Her body was 

buried in the Church of the Holy Apostles, in Constantinople.
20 

 

A Medieval Patriarchy in Byzantine empire  

Like Anna Dalessena* (* was an important Byzantine noblewoman who played a significant role in 

the rise of the Komnenoi to power in the eleventh century.)  , Arranged marriages were regarded as 

normal at all levels of Byzantine society. almost women who feature as identifiable individuals in 

Byzantine histories belong to families which were particularly powerful in political or economic 

terms. Most of the documented examples of individual women’s lives in Byzantium are therefore 

drawn from the elite of Byzantine society, although extracts from sources such as saints' lives, legal 

documentation, medical manuals and the rules governing convents also offer fascinating glimpses 

into the lives of more 'ordinary' women. Byzantium was a patriarchal society. Despite this, women 

certainly participated in some way in many of the aspects of Byzantine society covered by this site: 

For example They ran businesses, participated in the church as nuns or deaconesses, and from time 

to time took an active role in political affairs. It is also readily apparent that the middle-period 

Byzantine military structure, based a round the participation of 'part-time' thematic soldiers, could 

not have functioned without the participation and forbearance of women. Certain elite Byzantine 

women, such as the 8th Century Empress Irene or her 14th century namesake, Irene Kantakouzena, 

even found themselves acting as military commanders.  

I think certain aspects of Byzantine legal practice also favoured a degree of female economic 

independence which is striking in the context of a pre-modern society:  (Although generally 

discriminatory, ) All Women  during Medieval Patriarchy in Byzantine empire  had equal rights to 

bequeath and inherit property, and married women maintained ultimate ownership over their 

dowries. One of the best known Byzantine business empires, for example, belonged to Danelis - an 

extremely wealthy widow, and benefactor of the future Emperor Basil I. Other women are attested 

as owners of small shops and manufacturing concerns.  
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Social status could also be transmitted through both male and female lineage: Byzantine aristocrats, 

for example, often preferred their mother's surname if it offered greater social prestige.  

Nevertheless, the ability of Byzantine women to participate in public life was restricted in comparison 

with their male counterparts. Byzantium's comparatively literate society did ensure that many girls 

learned to read and write, but more advanced learning opportunities were limited for most women, 

albeit with some very notable exceptions such as the historian-princess Anna Komnena and the 13th 

Century scholar Theodora Raoulaina. Girls were encouraged instead to develop their domestic skills 

in preparation for marriage.  

Arranged marriages were regarded as normal at all levels of Byzantine society. Byzantine women 

tended to marry early, often in their mid-teens, and generally expected to have a large number of 

children in a relatively short space of time. Childhood mortality was very high by modern standards, 

and parents did not expect all of their offspring to survive early childhood.  

Byzantine attitudes particularly favoured the role of mother: cultural and legal practice maintained 

primacy for the Byzantine mother as head of the household and protector of her childrens' interests, 

especially if she had been widowed whilst her children were still young.  

Amongst the elite, several Empresses ruled as Regents for their underage children: most notably the 

Empress Irene in the late eight century, Saint Theodora, for her infant son Michael III in the ninth 

century, and Zoe Karvounopsina, fourth wife and widow of the Emperor Leo VI, in the tenth century.  

The role of widow as family matriarch is strikingly illustrated by the subject of our opening quote: 

Anna Dalessena was mother of the Emperor Alexios Komnenos I and grandmother of Anna Komnena. 

Anna Dalessena played a critical part in Alexios’s rise to power and Alexios, a decisive and capable 

man, continued to rely upon her political and administrative expertise to run the Empire.  

Anna Dalessena aside, a widowed mother would be expected to relinquish much of power once her 

children reached adulthood. If she remarried, she would also generally be expected to defer to the 

wishes of her new husband. Some women may have been understandably reluctant to co-operate 

with this socially sanctioned loss of independence. The eighth century Empress Irene solved the 

problem by simply refusing to stand aside for her son, Constantine VI, once he reached adulthood. 

After an uneasy period of joint rule and political conflict, Irene’s supporters deposed and eventually 

murdered Constantine - to pave the way for a period of sole rule by Irene. Irene is generally treated 

as a notorious character due to the murder of her son. But the fact remains that she was one of few 

Byzantine women ever to rule the Empire in her own right; even to the extent of taking the male title 

Basileus (Emperor) in preference to the usual official status of Empress. 21 
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Daily  life in Byzantium civilization  

Mother and child in Byzantine society 
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Marginal miniature, 11th century, Esphigmenou Monastery, Mount Athos 

 

 

 

The task of bringing up a child during the decisive early years of its life was the duty of its mother or, 

in richer families, of a nurse. The birth of a boy was the occasion of much rejoicing and festivity. The 

arrival of a girl, on the other hand, passed unnoticed. 22 

Once a newborn baby had been bathed by the midwife, it was wrapped in swaddling clothes, a 

practice that was maintained for the first two or three months of its life. Within a week of their birth 

new-born children were baptized, the name of their father being added, in the genitive case, to their 

given name.  

Babies were put to sleep in cradles. They took their first steps under the watchful eye of their 

mother, who would later teach them their first letters. Their amusements were a rattle and a basket 

full of toys. When they were a little older, boys were given a whistle, clay waggons and waggoners, a 

leather -- often multicoloured -- ball, knuckle-bones, and a hoop.  

Girls played with dolls and puppets. A favourite game of theirs was to enact important events such as 

a wedding or baptism. Also, they built mud houses, as Eustathios of Thessalonike relates.  

When they reached six years of age, boys went to a teacher to learn reading and writing from the 

Book of Psalms, and arithmetic by counting on their fingers. They wrote their first letters on a tablet 

covered with wax. Girls attended lessons with their brothers only if they were held at home by 

private tutors. Even so, there were quite a few women with a broad education, such as Kassiane and 

Anna Comnene.  

Religious instruction and singing completed a basic education which lasted three years. From the age 

of 10 upwards, only the most able and the sons of the richest families continued their studies. They 

learnt rhetoric, philosophy, mathematics, geometry, music and astronomy in the schools. There were 

also church schools in which theology was taught, in addition to the other subjects.23 
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Every day life in Byzantium 

Urban  and Rural professions  

 

 

 

Pedlar 

Miniature of a pedlar from a manuscript of the Homilies of Ioannis Damaskinos, 11th 

century, Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale. 

 

The exercise of a profession in Byzantine times was controlled by the state, and organized in guilds. 

The character and functioning of each guild was clearly defined by law, and no one was allowed to 

belong to two guilds simultaneously. Some professions were subject to restrictions, such as potters, 

who had to build their kilns at a distance from inhabited areas and from each other. The same 

restrictions applied to tanners and dyers.  

Workshops and stores were sited in the towns. Each guild had its workshops or shops in a specific 

part of the town. For instance, the coppersmiths of Thessalonike had their workshops close to the 

church of the Panagia Chalkeon, their patron. Among the shops were bakeries and general stores, 

butchers and greengrocers. A host of pedlars served the needs of the housewife as they passed by 

her door.  

Master builders and their apprentices were subject to strict laws providing for a ten-year guarantee 

of the houses they erected, and protecting owners from bad workmanship. There were also tutors, 

doctors, and perfumers who sold medicines as well as perfumes.  

Among the women who worked were weavers, pot-herb gatherers, fruit and vegetable sellers, and 

'kourisses', who dressed women's hair and were employed in private homes and in the baths.  
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Tax collecting 

Sinai, Saint Catherine's Monastery, 1136-1155 

 

 

Agriculture and grazing were the basis of the Macedonian economy by reason of the nature of the 

terrain. The various small landowners, tenant farmers, and serfs were tied to the soil they cultivated. 

Vineyards and gardens were situated close to villages, as were the plots in which a variety of produce 

was grown. Fields for crops lay at a greater distance, their boundaries defined by ropes and markers, 

which often led to disputes between neighbours.  

The financial system of the Byzantine state rested on the agricultural production of an organized 

village society. However, taxation, which bound them firmly to the land and to their fellow villagers, 

natural disasters, and the passage of troops and consequent seizure of their produce made life 

difficult for farmers and frequently led them into borrowing money. Inability to repay debts led in 

turn to destitution and flight.  

Small-holders often chose to sell their land together with their freedom in order to resolve their 

difficulties. By making serfs of themselves, they helped enlarge the already extensive properties of 

the big landowners. As the centuries passed, the latter succeeded in bringing ever increasing areas 

under their control, while simultaneously enjoying considerable tax exemptions, despite the 

attempts by central authority to limit their power.  
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By contrast, the pastures, which lay beyond the cultivable fields, belonged collectively to the 

community. Graziers managed their flocks and herds with the help of shepherd dogs. 24 

Nutrition 

 

 

Hunting scene 

Miniature, 11th century, Saint Catherine's Monastery, Sinai 

 

A Byzantine family seated for a meal at a table spread with a cloth was confronted by various dishes 

and vessels for the foods and beverages that were being served. A single length of narrow cloth lay 

across the knees of all the diners, on which they wiped their fingers. 25 

Bread, vegetables, pulses, and cereals, prepared in a variety of ways, played a major part in the diet 

of Byzantine people. The commonest form of cooking was boiling, as we understand from a derisive 

Byzantine saying: "The lazy cook prepares everything by boiling".  

In addition, the people of Byzantium produced various cheeses, such as 'anthotiro' or 'kefalintzin'. 

They also consumed eggs, with which they made their famous omelettes, or 'sphoungata', 

mentioned by Theodoros Prodromos, as well as poultry, of which almost every household had a 

supply.  

They obtained other kinds of meat by hunting, a favourite occupation of men that gave them an 

opportunity to distinguish themselves. They hunted with dogs and hawks, but did not scorn other 

methods, such as trapping, netting, and bird-liming.  
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Larger animals were a more expensive and rarer source of food. Pigs were slaughtered at the 

beginning of winter and provided the family with sausages, salt pork, and lard throughout the year. 

Lamb could be afforded only by the more well-to-do households. Byzantine people seldom ate beef, 

for they used their cattle to cultivate the fields. They also relished all kinds of fish, both fresh and 

salt-water, and shellfish.  

Various wines, for which Macedonia was renowned, as well as fruits, honey-cakes and syrupy 

sweetmeats, were served when they entertained.  

Their meals could be simple, but also very complex and rich, depending on the financial status of the 

family concerned. As one of their own proverbs put it, one could judge a man's worth by his table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Musicians playing drums 

Wall-painting, 1546, Katholikon of Stavronikita Monastery, Mount Athos 

 

 

Byzantine society was strait-laced and did not encourage recreational pursuits. The patristic texts 

instruct man to live in accordance with Christian teaching, and not to deviate from it by engaging in 

improper diversions, such as dancing and the theatre. For instance, Eustathios of Thessalonike said of 

the 'syrtos' and 'antikristos' dances that others "rightly held them to be godless." Frequent repetition 

of advice and prohibitions of this kind, however, is an indication that they were probably often 

disregarded.  
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All Byzantine people enjoyed the distractions of religious feast-days, birthdays, and other 

anniversaries; important state occasions also provided the pretext for festivity.  

Men belonging to the lower social order found evening entertainment in an abundance of wine-

shops, eating-houses, and playhouses -- that is, popular theatres, in which acrobats and conjurors 

performed or where improper shows, for the most part coarsesatirical sketches, were staged. It was, 

of course, unseemly to frequent such places. Monks who did so were excommunicated, and women 

working in them were considered prostitutes.  

Notwithstanding the widely held view that Byzantium was distinguished by its severity, religiosity and 

censoriousness, it would be nearer the mark to think of the Byzantine as being more worldly than we 

have suspected, and anything else but dull. 

 

 

 

 

 

Medieval Byzantine Empresses & Queens 

 

In the Middle Ages, men ruled -- except when women did. Here are a few of the medieval women 

who wielded power in the Byzantine empire, whether through unconventional activities, or the 

conventional women's role in dynastic connections. 
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Anna26 

(March 13, 963 - 1011; Kiev, Russia) 

Daughter of Theophano and the Byzantine Emperor Romanus II, and thus sister of the Theophano 

who married western Emperor Otto II, Anna was married to Vladimir I of Kiev -- and her marriage 

was the occasion of his conversion, beginning the official conversion of Russia to Christianity. 

 

Anna Comnena27 

 

 

(1083 - 1148; Byzantium) 

Anna Comnena, a daughter of a Byzantine emperor, was the first woman to write a history. She was 

also involved in history, attempting to substitute her husband for her brother in the succession.  

Irene Angelina28 
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(1181-1208; Byzantium) 

Daughter of Emperor Isaac II Angelos, she married Roger III of Sicily. The year after he died, she was 

taken by the Germans and married to Philip of Swabia. She later helped persuade Philip to divert the 

Fourth Crusade to Constantinopole to assist her father and brother. She had four daughters, who 

each married powerful men: Beatrice married Otto IV, the Holy Roman Emperor; Cunigunde married 

King Wenceslaus I of Bohemia; Maria married Henry II, Duke of Brabant; Elisabeth married King 

Ferdinand III of Castile. Through her daughters, she was ancestor of many of the kigs and queens of 

Europe. 

Irene Lascarina29 

(Byzatium, Nicaea) 

 
Irene (or Eirene) Lascaria (Laskaris) was the daughter of Theodore I Laskaris of Nicaea; her mother 

was Anna Angelis, daughter of Emperor Alexios III and Euphrosyne Doukaina Kamaterina. When her 

first marriage to Andronikos Palaiologos ended with his death, her father married to the successor he 

had chosen, John III Doukas Vatatzes. She was badly injured giving birth to their son, Theodore II 

Doukas Laskarias, and spent the rest of her life in a convent. Irene is much praised by historians for 

her modesty and prudence, and is said to have brought about by her example a considerable 

improvement in the morals of her nation. 
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Theodora30 

 

(about 497-510 - June 28, 548; Byzantium) 

Theodora was probably the most influential woman in Byzantine history. She was one of the more 

influential and powerful empresses of Rome. Some sources mention her as empress regnant with 

Justinian I as her co-regent. 

Theodora proved herself a worthy and able leader during the Nika riots. There were two 

rival political factions in the Empire, the Blues and the Greens, who started a riot in January 532 
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during a chariot race in the hippodrome. The riots stemmed from many grievances, some from 

Justinian's and Theodora's own actions
31

 

The rioters set many public buildings on fire, and proclaimed a new emperor,Hypatius, the 

nephew of former emperor Anastasius I. Unable to control the mob, Justinian and his officials 

prepared to flee. At a meeting of the government council, Theodora spoke out against leaving the 

palace and underlined the significance of someone who died as a ruler instead of living as an 

exile or in hiding, saying, "royal purple is noblest shroud
32

 

Her determined speech convinced them all, including Justinian himself, who had been preparing 

to run. As a result, Justinian ordered his loyal troops led by two reliable 

officers, Belisarius and Mundus, to attack the demonstrators in the hippodrome. His generals 

attacked the hippodrome, killing (according to Procopius) over 30,000 rebels. Despite his claims 

that he was unwillingly named emperor by the mob, Hypatius was also put to death, apparently at 

Theodora's insistence
33

 

 

Moreover, Theodora participated in Justinian's legal and spiritual reforms, and her involvement in 

the increase of the rights of women was substantial. She had laws passed that prohibited forced 

prostitution and closed brothels. She created a convent on the Asian side of 

the Dardanelles called the Metanoia (Repentance), where the ex-prostitutes could support 

themselves. She also expanded the rights of women in divorce and property ownership, instituted 

the death penalty for rape, forbade exposure of unwanted infants, gave mothers some 

guardianship rights over their children, and forbade the killing of a wife who committed adultery. 

Procopius wrote that she was naturally inclined to assist women in misfortune 

However  as far as we know many Historians agree that it was Theodora's courage and 

decisiveness that saved Justinian's reign. Justinian never forgot that it was Theodora who had 

saved his throne.
34

 

We may also notice importance of Thedora’s affets on religious policies for instance, Theodora 

worked against her husband's support of Chalcedonian Christianity in the ongoing struggle for the 

predominance of each faction
35

 

Her influence on Justinian was so strong that after her death, he worked to bring harmony 

between the Miaphysites and the Chalcedonian Christians in the Empire, and he kept his promise 

to protect her little community of Miaphysite refugees in the Hormisdas Palace. Theodora 

provided much political support for the ministry ofJacob Baradaeus, and apparently personal 

friendship as well. Diehl attributes the modern existence of Jacobite Christianity equally to 

Baradaeus and to Theodora
36 

Theophano 
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(943 - after 969; Byzantium) 

Also known as: Theophanu, Theophana 
Wife of two Byzantine emperors, she served as regent for her sons and married her daughters to 

important 10th century rulers - the Western emperor Otto II and Vladimir I of Russia.  

Theophano was glorified (canonized a saint) by the Orthodox Church following her death. Her 

feast day is 16 Decemberof the Eastern Orthodox Church calendar. After her death, her husband 

built a church, intending to dedicate it to her. When he was forbidden to do so, he decided to 

dedicate it to "All Saints," so that if his wife were in fact one of the righteous, she would also be 

honored whenever its feast day was celebrated
37

 

She was alleged to have poisoned Romanus II in 963, after which she served as regent for her 

sons Basil II and Constantine VIII. She married Nicephorus II on September 20, 963, barely a 

month after he became emperor, displacing her sons.  He ruled until 969 when he was 

assassinated by a conspiracy that included John I Tzimisces, whose mistress she had become.  

Polyeuctus, the patriarch of Constantinople, forced him to banish Theophano to a convent and 

punish the other murderers 

She was an educated and deeply religious woman. According to the Byzantine tradition 

of hagiography about her, Theophano devoted most of her days to prayers, psalms 

and hymns to God. She was reportedly the builder or patron of the Monastery of Saint 

Anastasia the Protector from Potions (Hagia Anastasia Pharmacolytria) in Chalkidiki
38
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Theophano saw herself now the wife of a new and handsome emperor. But she had been duped; 

when the patriarch refused to recognize Tzmisces as emperor until he had "driven from the Sacred 

Palace the adulteress . . . who had been the chief mover in the crime" he cheerfully repudiated 

Theophano, who was banished to a nunnery (she was then 27 years old). John married Theodora, 

the daughter of Constantine VII. To further propitiate the clergy, Tzmisces rescinded all the 

anticlerical legislation of Nicephorus and made great gifts to churches and monasteries39 

 

 

 

Theophano 

(956? - June 15, 991; Byzantium) 

 

 

 

A 14th century military martyr wears four layers, all patterned and richly trimmed: a cloak with 

tablion over a short dalmatic, another layer, and a tunic 
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WOMEN IN ANCIENT ROMAN SOCIETY 
 

 

                                                        

 

 

About The Roman Empire 

 

The Roman Empire (Latin: Imperium Romanum) was the post-Republican period of the ancient 

Roman civilization, characterized by a government headed by an Emperor, and large territorial 

holdings around the Mediterranean Sea in Europe, Africa, and Asia. The 500 year 

old republic which preceded it was severely destabilized in a series of civil wars and political 

conflict, during which Julius Caesar was appointed as perpetual dictator and then assassinated in 

44 BC. Conflict and civil unrest continued, eventually culminating in the victory of Octavian, 

Caesar's adopted son, over Mark Antony and Cleopatra at the Battle of Actium in 31 BC. 

Octavian's power was now unassailable and in 27 BC the Roman Senate formally granted 

him overarching powerand the new title Augustus, effectively marking the end of the Roman 

Republic. 
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The imperial successor to the Republic endured for some 500 years. The first two centuries of the 

Empire's existence were a period of unprecedented political stability and prosperity known as 

the Pax Romana, or "Roman Peace". Following Octavian's victory, the size of the Empire was 

dramatically increased. After the assassination of Caligula in 41, the Senate briefly considered 

restoring the republic, but the supporters of Claudius proclaimed him Emperor instead. Under 

Claudius, the Empire underwent its first major expansion since Augustus. After Claudius' 

successor,Nero, committed suicide in 68, the Empire suffered a period of brief civil wars, as well 

as a concurrent major rebellion in Judea, during which four different legionary generals were 

proclaimed Emperor. Vespasian emerged triumphant in 69, establishing theFlavian dynasty, 

before being succeeded by his son Titus, who opened the Colosseum shortly after the eruption of 

Mt. Vesuvius. His short reign was followed by the long reign of his brotherDomitian, who was 

eventually assassinated. The Senate then appointed the first of the Five Good Emperors. The 

Empire reached its greatest extent under Trajan, the second in this line. 

A period of increasing trouble and decline began with the reign ofCommodus. Commodus' 

assassination in 192 triggered the Year of the Five Emperors, of which Septimus 

Severus emerged victorious. The assassination of Alexander Severus in 235 led to the Crisis of 

the Third Century in which 26 men were declared Emperor by the Roman Senate over a fifty year 

period. It was not until the reign of Diocletian that the Empire was successfully stabilized with the 

introduction of the Tetrarchy, which saw four Emperors rule the Empire at once. The division was 

ultimately unsuccessful, leading to a civil war that was finally ended byConstantine I, who 

defeated his rivals and became the sole ruler of east and west. Constantine subsequently shifted 

the capital of the east to Byzantium, which was renamed Constantinople in his honor. It remained 

the capital of the east until its demise in 1453. Constantine also adopted Christianity which later 

became the official state religion of the Empire. Following the death ofTheodosius I, the last 

Emperor to rule a united Empire, the dominion of the Empire was gradually eroded by abuses of 

power, civil wars, barbarian migrations and invasions, military reforms and economic depression. 

The Sack of Rome in 410 by the Visigoths and again in 455 by the Vandals accelerated the 

Western Empire's decay, while the deposition of the EmperorRomulus Augustus in 476 

by Odoacer is generally accepted to mark the end of the Empire in the west. The Eastern Roman 

Empire endured for another thousand years, eventually falling to the Ottoman Turks under 

Mehmed II in 1453. 

The Roman Empire was among the most powerful economic, cultural, political and military forces 

in the world during its day. It was the largest empire of the Classical antiquity period, and one of 

the largest empires in world history. At its height under Trajan, it covered 6.8 million square 

kilometers and held sway over some 70 million people, at that time, 21% of the world's entire 

population. The longevity and vast extent of the Empire ensured the lasting influence of Latin and 

Greek language, culture, religion, inventions, architecture, philosophy, law and forms of 

government on the Empire's descendants. Throughout theEuropean medieval period, attempts 

were even made to establish successors to the Roman Empire, including the Crusader state, the 

Empire of Romania and the Holy Roman Empire. By means of European expansionism, 
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especially through theSpanish, French, Portuguese and British empires, Roman and Greek 

culture was spread on a worldwide scale, playing a significant role in the development of the 

modern world.
40

 

 

 

A Roman girl of the time of the Caesars. Photo by Giacomo Brogi of a bust in the Museo 

Nazionale, Naples 

 

Women in ancient Roman society were given considerable honor, possibly as a result of treaties 

between the Romans and the Sabines from earlier Roman history, and as a result of the emphasis on 

child-bearing in a society with high child mortality rates.41 

Freeborn women in ancient Rome were citizens (cives)
42

 

https://uk.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080416181102AAdpHgo 

Women did not possess Roman citizenship, were not allowed to vote or run for political office, and 

could not hold rights to property (Daily Life in the Roman City, Aldrete, 56). Compared to modern 

times Roman women had very little freedom in society, but Roman women were outspoken and took 

an interest in the politics of their day. The extent of a married woman's freedom and welfare were 

largely dependent on their relationships with husbands and fathers and their social class.[citation needed] 

This presents difficulties to historians in disentangling individual women's identities, as women 

referred to by name in the ancient sources are scarce.[citation needed] Contemporary accounts typically 

elevate particularly exceptional characters, and reveal very little about the lives and roles of everyday 

Roman women. 
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Roman law 

Roman law and Marriage in ancient Rome 

Although the rights and status of women in the earliest period of Roman history were more 

restricted than in the late Republic and Empire, as early as the 5th century BCE, Roman women 

could own land, write their own wills, and appear in court. The historian Valerius 

Maximus devotes a section of his work On Memorable Deeds and Speeches to women who 

conducted cases on their own behalf, or on behalf of others
43 

Marriage in ancient Rome was a strictly monogamous institution: a Roman citizen by law could 

have only one spouse at a time. The practice of monogamy distinguished the Greeksand Romans 

from other ancient civilizations, in which elite males typically had multiple wives. Greco-Roman 

monogamy may have arisen from the egalitarianism of the democratic andrepublican political 

systems of the city-states. It is one aspect of ancient Roman culture that was embraced by early 

Christianity, which in turn perpetuated it as an ideal in laterWestern culture
44 Most Roman women 

married in their late teens to early twenties, though patrician girls may have married early in their 

teens. Noble women generally married younger than the lower class. Among the elite, fourteen 

represented the division between childhood and adolescence. Under Roman law, marriages were of 

three kinds - sacred by the sharing of bread (conferrateo), by purchase (coemptio), and by mutual 

cohabitation (usus). Patricians always married conferrateo, while plebeians married by the latter two 

kinds. In the last type of marriage, if a woman was absent for three consecutive nights, at least once 

a year she would avoid her husband establishing legal control over her. This differed from the Greek 

custom of arranged marriage and sequestered wives that were unable to walk in the street 

unescorted. 

Remarriage was very common in ancient Roman society and many men and women were usually 

married at least twice in their lifetimes
45

 

Most wives were encouraged to remarry after either the death of the husband or a divorce. 

Ancient physicians believed that a woman was liable to get very sick if she was deprived 

of sexual activity and it could even lead to a woman getting ‘'hysteric uterine constriction.’'
46 

Other types of marriage involved legal control (and ownership) of a woman and her dowry and 

inheritances passing from the father (or the pater familias, his lineal ancestor) to the husband (or his 

paterfamilias). For instance, in marriages with manus (literally, "to hand"), a bride came under the 

legal authority of her husband or father-in-law, essentially as a minor. In marriages without manus, 

which was the norm by the 1st century BCE, wives could remain under the legal authority of their 

fathers, thereby retaining inheritance rights. In these cases, the wife lived with her husband, but did 

not become officially incorporated into her husband's family. 
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There was even legislation passed during the rule of Augustus that required widows and 

widowers to remarry to be able to fully inherit from people outside of their immediate family
47. 

Most Roman women received dowries when they married, to enable them to marry well, and to 

compensate for their loss of rights in their natal family. However, control of the dowry usually rested 

with the husband (or his pater familias), although in the Late Republic, many women were able to 

control their dowries and inheritances on their own. 

Women were generally held to be minors in Roman law. A married woman generally fell under the 

guardianship of her husband (or his pater familias). A widow or fatherless girl fell under the 

guardianship of her nearest male agnate. Under the Twelve Tables, if a man died intestate, his 

property passed to his nearest male agnate, and if no such agnate lived, to his nearest clansmen. 

However, by will, until the lex Voconia (169 BCE), a man could leave property to his widow, 

daughters, or granddaughters. 

Divorce, though allowed by Roman law, was a relatively informal affair. It simply involved a wife 

leaving her husband’s house, and often taking back her dowry. The first recorded Roman divorce 

took place in 230 BCE, when one Spurius Carvilius Ruga (possibly the former consul Spurius Carvilius 

Maximus Ruga) divorced his wife on grounds of infertility or sterility;[1] however, the first Roman 

divorces probably took place around 604 BCE or earlier, according to Valerius Maximus. (see note 1 

below). The frequency of remarriages among the elite was high. Remarriage was an available option 

for the widow or divorceé if she was still of childbearing age. However, because marriage was 

considered a vocation for Roman women, women who remained wedded to one man were highly 

celebrated for their devotion. However, the woman had to get permission from the government to 

have a divorce while the man could simply just kick the woman out of the house. 
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Roman women in private 

 

Marriage Ceremony: Sarcophagus. Marble. 2nd c AD. British Museum. Photo: B. McManus, 

VRoma Project. 

Role of the women in Roman Empire 

Legal rights of Roman woman and Education of women 

 

 

Roman woman holding a stylus and wax tablets for writing. Fresco from Pompeii, c. 50 CE. 

Legal rights of Roman women  

İt is very interesting that Roman women had no "public" rights at all  They could neither  

-vote  

 

-hold public office of any kind 
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Or  

 

-serve in the military 

 

But women did have "private" legal rights. A Roman woman could 

-inherit property in her own name 

 

-own and sell her property 

 

-get a divorce 

 

-make a will or be the beneficiary of a will 

Although legally she needed permission from her male guardian for legal transactions, this 

was apparently not hard to come by. 

Much changed for the worse for women during the reign of Emperor Augustus. He sought to 

impose a conservative moral order, a higher birth rate, and strict controls over the upper elite. 

How did Augustus carry out his conservative program? He used legal edicts: A woman 

convicted of adultery could lose up to half her property and be banished to an island. An  

adulterous wife could not remarry. 

A widow must remarry within two years. This rule was particularly onerous since so many 

males had been killed in the civil wars between the death of Julius Caesar and the seizure of 

power by Augustus. 

 A husband could not give gifts to his wife during the man's lifetime. Elite women were 

supposed to learn the old ways of weaving and spinning cloth.
48

 

 

Roman Women and Education  

Education was very important to the Ancient Romans. The rich people in Ancient Rome put 

a great deal of faith in education. While the poor in Ancient Rome did not receive a formal 

education, many still learned to read and write. Children from rich families, however, were 

well schooled and were taught by a private tutor at home or went to what we would 

recognise as schools. In general, schools as we would recognise them, were for boys only. 

Also, Roman schools were rarely an individual building but an extension of a shop - 

separated from the crowd by a mere curtain! 
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Before about 300 BC, education took place primarily in the home. The father taught his sons 

what he knew in Roman law, history, customs, and physical training. If the father knew how 

to read and write, he would pass this on to his sons also. Most often, the father would teach 

his sons his trade. If the father was a carpenter, he would teach his sons carpentry and they 

would follow in his footsteps as adults. Between 300 and 200 BC, the Romans began to adopt 

the Greek system of education. With the Greek system, there were three levels of education: 

primary school (ludus), grammar school (grammaticus) and secondary school (rhetoric). 

School was not free and therefore was only available to the wealthy. Children from poor 

families continued to be taught in their homes by their father. Gifted, educated (and usually 

Greek) slaves taught some wealthy children in their homes. Wealthy children who were 

schooled outside of the home would go to the home of a tutor who would "group-tutor" many 

students. 

Education of women began around 200 BCE, possibly in the household of Scipio Africanus 

Major and his relatives. These more liberal Romans wanted their wives and daughters 

educated so that their moral fibre would be improved, they themselves would be better 

companions to their husbands, and most importantly, so that they could better supervise the 

education and upbringing of their children. One of the reasons that Tiberius Gracchus Major 

chose to marry the much younger Cornelia was that he wanted an educated wife. Within a 

century, the education of elite Roman women was the norm. Education meant literacy, 

presumably numeracy, knowledge of both Greek and Latin, and reading of the classics in both 

languages, and also history. Girls were educated along with boys in some households, but 

their lessons tended to differ as they grew older. Literary education beyond the basics of 

reading and writing was available to some elite girls. These girls received such education, 

however, not to prepare themselves for future occupations, but to increase their value as 

wives.  

 

The education of males
49

 in ancient Rome was likely to be  very successful rather than of 

Roman women because the male students weren’t just limited to just one subject or trade but 

were required to learn many subjects and thereby were well-rounded and had a lot of overall 

knowledge. While women and the poor did not really benefit from the Roman system of 

education, the general population of males did receive a sound education from the Roman 

system. 

At about age 11, the boys would go on to the grammar school, or grammaticus. Roman 

girls would rarely continue formal schooling after the ludus because they usually married 

around age twelve and had little need for a formal education. In the grammaticus, boys would 
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learn Latin, Greek grammar and literature (and sometimes history, geography and/or 

philosophy). They also read and recited texts aloud with special attention on pronunciation 

and enunciation. Because the Romans admired Greek culture so much, the Greek language 

was given priority in the grammaticus. A fully knowledge of Greek showed that you were 

refined and cultivated. Roman boys liked to show off with their Greek skills much in the same 

way that we do with French. Almost of the great works of philosophy and many of the works 

of literature were in Greek, so it was absolutely necessary for the boys to learn the language. 

Many young boys learned Greek from the Greek slaves in their household and could speak it 

before they could speak Latin. 

While much of Roman education was adopted from Greek, one difference was that the heroes 

that Roman males were taught to respect and model themselves after differed from the heroes 

that Greek males were taught to admire. Greek boys honored the great legends of the past 

such as Odysseus and Hercules while Roman boys honored more the traditions and heroes of 

their own families. Compared the Greeks heroes (who came from the great literary works), 

the Romans heroes were much more realistic and personal. "If Greek education can be 

defined as the imitation of the Homeric hero, that of ancient Rome took the form of the 

imitation of one’s ancestors"("Cultural Notes: Education and Rhetoric").
50

 

There were two types of schools in Ancient Rome. The first type of school was for younger 

children aged up to 11 or 12 where they learned to read and write and to do basic 

mathematics. At these schools, children worked on an abacus to learn basic mathematics. For 

writing, they used a stylus and a wax tablet. Older children would go to more advanced 

schools where they did specific studies on topics such as public speaking. They would also 

study the writings of the great intellects of Ancient Rome such as Cicero. Girls rarely went to 

these schools as they were allowed to get married at the age of 12 whereas boys had to wait 

until they were 14 to get married. 

Children worked a seven-day week - there was no break for the weekend! However, this was 

not as dire as it appears. There were many school holidays - religious holidays (and there were 

many of them) meant that children did not have to go to school. Market days also resulted in 

school closures and children also had a summer holiday! 

In general, girls did not go to school. Girls from rich families did receive an education, but 

this was done at home. Here they were taught how to run a good household and how to be a 

good wife in general - in preparation for the time they got married. Part of their education 

would have been music, sewing and the competent running of a kitchen. 

For boys, practice made perfect. They were not allowed to write on what we would consider 

to be paper as it was very expensive. Boys first practised on a wax tablet. Only when they had 
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shown that they could write well, were they allowed to write on paper - which was made on 

the Ancient Egyptian method of papyrus reeds. Their 'pens' were quills and their ink was a 

mixture of gum, soot and, sometimes, the ink from an octopus.51 

 

 

1. Naming conventions 

 Early and Middle Republican naming conventions 

Initially, Roman women were known solely by their family name, e.g. a woman belonging to the gens 

Aemilia would be called Aemilia. If there were many daughters, she would be given a cognomen, 

such as Tertia (third) for Aemilia Tertia, to indicate her birth order. 

The names thus generally reflected the family name or nomen of the father, or head of the family. 

For example, if a man's family name (nomen) was Cornelius, then his daughter would be named 

Cornelia. If the man's family name was Sempronius, the daughter would be named Sempronia. 

Other examples include 

 Laelia Major and Laelia Minor, daughters of Gaius Laelius Sapiens  

Late republican naming conventions 
 

 

 

Caeciliae, Q. Cretici. f., Metellae, Crassi (Caecilia, daughter of Quintus Creticus, a Metella, (then) of 

Crassus). Born to Creticus, she was a member of the Caecilius Metellus clan and married a Crassus 

By the Late Republic, women began to use the feminine of their father's cognomen, such as Cornelia 

Sulla or Pompeia Magna or Cornelia Metella (properly Caecilia Metella). 
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Other examples include 

 Licinia Crassa Major and Licinia Crassa Minor (daughters of Lucius Licinius Crassus)  

 Sempronia (feminine form of Sempronius) Tuditani (=of Tuditanus), daughter of a 

Sempronius Tuditanus  

 High imperial naming conventions 

Later, in the era of Augustus and thereafter, Roman women used more varied first names and 

sometimes two first names. The naming pattern became more erratic. 

1. A woman could be named for her paternal grandmother, e.g. Livilla for her grandmother 

Livia.  

2. A combination of her family name and the name of a mother or grandmother, e.g. Plautia 

Urganalilla (wife of Claudius) named for her father's family and her paternal grandmother.  

3. A woman could be also named for her father's family and a place of origin (somewhat like 

men, but without a unique praenomen).  

4. A woman could be named for other relatives e.g. Drusilla (sister of Gaius Caligula) named for 

her paternal grandfather Drusus, itself a cognomen.  

Some empresses were given the praenomen of Julia, even if they are unrelated to the gens Julii.[1] 

Some were awarded with the agnomen of Augusta ("Majestic"), a parallel of their husbands' 

(Augustus). 

 Further discussion 

 Early to Middle Republic 

Since Roman families in the Early and Middle Republic usually had many children, the sons were also 

given a personal name or praenomen. The daughters, all named for the gens or family, were only 

distinguished by their birth order. For example, in a family with just two surviving daughters, the 

elder would be called Major and the younger Minor, e.g. Cornelia Africana Major and Cornelia 

Africana Minor. Families with more daughters such as a patrician Claudius with five daughters would 

have daughters named Claudia Prima, Claudia Secunda, Claudia Tertia, Claudia Quarta, and Claudia 

Quinta. 

It is not known if daughters were renamed when older sisters died, but Aemilia Tertia, wife of Scipio 

Africanus, was usually known as Aemilia Paulla to later Romans. This might reflect her greater 

prominence, as it did for her younger daughter who was usually known as Cornelia Africana, not 

Cornelia Africana Minor (her older sister lived long enough to have a surviving son). It might also 

reflect that at some point, she and her daughter became the only surviving daughter of their fathers. 

Polybius, writing in the last years of the Middle Republic, refers to Aemilia Tertia simply as "Aemilia" 

making her identity clear by context. Livy, writing of various women in the Middle Republic, also 

refers to them simply by the feminine versions of their father's gentilical names (nomen gentile) e.g. 

Volumnia (mother of Coriolanus), the maiden Verginia, the betrayed wife Lucretia for the Early 

Republic; with almost no changes in the Middle Republic for the poisoners Cornelia, Licinia, Mucia, 

and Publilia. None are identified by their birth order. A very few women are however identified by 

their birth order, notably Claudia Quinta, who publicly affirms her chastity in 203 BC. 
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Roman female names in Imperial Rome 

After the end of the Republic, women's names gradually began to change. This is best seen in the 

Imperial family. 

While Augustus's wives were always known by their father's family (gens) e.g. Claudia Pulchra, 

Scribonia, and Livia and Tiberius's wives were Vipsania and Julia for their fathers' less-known 

gentilical names, by the third generation in the Imperial family, naming patterns had changed. Julia's 

daughters by her second husband Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa were Julia the Younger and Agrippina, 

not Vipsania Tertia and Vipsania Quarta. Her granddaughters were Agrippina the Younger, Drusilla, 

etc, and not named for their father's adoptive family, Julius. Likewise, in the family of Octavia and 

Mark Antony, the naming patterns for their daughters (and Octavia's daughters by her first husband) 

are conventional, but that for the granddaughter Livilla (daughter of Drusus, a Claudian), is not. 

In later generations, two names were adopted by females; thus Claudius's daughters were not 

Claudia Major and Claudia Minor, but Claudia Antonia and Claudia Octavia. Among the elite, names 

such as Pomponia Graecina became common. In still later generations, women's names bore little or 

no resemblance to their father's families. For example, in the Flavian dynasty, Titus's daughter was 

not Flavia (Then what was it?). In the Severan dynasty, most women bore the first name of Julia (not 

the family's gentilical name), but the second name was different. In the Theodosian dynasty, the 

daughter of Theodosius I was not Theodosia but Galla Placidia named partly for her mother. 

Livy, Suetonius, and Tacitus, as well as other classical historians Valerius Maximus, Plutarch, Aulus 

Gellius all illustrate this growing complexity in Roman female names. They write mostly of Imperial 

Roman women, but the names of some notable patricians (noblewomen) and a few freedwomen are 

also given. 

The reason for female names 

It has been argued[citation needed] that Roman girls were considered property, and that they were named 

after the patriarch to show ownership. Since the eldest son was usually given a name identical to that 

of his father,[2] the mere naming of a daughter after her father would not be evidence of proprietary 

attitudes. Moreover, it has been shown that Roman baby girls were not named after the patriarch, 

but rather after the family, or gens. No Early-to-Middle Roman female infant was named a variant of 

her father's or paterfamilias's praenomen and nomen; at least, no tomb inscriptions, or other 

documentation has been found to this effect. 

Earlier (Republican) Roman female names tended to be strictly gentilical, with some allowable variety 

in cognomens in the Late Republic. In imperial Rome, women acquired both greater legal rights as 

well as more individuality in their names, commensurate with their growing legal and social 

independence. Early Roman women could not divorce their husbands;[citation needed] Republican law 

indicates that women could arrange a divorce from an unsatisfactory husband, and furthermore, had 

some say in who they married. Early Roman women had limited control over their own property 

(none if they were unmarried and living under their paterfamilias's roof, or if they were married). 

Later Roman women acquired some rights over their own property and incomes. Growing legal rights 

and de facto social independence appeared to go hand in hand with varied first names.It is also no 

coincidence that most Roman women known to us today (or who appear in contemporary or classical 

histories) come from the Imperial period. 
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By the late Empire, women were frequently named for their mothers or other female relatives, who 

in turn were often named for female (or sometimes male) Christian saints. Thus the empress Galla 

Placidia's name shows only her mother's name, not her father's. Other examples: Arria was a 

daughter of Thrasea Paetus and his wife Arria[3]; and possibly Considia, daughter of Servilius 

Nonianus[4]. 

Empresses bearing pagan names--e.g. Aelia Licinia Eudocia formerly Athenais--were renamed to have 

more Christian names, sometimes for an earlier empress. A few empresses such as Theodora, wife of 

Justinian) were also allegedly renamed. Late Byzantine empresses bore names derived via Latin from 

Greek: 

 Anna (meaning "grace/charm" or "mercy")  

 Agnes ("chaste" or "sacred"), a name of one of the earliest Christian saints  

 Irene ("peace"),  

 Eudokia/Eudoxia ("good fame")  

 Euphrosyne ("joy")  

 Theodora ("god's gift")  

 Zoe ("life")  

Most of these names showed Greek influences, while a few were clearly the names of Christian 

female saints. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ancient Roman Clothing (women) 
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Under tunic, stola, palla 

 

Purple stola, gold embroidery 

 

Young woman - Under tunic stola 

 

Roman Women in General 
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The Romans believed that all women should be under the control of a guardian, who might be 

the father, husband, or a male relative, or someone appointed by the will of the father or 

husband, or by an official of the state. The only exceptions up until the time of Augustus were 

the six vestal virgins; after Augustus the rule was relaxed in cases of freeborn women who had 

had three children and freedwomen who had had four, provided that there was no husband or 

father to exercise control. It was customary for marriages to be arranged, and for the size of 

the dowry to match the social standing of the prospective bridegroom. 

Women in Roman times, though discriminated against, and subjected to abuse by poets such as 

Horace and Juvenal, were still capable of standing up for themselves when aroused. One of the 

most contentious pieces of Roman legislation was the Oppian Law, brought in on the proposal 

of the tribune Gaius Oppius after the defeat by Hannibal at Cannae in 216 BC with the object 

of reducing spending on luxury goods. Among its conditions were that no woman should possess 

more than half an ounce of gold, wear a dress dyed in a variety of colours, or ride in a horse-

drawn carriage in a city or town or within a mile of it except on holy days. There are, however, 

records of a few female doctors, clerks, and secretaries: also hairdressers, for whom training 

was obligatory, teachers, and the occasional fishmonger, vegetable seller, dressmaker, and 

wool or silk merchant.
52 

Roman aristocratic women influenced politics, but they could not serve as magistrates, senators, or 

military commanders. During the empire, the wives of emperors began to wield more power than 

women had ever held before. Livia, the wife of Augustus, advised her husband for 51 years of 

marriage before living her last 15 years under the rule of her son, Tiberius. She was deeply devoted 

to her husband and family and only appeared in public to display the virtues of a Roman matron, 

which included chastity, modesty, frugality, loyalty, and dignity. Behind the scenes, Livia and 

Augustus were extremely close, and she played a part in his important decisions, although some 

sources unfairly portray her as the evil, manipulative power behind the throne. Roman society 

accepted senatorial advisors, but invariably regarded women close to power as grasping and devious.  

Only archaeology provides much material about the lives of lower-class Roman women. Stone 

carvings and funeral inscriptions show that women worked as nurses, waitresses, midwives, weavers, 

and food sellers. Women performed other jobs such as jewelry making, leather working, and 

ceramics alongside their husbands in family businesses, but this type of work was rarely recorded. 

The brief texts and crude images of working women do not provide much detail about their lives, 

although there is a similar lack of information about lower-class men.  

Romans traditionally depicted the ideal woman as a virtuous daughter, brave wife, or devoted 

mother. Some women were cast into heroic roles in reaction to political persecution; they hid their 

families, or even followed banished husbands or children into exile. Like men, upper-class women 

also won praise through public generosity; they built public monuments and temples, subsidized 

games, and became patrons of their home cities. As a sign of their rank, aristocratic women were 

given seats with the senators at public games, where they could display fine clothing and jewelry.  

Women had long played an important role in Roman religion. Vestal virgins, who were priestesses of 

Vesta, the goddess of the hearth, kept the sacred fire burning at Vesta’s temple in the Roman Forum. 

They lived in an elaborate house near the temple and occupied a place of honor at public 
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ceremonies. Some festivals and rites were reserved for women, but these ceremonies were usually 

private.  

It is more difficult to assess how women were involved in cultural and intellectual life. Upper-class 

girls went to elementary school and often learned to read and write. Generally they were not 

permitted to pursue higher study with men of learning, although Stoic philosophers were 

sympathetic to women’s education. Even without higher education, Nero’s mother, known as 

Agrippina the Younger, wrote a biography of her mother. The empress Julia Domna, wife of emperor 

Lucius Septimius Severus (193-211), was a patron of learning and served as the primary advisor of 

her son, Caracalla (211-217), throughout much of his reign as emperor.  

Roman society had long valued boys above girls. Poor families sometimes abandoned infant 

daughters in the countryside to avoid paying dowries, the gifts traditionally given by a girl’s parents 

to her husband’s family. The practice of allowing baby girls to die, called female infanticide, 

continued down to the Christian era and had an impact on the size of the female population. 

Childbearing was dangerous. Tombstones show that the life expectancy of women was 34 years as 

contrasted with 46 years for men because women often died in childbirth.  

Some male writers attacked imperial women’s education, political power, and sexuality. Roman 

women did have one kind of real power—the wealth that came from their right to own and inherit 

property. Despite this wealth and prestige, no Roman woman actually ruled the empire in her own 

name, although some other countries did have women rulers: Egyptian queen Cleopatra, Queen 

Boudicca of the Britons, and Zenobia, who reigned over Palmyra in Syria. In Rome, men held political 

power and women could only exercise indirect power. 53 

 

All throughout the history of the Roman Empire, women played an important role.  Sometimes 

running the empire itself when the emperor was too young.  Such was the case during the Severan 

period.  This collection is being assembled to show all of the various portraits and hairstyles which 

graced Roman coins from the beginning of the Empire with Livia, wife of Augustus, to it's end with 

Zenonis, Wife of Basiliscus.  Although the Roman Empire ends with Anastasius in 493, Zenonis, in 

476 was the last female I could find for the period. 

 

Featured below, you will find some wonderful drawings by Jasper Burns (are all copyright owned 

by Jasper Burns).  These drawings were featured on the cover of various issues of The Celator and 

his book "Great Women of Imperial Rome: Mothers and Wives of the Caesars" published by 

Routledge. As with nearly every image on my site, clicking on an image will open a window with a 

larger version. 
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Antonia - Daughter of Marc Antony and Octavia, 

Wife of Nero Claudius Drusus.  36 BC-37 AD 

 

Domitia (Domitia Longina) - Wife of Domitian.  

c.50-55-c.140-150 (Yes, 90 to 100 years!) 

 

Plotina (Pompeia Plotina) - Wife of Trajan.  c.70 – 

129 
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Faustina I (Annia Galeria Faustina) - Wife of 

Antoninus Pius.  c.98-141 

 

 

Julia Domna - Wife of Septimius Severus.  c.170-

217 
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Julia Mamaea (Julia Avita Mamaea) - Mother of 

Severus Alexander.  Died in 235. 

 

Helena (Flavia Julia Helena or Saint Helena) - Wife 

of Constantius I, Mother of Constantine I.  c.248-

330 

List of Roman women and their relations, along with images (when available) to display the various 

hairstyles popular at the time 

 

Roman aristocratic women influenced politics, but they could not serve as magistrates, senators, or 

military commanders. During the empire, the wives of emperors began to wield more power than 

women had ever held before.  
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Livia, the wife of Augustus, advised her husband for 51 years of marriage before living her last 15 

years under the rule of her son, Tiberius. She was deeply devoted to her husband and family and only 

appeared in public to display the virtues of a Roman matron, which included chastity, modesty, 

frugality, loyalty, and dignity.  

Behind the scenes, Livia and Augustus were extremely close, and she played a part in his important 

decisions, although some sources unfairly portray her as the evil, manipulative power behind the 

throne. Roman society accepted senatorial advisors, but invariably regarded women close to power 

as grasping and devious.  

Only archaeology provides much material about the lives of lower-class Roman women. Stone 

carvings and funeral inscriptions show that women worked as nurses, waitresses, midwives, weavers, 

and food sellers. Women performed other jobs such as jewelry making, leather working, and 

ceramics alongside their husbands in family businesses, but this type of work was rarely recorded. 

The brief texts and crude images of working women do not provide much detail about their lives, 

although there is a similar lack of information about lower-class men.  

 

Romans traditionally depicted the ideal woman as a virtuous daughter, brave wife, or devoted 

mother. Some women were cast into heroic roles in reaction to political persecution; they hid their 

families, or even followed banished husbands or children into exile. Like men, upper-class women 

also won praise through public generosity; they built public monuments and temples, subsidized 

games, and became patrons of their home cities. As a sign of their rank, aristocratic women were 

given seats with the senators at public games, where they could display fine clothing and jewelry.  
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Women had long played an important role in Roman religion. Vestal virgins, who were priestesses of 

Vesta, the goddess of the hearth, kept the sacred fire burning at Vesta's temple in the Roman Forum. 

They lived in an elaborate house near the temple and occupied a place of honor at public 

ceremonies. Some festivals and rites were reserved for women, but these ceremonies were usually 

private.  

It is more difficult to assess how women were involved in cultural and intellectual life. Upper-class 

girls went to elementary school and often learned to read and write. Generally they were not 

permitted to pursue higher study with men of learning, although Stoic philosophers were 

sympathetic to women's education. Even without higher education, Nero's mother, known as 

Agrippina the Younger, wrote a biography of her mother. The empress Julia Domna, wife of emperor 

Lucius Septimius Severus (193-211), was a patron of learning and served as the primary advisor of 

her son, Caracalla (211-217), throughout much of his reign as emperor.  

Roman society had long valued boys above girls. Poor families sometimes abandoned infant 

daughters in the countryside to avoid paying dowries, the gifts traditionally given by a girl's parents 

to her husband's family. The practice of allowing baby girls to die, called female infanticide, 

continued down to the Christian era and had an impact on the size of the female population. 

Childbearing was dangerous. Tombstones show that the life expectancy of women was 34 years as 

contrasted with 46 years for men because women often died in childbirth.  

Some male writers attacked imperial women's education, political power, and sexuality. Roman 

women did have one kind of real power - the wealth that came from their right to own and inherit 

property.  

Despite this wealth and prestige, no Roman woman actually ruled the empire in her own name, 

although some other countries did have women rulers: Egyptian queen Cleopatra, Queen Boudicca of 

the Britons, and Zenobia, who reigned over Palmyra in Syria. In Rome, men held political power and 

women could only exercise indirect power. 54 
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Important Women in Rome History 
 

Livia 

 

Livia (Julia Augusta and earlier was Livia Drusilla) - Wife of Octavian.  58 BC-29 AD 

Livia Drusilla was originally married to Tiberius Claudius Nero until the emperor Augustus forced him 

to divorce her and become his own wife. Political marriages of this type were common during the 

Republic and early empire. Livia was a member of the powerful Claudian family and the new emperor 

needed her wealth and influence to establish his position. Livia had two children from her previous 

marriage, Nero Claudius Drusus and Tiberius Claudius Nero, who later became the emperor Tiberius. 

Drusus was a popular military figure but was killed by a fall from his horse while on maneuvers in the 

Summer of A. D. 9.  

Livia was an intelligent and efficient administrative helper to her new husband who had his hands full 

consolidating his power while maintaining the appearance of not doing so at all costs. In spite of the 

political nature of their marriage, Augustus and Livia loved each other deeply. With his dying words, 

the emperor asked his wife of fifty-two years to remember their life together. The imperial couple 

had had no children together and Tiberius was the one to inherit the throne after the death of 

Augustus.  
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Livia continued to exert her influence over her son Tiberius until her death in A. D. 29 at the age of 85 

years. It was probably because of her political acumen and ability to watch out for her son that the 

problems with the praetorian prefect Sejanus did not occur until two years before her death.  

 

 

Cleopatra VII, Last Queen of Egypt 

 

 

Bust of Cleopatra 

 

Cleopatra55 is one of those legendary and romantic figures of history who have captured the 

imaginations of every generation since her own time. She was the subject of one of Hollywood’s 

most popular movies, and her character in this movie was portrayed by an actress whose powerful 

intellect and personality, as well as whose human weaknesses, were similar to Cleopatra's own.  

Cleopatra was an ambitious woman, determined to rule her kingdom and keep it out of the hands of 

the ever more powerful and expansionist Romans in Italy to the West. She was considered to be one 

of the most intelligent and canny female rulers of all times and was not afraid to utilize her feminine 

charms to advance her political ambitions. She was the lover of one powerful Roman leader and 

married to another.  

Cleopatra was born in about 69 B. C., the daughter of Ptolemy XII and Cleopatra VI. When her father 

died, she and her brother Ptolemy XIII were to rule Egypt jointly. It was the custom amongst 

Ptolemaic rulers that brother should marry sister and rule jointly. This was to ensure that none of the 
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powerful families would gain enough influence to control the throne of Egypt. Instead of marrying 

her, Ptolemy exiled her and took over the throne himself. Cleopatra gathered an army and tried to 

take back what was rightfully hers, but was having no success.  

In 48 B. C., Julius Caesar landed in Egypt, searching for Pompey, whom he had defeated at the battle 

of Pharsalus earlier that year. Some Egyptians thought they could gain Caesar's favor by murdering 

Pompey and presenting his head to Caesar, but Caesar instead mourned the death of a friend, even 

though Pompey had been his rival. Cleopatra, with her talent for seduction and a flair for the 

dramatic, used a much more subtle way to gain the attention and affection of Julius Caesar. She had 

herself rolled up in a carpet, and, disguised as a gift to the famous Roman, she was delivered by one 

of her slaves to Caesar's camp. Immediately captivated by her charm and wit, Caesar fell madly in 

love with the Egyptian queen.  

Over the course of the next three years, the two royal lovers joined forces to defeat and kill her 

treacherous brother, took a trip up the Nile, and planned to carve out an empire for themselves. 

After Ptolemy XIII's death, she was compelled by custom to marry her other brother, Ptolemy XIV.  

Caesar then took Cleopatra to Rome and set her up in a household of her own. Cleopatra had a son 

by Caesar whom she named Caesarion. Cleopatra was not very popular with the Romans, who 

resented this foreign queen who had seduced their popular leader. When Caesar was murdered in 44 

B. C., Cleopatra decided that the wise thing to do would be to return to Egypt and try to make the 

best of things. After Caesar's death she got her second brother out of the way by poisoning him. She 

then ruled jointly with her infant son.  

By this time, the rivalry between Marc Antony and Octavian had heated up to the point of becoming 

open civil war. Antony summoned Cleopatra to his camp to have her declare her loyalty to his cause 

or face the consequences. Instead, she came to him with her court, her royal barge all decked out in 

splendor. Of course, Cleopatra was the center of everyone’s attention, a rich and powerful Eastern 

queen surrounded by luxury.  

Antony could no more resist the Egyptian queen than Caesar could before him. With Antony eating 

from the palm of her hand, she believed that she could use Roman military might to further her plans 

to build an Egyptian empire. Antony fell in love with and eventually married Cleopatra. In the 

meantime, Octavian was denouncing Antony and his Egyptian queen, saying that he wanted only to 

make Rome part of an Oriental empire ruled by a despot.  

As time went on, Antony lost more and more support from Roman soldiers and citizens alike. The 

forces of Octavian were becoming stronger day by day. The showdown between the two was not 

long incoming. At Actium, in 31 B. C., Octavian's naval forces defeated Antony's fleet after Antony 

himself deserted them. It seems that Cleopatra, who had joined her ships with Antony's fleet, 

decided to cut and run in the midst of the battle. In fact, the battle was nowhere near a lost cause 

until after she had fled. Antony chose to take a boat himself and join his lover in flight instead of 

remaining with his men. The battle was soon over with most of Antony's men deserting or 

surrendering after he had gone.  

Antony and Cleopatra had only a few short months left. After Actium, Octavian's army inexorably 

pushed onward, conquering Egypt after some spirited but wholly inadequate resistance. With troops 

entering Alexandria, Cleopatra retired to her own tomb to await the end. Antony had fallen on his 
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sword in despair, but survived his suicide attempt long enough to be taken to Cleopatra, where he 

died in her arms. Cleopatra herself, rather than be taken alive, preferred suicide. She could not face 

the prospect of having to march in shame and degradation in Octavian's triumph, having once been a 

proud queen of an independent Egypt. As Roman soldiers searched noisily in the streets of 

Alexandria for Cleopatra, she accepted a final gift from one of her faithful serving girls. Hidden within 

a basket of fruit was a deadly poisonous asp. The bite from the snake was painless, and Cleopatra 

held the serpent to her breast. The poison worked swiftly, and her two servant girls followed her in 

death. When the soldiers finally broke into the tomb and roughly demanded where Cleopatra was, 

only one girl had enough life remaining to tell them that in death, Cleopatra had escaped her captors.  

 

 

Agrippina the Elder 

 

 

Agrippina Senior (Vipsania Agrippina) - Wife of Germanicus.  14 BC-33 AD56 

During the early days of the Roman Empire, people of patrician or senatorial rank were married for 

political reasons. Often, a marriage was broken up because a man was ordered to divorce his wife 

and marry a woman who would provide a more useful alliance between powerful families. It was for 

this reason that Octavian, later to become Rome’s first emperor Augustus, was told to divorce his 

wife Scribonia and marry Livia Drusilla. There appeared to be no hard feelings between the old and 
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the new husbands at this arrangement. In fact, T. Claudius Nero gave his ex - wife a large dowry and 

enjoyed himself thoroughly at her wedding to Octavian, behaving more like a father than a former 

husband! The making and breaking up of marriages for political reasons made for some complicated 

family trees during this period.  

It turns out that Octavian, now the Emperor Augustus, had a daughter named Julia by his first wife. 

She was wedded in a political marriage to Augustus' faithful friend and loyal general, Agrippa. Their 

daughter was Agrippina the Elder.  

Agrippina was married to Germanicus, who was descended from the Claudians, Livia's side of the 

family. He was a popular military commander and well - loved by the people in Rome. A goodly 

amount of his popularity was because he made successful raids into German territory. Though he 

was taking a chance with Roman legions and some said that the military adventures were foolhardy, 

the fact that they succeeded brought enormous glory to Germanicus, who actually earned the name 

"Germanicus" because of these raids.  

It was probably because of this popularity that both he and Agrippina became entangled in a political 

web partly of their own creation. The old emperor Augustus had decided to Adopt Tiberius, the son 

of Livia and T. Claudius Nero. One of the conditions of this adoption was that Tiberius adopt 

Germanicus as his own son.  

In A. D. 19, Germanicus died in the Eastern city of Antioch. Historians have been debating ever since 

whether it was due to natural causes or murder. In any case, Agrippina was firmly convinced that 

Tiberius, who had become emperor in A. D. 14, was jealous of Germanicus' popularity and had had 

him poisoned. Agrippina was herself a very highly respected member of Roman high society and her 

opinions, if voiced publicly, could be dangerous. Certainly, the reclusive and somewhat sullen 

Tiberius was nowhere near the popular figure the dead Germanicus had been.  

Agrippina scandalized all Rome when she refused to eat or drink at a banquet given by the emperor. 

From that time on, Tiberius sought an excuse to be rid of her. Finally, in A. D. 29, Agrippina and her 

two teenage sons were accused of plotting to overthrow Tiberius. They were tried and condemned 

to exile.  

Agrippina's son Nero committed suicide soon after the trial. Her son Drusus died of starvation while 

imprisoned in Rome a few years later. Agrippina was exiled to the island of Pandateria where she too 

died of starvation in A. D. 33. Though the official story was that she committed suicide, she was 

probably starved to death on the orders of the aging emperor Tiberius.  
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Agrippina the Younger57 

 

Agrippina Junior (Julia Agrippina) - Wife of Claudius.  15-59 

Agrippina the younger was one of three daughters of Germanicus and Agrippina the Elder. She was 

thirty - four years old when the Roman emperor Claudius married her in A. D. 49.  

By this time, Claudius had had three wives and his marriages to them had not been very good ones. 

His previous wife, Messalina, had been not only unfaithful to him but had actually married another 

man in full public view while Claudius was away visiting the new port of Ostia at the mouth of the 

Tiber. Claudius was so affectionately disposed towards her that he was not moved to action until his 

private secretary gave the order for her execution. Messalina had been married to Claudius for seven 

years and had lived a full and very debauched life by the time of her death at the age of twenty - 

three.  

By this time, Claudius was nearing the end of his life. Agrippina, being an ambitious and intelligent 

woman married to an emperor considered a weakling and somewhat of a dunce by those around 

him, naturally took the reins of power into her own hands. During the last five years of Claudius’ 

reign, she grew more and more powerful. At the time of their marriage, Agrippina had a teenage son 

named Nero who was to become the future Roman emperor of that name. She immediately secured 

his future by having Claudius adopt him. Claudius also had a son by Messalina named Brittanicus.  

In A.D. 54, Claudius died after eating a dish of poison mushrooms. The early historians perpetuate 

the rumor that Agrippina had murdered him, but she really didn’t have a motive. She already 

controlled much of imperial policy and had seen to it that her son would be heir to the throne. Even 
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today, people die after gathering and eating poison mushrooms gathered in Italy as they are easily 

mistaken for the edible kind.  

When Nero ascended the throne, he was only seventeen and could not legally rule in his own name. 

Agrippina acted as his regent and was a powerful controlling influence on him even after he had 

reached the age of eighteen and could govern in his own right. For the first time in Roman history, a 

woman was given the title of AVGVSTA, meaning "empress", and her portrait appeared on coins with 

that of her son. Up until that time, women of the imperial household had only been portrayed on 

coins after they had died.  

Nero grew to resent his mother’s strong hand in controlling his life. Agrippina had been raised in an 

upright and conservative Roman home, and was not tolerant of Nero’s frivolous behavior. After 

about a year, Nero moved her out of the imperial palace and into a residence of her own. With the 

help of his two closest advisors, Seneca and Burrus, Nero began to undermine her power until she 

could do little more than complain. She began to denounce her son more and more in public, and 

soon made a nuisance of herself. After the tension between mother and son grew to a critical level, 

Nero determined to be rid of her. He was aided in making this decision by the counsel given him by 

Seneca and Burrus.  

Tacitus tells us the story how Nero sent his mother out on the Bay of Naples in a ship. An accident 

was to be staged in which part of the ship would collapse and pitch her into the sea. The accident 

was bungled and she escaped with only a hurt shoulder. A woman friend who had been with her was 

also thrown into the water. The woman began crying out that she was the emperor’s mother, hoping 

that she would be rescued. When Agrippina saw some of the ship’s crew clubbing her to death in the 

water instead, the tough old mother of Nero swam to safety in spite of her wounded shoulder. She 

returned home, believing that Nero would not dare to murder her now that so many people knew 

about the plot. Agrippina played it cool until the very end. Nero sent an ex-slave and a group of naval 

officers whom he could trust to complete the foul deed to finish her off with clubs and swords in her 

bed, to which she had retired to recuperate from her injury.  

Agrippina the Younger was hated and feared by many of the Roman nobility amongst whom she lived 

and, no doubt, many of them were secretly glad to have her out of the way. But the crime of 

matricide was perhaps the most despicable one in the eyes of the ancient Romans. Today, our 

society looks upon child molestation as one of the most horrible crimes imaginable and holds the 

innocence of childhood to be inviolable. The Romans believed the home, hearth, and motherhood to 

be the very foundation of their society and honoring and protecting his mother were a Roman man’s 

most sacred duties. The Romans would tolerate Nero’s drunken revels and the wide range of his 

perversions and sexual appetites. They would even tolerate his brutality in dealing with his enemies, 

but they would never forgive a man who murdered his mother. Our society remembers Nero as a 

persecutor of Christians and a degenerate ruler, but it was the crime of murdering his mother that 

made it inevitable that he should one day be brought down. In A. D. 68, the Romans had finally had 

enough of him and the Senate declared him a public enemy. Nero finally paid the ultimate price for 

his crimes by taking his own life while hiding in an ex-slave’s house as soldiers were at the point of 

arresting him.  
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Boudicca, Queen of the Iceni 

 

 

Boudicca has been the subject of myth and legend for centuries. Revered as a symbol of British 

freedom, stories of her heroism have been told to English schoolchildren for the past two hundred 

years. In fact, she was the wife of King Prasutagus of the Iceni, a British tribe that lived near the 

modern town of Colchester during the time of the Roman Emperor Nero. When Prasutagus, an ally of 

the Romans died, the local Roman government officials decided that they would seize her wealth and 

lands for themselves. When Boudicca protested, saying that she was a Roman ally who was being 

treated no better than a slave, the Roman soldiers flogged her and raped her daughters.  

This was an atrocity that Boudicca was not about to bear without a fight. She called her tribe to arms 

and rebellion against the Romans. The first town to suffer her furious vengeance was Colchester, 

known to the Romans as Camulodunum. She burned the town and slaughtered the inhabitants. 

Suetonius Paulinus, the Roman governor of Britain, was away in the North destroying the Druids on 

the island of Anglesey when news of Boudicca's attack reached him. His army proceeded south in an 

orderly fashion, marching twenty-four miles each day and setting camp. Meanwhile, Boudicca was 

headed toward Verulamium (St. Albans). She would avoid any fortified place but attack regions 

where the plunder was great and the defenses were weak The Second Augusta Legion, under 

Petillius Cerialis, met Boudicca's eighty to one-hundred thousand rebels with two thousand Roman 

troops. They were almost totally wiped out, with only the cavalry escaping. After Verulamium was 

put to the torch, Suetonius entered Londinium (London). He advised the citizens to leave, and 
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offered to take them with him. He didn't have enough troops with him to defend the town, and the 

garrison there was much too small to deal effectively with Boudicca. The main part of 

Suetonius’army would not arrive for many days. In the words of Tacitus, he sacrificed a town to save 

a province.  

Word of Boudicca's barbaric deeds paralyzed the British countryside with fear. Again, we have 

Tacitus to tell us what happened. The British did not take or sell prisoners. They could not wait to cut 

throats, burn, hang, and crucify. Even today, when foundations are being dug for a new building in 

the three towns destroyed by Boudiccas's rebels, a thick layer of ash gives mute testimony to the 

completeness of the devastation. There is an unexpected benefit for the historians, though. By 

digging to discover what parts of the modern city have this buried layer of ash, they can map the 

extent of the ancient towns as they existed in the time of Boudicca when they had been in existence 

only fourteen years  

Suetonius' careful planning and patience finally paid off. Instead of rushing into battle against a much 

larger force, he chose a place to meet Boudicca where his 10,000 legionaries would have the 

advantage against her rather disorganized 100,000 rebels. With dense woods at his back to protect 

him from ambush, he waited in a narrow defile for her to attack. The British were so confident of 

victory that they brought their families out to watch them slaughter the Romans. All day long, the 

British sent wave after wave of attackers against Suetonius’well-disciplined troops. Towards evening, 

the Romans got the upper hand and attacked, trapping the British against their own wagons and 

pack animals. The Romans slaughtered about 80,000 Britons, including women, children, and old 

men, repaying atrocities in kind. Boudicca and her two daughters poisoned themselves rather than 

be captured and made to walk in a triumphal procession in Rome as prisoners of war. Though both of 

them were responsible for much brutality in this, the Boudiccan Revolt, they are celebrated as 

heroes in English history and legend today.  
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Sabina58 

 

Sabina (Vibia Sabina) - Wife of Hadrian.  Died in 136. 

The marriage between Sabina and Hadrian does not seem to have been a particularly happy one. She 

had been married to him at the age of twelve in A. D. 100. Hadrian was openly homosexual, and 

Sabina did not seem to possess the ability to overlook her husband's sexual practices, as most of the 

imperial women of the period found it expedient to do. She played the part of the dutiful wife, 

though, even accompanying Hadrian and his lover boy Antinous on their famous tour of Egypt.  

As it is well known that the Romans were quite as fond of scandal as we are today, rumors began to 

circulate that Hadrian had poisoned Sabina because she was resentful of his ongoing homosexual 

relationships. These accusations do not make sense, however, because Hadrian was a sick old man at 

the time of Sabina's death and it is hardly probable that he would murder her at this late date after 

thirty - six years of marriage. Sabina died in A. D. 137, about a year before the death of Hadrian. 

Hadrian had her consecrated after her death.  
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Faustina the Elder59 

 

 

Faustina I (Annia Galeria Faustina) - Wife of Antoninus Pius.  c.98-141 

Not much is known about the lives of the emperors and empresses of the Second Century. Our best 

primary sources, Tacitus and Suetonius are dead. The Historia Augusta is not known for its accuracy, 

being a collection of gossip and fanciful tales. Pliny the Younger sheds some light on this period, and 

Dio Cassius does not appear until the reign of Commodus. What we know about the two Faustinas, 

Elder and Younger, must be pieced together from monumental inscriptions, legends on coins, and 

the few cases in which writers actually describe events of their lives.  

Faustina the Elder was loved very much by her husband, the emperor Antoninus Pius. They lived 

happily together during one of the most peaceful and prosperous periods of Roman history. The 

empire had reached its greatest extent under Trajan in the early Second Century but Hadrian found it 

more expedient to give up all territory across the Danube for the sake of a strong, defensible frontier. 

During the next sixty years the empire enjoyed the economic prosperity that is one of the benefits of 

a powerful and stable government.  

Evidence on coins suggests that Faustina the Elder concerned herself with charitable work and the 

betterment of poor people's lives in Rome. One coin reverse commemorates the PVELLAE 
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FAVSTINIANAE (Faustina's Girls). This refers to a fund Faustina had established to pay for the 

education of girls from poor Roman families.  

Faustina the Elder died in A. D. 141 and was deeply mourned by her husband. Antoninus Pius had his 

wife consecrated (declared a goddess) and had millions of coins struck bearing her portrait. These 

coins are some of the most easily obtained Roman coins and the multitude of types and reverse 

legends contribute greatly to the archaeological evidence for known history of the period.  

The author's first Roman coin was a worn denarius of DIVA FAVSTINA. This was a commemorative 

coin issued after her death. Though it is quite worn, the elaborate hair style, piled high on her head 

with the hair interwoven with strings of pearls is still evident. The coin displayed with this article is in 

far better condition and much more of the hair detail can be seen. Most coins of Faustina the Elder 

can be identified by this distinctive feature not found on the coins of any other empress.  

 

Faustina the Younger60 

 

 

Faustina II (Annia Galeria Faustina) - Wife of Marcus Aurelius.  127-176 

Faustina the Younger was the daughter of the emperor Antoninus Pius and his wife Faustina the 

Elder. She was married to Marcus Aurelius in A. D. 145 before he became a Roman emperor. We do 

not have a great deal of primary source material on her life, but the evidence we do have suggests 

that the couple was very close.  
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They were blessed with an abundance of children, amongst whom were the future emperor 

Commodus and the future empress Lucilla. Faustina accompanied her emperor husband during his 

numerous campaigns in the field, attempting to make a home out of an army camp.  

She was loved and revered by the Roman soldiers, who called her Matri Castrorum, or, "Mother of 

the Camp". The years spent on military campaigns at the side of her husband began to take their toll. 

Faustina the Younger died at the village of Halala in faraway Cappadocia in A. D. 176.  

She was only forty six years old. Some of the most beautiful portraits of contemporary Roman 

women are those found on the coins of Faustina the Younger. Realistic portraiture on Roman coins 

probably reached its high point during the Second Century and it is this author's opinion that the 

most lovely are found on coins beginning with Faustina the Elder through the early issues of Julia 

Domna.  

During the First Century, the female portraits on coins closely resembled the standard, stylized 

portraits of goddesses in the Roman and Greek pantheon.  

After about A. D. 200, the portraits assumed a very regal style, probably symbolic of the lady's 

exalted position as wife of an emperor and a god. During the early years, the Roman aristocracy 

frowned upon depiction of actual persons on coinage, deeming it a symbol of royalty. Though they 

were in fact ruled by an emperor, he was polite enough to refer to himself as "First Citizen" rather 

than DOMINI or "Lord".  

This keeping up of the appearance of having a republic was more pleasing to the Senate than the 

wielding of naked power that came later. After the civil wars following the death of Commodus, it 

became more and more obvious that the Senate no longer had even a tiny shred of the power it once 

held and the emperors openly acknowledged their position of supreme power.  

Part of this was the standardization of certain portrait features, especially the hair styles of the 

women. By the time of the economic reform under Diocletian, the portraits were so standardized 

that one couldn't tell one emperor from the other by their portraits.  

The female portraits had become stiffly symbolic and the style was very monotonous, having lost 

almost all of its vitality. Exceptions to this trend do exist and there are some exquisitely beautiful 

portraits from later years, but most are quite rare and bring a huge sum when sold at auction.  
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Lucilla Wife of Lucius Verus and sister of Commodus 

 

Lucilla was married to the emperor Lucius Verus in A. D. 164. She was the daughter of Marcus 

Aurelius and Faustina the Younger. After the death of Verus, she was married to an elderly man by 

the name of Pompeianus.  
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Having once been Augusta, wife of an emperor, Lucilla was not satisfied with a quiet, private life with 

a man of much lower station. Lucilla was later implicated in one of the numerous plots to overthrow 

Commodus and was banished to the island of Capreae in A. D. 182.  

She was soon afterward put to death by the order of her brother. The movie starring Sophia Loren 

about the lives of Commodus and Lucilla that appeared several years ago is not historically accurate.  

 

 

 

 

Crispina61 

 

Crispina was the daughter of one of Marcus Aurelius' loyal generals, whom the Aurelius rewarded by 

having his daughter marry the emperor's own son Commodus. Evidently Crispina was implicated in 

one of the senatorial plots to overthrow Commodus in A. D. 182. She was banished to the island of 

Capreae and later murdered in 183.  

Julia Domna  

Julia Domna Wife of Septimius Severus 
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Julia Domna was one of the most powerful people in the Roman Empire during the period from A.D. 

193 to 217. While her emperor husband, Septimius Severus, was fighting rivals, pursuing rebels, and 

subduing revolts in the far corners of the empire, Julia Domna was left to administer the vast Roman 

Empire. She proved to be an able administrator, playing one powerful general or senator against 

another, while keeping herself from falling into the many traps set by political enemies at court. 

Septimius often sought her advice, as did Caracalla when he ascended the throne after his brother's 

murder.. She was also a patron of the arts and invited the most brilliant philosophers, writers, and 

other artists in the Roman world to grace her court and keep learning and culture alive in a world 

that was destined to fall onto chaos within less than a generation.  

Julia was a woman who was accustomed to power, but this came to an end after the murder of her 

son Caracalla in A.D. 217. Hers had also been a life filled with many sorrows. Caracalla had murdered 

his brother Geta in her private apartments even as the younger son sought protection in Julia's arms. 

After Macrinus had murdered Caracalla and seized the throne, he sent her away from Antioch after it 

was reported that Julia was inciting troops to rebel against him. At this time, she was believed to be 

about fifty years old and was suffering from a painful illness, probably cancer of the breast. Rather 

than face exile and the humiliation of being reduced to the status of a private citizen, she elected to 

commit suicide by starving herself.  

Julia Domna's sister Julia Maesa, who later took over the role of Matriarch of the Severan household 

also had a profound influence on the politics of the Roman Empire during the decade following Julia 

Domna's death.  

Even at this later date when the finest of numismatic art belonged to the past, the portraits on her 

coins accurately depicted her face. On the coins from early in the reign of her husband, we see the 

face of a strong young woman, but we see a cynical face hardened and lined with age in her later 

portraits. To see an image of the reverse of the coin image at the top of this page, please view the 

article on Fortuna in the Roman Coin Allegorical Figures, Gods, and Goddesses section.  
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Plautilla 62 

Wife of Caracalla 

 

 

Plautilla was the daughter of Plautian, Septimius Severus' powerful and ambitious praetorian prefect. 

She was wed to the Roman emperor Caracalla in a marriage arranged by her father in A. D. 202 

because he wanted to promote his ambitions even further by having a daughter who would someday 

be empress.  

Plautilla did not love Caracalla and he reciprocated by spurning and neglecting his wife. Plautilla even 

went so far as to make the mistake of scorning the young emperor - to - be. At first, they barely 

tolerated each other but later, they would not even be seen in each other's presence.  

Plautian, in the meantime, was becoming ever more openly ambitious and careless about hiding it. 

He arrogantly had statues erected in his honor and had his enemies hunted down and killed. He 

competed openly with Caracalla for power and influence to the point where Caracalla came to loathe 

the obnoxious praetorian prefect.  

In 205, Plautian was accused of a plot to murder Severus and Caracalla. Caracalla would have slain 

the hated praetorian prefect with his own hand, but his father forbade him to do so. Instead, 

Caracalla ordered a guard to run him through, and this time Severus did nothing to stop his son.  

Plautilla was exiled to the island of Lipari soon afterward. In 211, Septimius Severus died in the British 

garrison town of York. With the passing of Severus, any little protection Plautilla might have had 

against the violence and hatred of her former husband was mow gone. Caracalla was emperor and 

he shortly sent an assassin to murder Plautilla in A. D. 212.  

 

Julia Maesa 
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Julia Maesa was the very talented and wealthy sister of Julia Domna. The Severan dynasty produced 

an abundance of ambitious women who excelled in the arts of politics. Julia Maesa took over 

leadership of the family after Julia Domna's suicide.  

The emperor Macrinus recognized her power and tried to eliminate her influence and the threat she 

posed to his reign by banishing her from Rome, although she was allowed to keep her fortune. She 

organized a rebellion amongst the Syrian legions stationed at the city of Emesa.  

This coup overthrew Macrinus and placed one of Maesa's grandsons, Elagabalus on the throne. As it 

became apparent that Elagabalus was unfit to rule and continued to inflame the hatred his subjects 

by his depraved behavior and general incompetence, Julia Maesa sought to place her other grandson 

on the throne. On March 6, A. D. 222, Elagabalus was murdered in a coup by the army and Severus 

Alexander was joyously proclaimed emperor by the soldiers.  

Julia Maesa continued to be a very popular and respected figure in Roman politics and society. She 

was so well loved by the senate and people that she was declared a god after her death.  
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Julia Soaemias63  

Mother of Elagabalus 

 

Julia Soaemias was the younger daughter of Julia Maesa and niece of Julia Domna, the two 

formidable women of the Severan period who played a decisive role in Roman politics of the times. 

Soaemias was also the mother of the emperor Elagabalus. Just as his grandmother and her sister 

were two of the most strong willed, ambitious, and powerful women in Roman history, Elagabalus 

was a weak and irresponsible emperor. He was more interested in pursuit of sexual excesses and 

pleasure than ruling the huge Roman empire and building a stable government.  

Julia Soaemias was at once the tool of her mother’s political ambitions and the victim of the Roman 

people’s outraged reaction to Elagabalus’ abuses. She did nothing to influence her son to govern 

well, but joined in the scandalous behavior by shamelessly taking a series of lovers in full public view 

herself.  

Elagabalus became emperor in A. D. 218 after an army raised and paid for by Maesa had defeated 

Macrinus. The two women and the boy emperor decided to make up a story that Elagabalus was the 

illegitimate son of Caracalla, who was murdered in 217 but was still very much loved by the Roman 

troops. Using this as a just cause and after paying the troops generous bonuses, the two women led 

them on the battlefield to overthrow the forces of Macrinus. In the critical part of the battle, both 

women jumped out of their litters and personally urged their legions on to victory from the front 

lines.  

Homosexuality was quite common in Roman society at that time, and Elagabalus had a succession of 

boyfriends. He even went so far as to take a "husband" in a formal wedding ceremony. Elagabalus 

also took and quickly divorced three wives. One of these ladies was a Vestal Virgin, symbol of the 

home and motherhood sacred to the Roman people. This act shocked even the jaded Roman upper 
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classes, and helped to bring about the boy emperor’s downfall. Elagabalus considered his role as high 

priest of the sun god to be more important than his role as Roman emperor.  

In A. D. 222, Julia Maesa finally decided to do away with her daughter and grandson before the army 

raised up a general in one of the provinces to the throne. She had Elagabalus adopt his thirteen year 

old brother and make him heir to the throne.  

The boy , Bassianus, seemed to be the exact opposite of Elagabalus and was well - liked by the 

soldiers of the Praetorian Guard. Maesa persuaded Elagabalus to give his brother a greater role in 

governing the empire so that he could devote more time to serving his god. Elagabalus soon grew 

suspicious of his brother, though.  

When it seemed that Elagabalus was going to have Bassianus murdered, the Praetorians invited the 

boy, his mother Mamaea, and Maesa to the safety of their camp.  

The frightened Elagabalus tried to work out a bargain, and the angry soldiers allowed him to remain 

emperor only if he gave up the worst of his male favorites who occupied important government 

posts. This he agreed to do, and both boys were elected consul.  

This kind of arrangement, when one considers the rest of Roman history and the fate of emperors 

who fall from favor with the army, would seem a miraculous escape from death.  

Elagabalus, not satisfied with the gift of his own life, began to have second thoughts and renewed 

plans to murder his brother.  

When he refused one day to appear in public with Bassianus, the Praetorian Guard lost all patience. 

They raised the boy Bassianus to the purple and he became the Roman emperor Severus Alexander. 

They rampaged through the palace searching for Elagabalus and found him and Julia Soaemias in 

each others’ arms hiding in a palace privy, clinging to one another in fear. The soldiers quickly killed 

the pair.  

They dragged the corpses of the seventeen year old Elagabalus and his still-beautiful but hated 

mother through the streets of Rome to the shouts and derision of the people. After they 

unsuccessfully tried to dispose of the bodies in a city sewer, they weighted both of them with stones 

and cast them into the Tiber.  
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Julia Mamaea64 

 

 

Julia Mamaea was the eldest daughter of Julia Maesa, that intrepid strong woman of Roman politics 

during the Severan period. Her son became the emperor Severus Alexander after his brother, the 

degenerate Elagabalus, was deposed and murdered by the Praetorian Guard. Severus Alexander was 

the exact opposite of his brother.  

He gave all the signs of turning out to be a responsible emperor who would govern wisely and not fall 

into the depravity that characterized his brother¹s reign.  

Both he and his mother were under the control of the powerful Maesa until she died in A. D. 226. At 

this time Mamaea, last of the strong Severan women, took over the role of dominating and directing 

the man who occupied the throne. Julia Soaemias was murdered by Roman army officers along with 

her son in A. D. 235.  
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Otacilia Severa  

Wife of Philip I 

 

 

Very little is known about the wife of Philip I. In A. D. 237, she gave birth to a son who was later to 

become the emperor Philip II. Even the reverses of the coins struck in her name do not tell us very 

much about this woman but are simply typical reverses for a female personality of the mid Third 

Century.  

No reliable accounts of the events of this time period have been found. It is generally accepted by 

scholars that the Historia Augusta is unreliable as history from about A. D. 222 onward. At this point, 

it assumes the character of a collection of fairy tales and anecdotes of mystical or supernatural 

happenings. There are short biographical sketches of the Roman rulers and family members in many 

of the Roman coin reference books, but even these scholarly works are in disagreement as to what 

happened to Otacilia Severa. On one point, the scholars seem to agree. Philip II was killed in her arms 

by the Praetorian Guard in A. D. 249 near Rome or Verona. She was then either killed also or allowed 

to go into retirement.  

Since so few reliable accounts of the Third Century exist, this is a field in which a researcher can 

actually uncover new and unknown information. Perhaps there are original letters or other 

documents lying in an forgotten corner of the Vatican library or the library of one of the great old 
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universities of Europe. Perhaps someone will find a papyrus preserved in the dry sands of Egypt 

where most original documents of the period that are still readable have been found. In any case, if 

possible source materials do come to light, they will need to be translated and compared with other 

fragmentary evidence of the period. After many long hours of study by a dedicated scholar, perhaps 

this obscure woman may come alive again in the pages of history so that we can see her as a real, 

flesh - and - blood - person.  

 

Herennia Etruscilla  

Wife of Trajan Decius 

 

 

Herennia Etruscilla was the wife of the emperor Trajan Decius. She was the mother of Herennius 

Etruscus and Hostilian, both of who became Roman Emperors during the reign of their father. Little 

else is known of her life, though coins with her portrait are numerous and easy to obtain.  

Either not much was written about this period or very little of what was written survives today. This 

is especially true in the case of the women of the times.  

 

 

Severina  

Wife of Aurelian 
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Severina Like most other mid Third Century women, little is known about the emperors of this period 

and even less is known about the women.  

 

Zenobia 65 

Reigned as Regent for Vabalathus, A. D. 267 - 273 

The touching story of brave Zenobia, Queen of Palmyra in Syria and one of the most famous women 

of history and legend is still popular amongst students of this period. She was wife of Odenathus, 

king of Palmyra. Palmyra was an important stopping point for caravans carrying trade goods along 

the Old Silk Road between China, Persia, and the Roman Empire.  

Since it also had importance as a strategic military outpost, it had been first a Roman ally and then a 

client state of Rome.  

Later, Palmyra was made part of the Roman province of Syria. Odenathus had been given the 

responsibility of supreme commander in charge of defense of the eastern frontier by Gallienus but 

his wife, Zenobia, declared Palmyra's independence after Odenathus’murder.  

Gallienus could not properly defend the eastern borders because he had his hands full fighting 

Persians, Goths, and rebels.  

When the rebels and the foreign invaders had been adequately dealt with by Gallienus, Claudius II, 

and Aurelian, the Roman army was free to turn its attention to wayward Palmyra.  

In early attempts to retake the province, these three emperors suffered decisive defeats at the hands 

of the excellent Palmyrene desert fighters.  

Meanwhile Odenathus had been killed in an argument while hunting and left Vabalathus, his son and 

heir as ruler of Palmyra under the guidance of his mother Zenobia.  

When Aurelian attempted to assume control of the province again, Zenobia at first asked Aurelian to 

declare her son "Duke of the Romans" which he agreed to.  

Later, she rebelled completely, setting herself up as queen of an independent Palmyra free from 

bondage to Roman imperialism. She was an extremely able general, inspiring loyalty in her native 

troops. She won several battles but could not win against the awesome renewed might of the Roman 

legions.  

She was finally captured while trying to escape across the River Orontes after having been trapped 

and defeated by Aurelian's army.  

She was taken captive back to Rome and walked in golden chains in Aurelian's triumphal parade 

along with Tetricus and Tetricus II. It is tempting to compare Zenobia to Cleopatra, who chose rather 
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to die by the bite of a poisonous snake than to walk in Octavian's triumph after she had lived as 

queen of an independent and powerful Egypt.  

Unlike other emperors of the period, Aurelian was merciful and allowed Zenobia to retire to a villa in 

Campania as a respected Matron in Roman high society rather than execute her.  

 

Galeria Valeria66  

Daughter of Diocletian and wife of Galerius 

The story of Galeria Valeria is a tragic and poignant one of an empress whose life and death were 

totally dictated by the politics of the period. There seems to be little she could have done to 

influence the events that controlled her life and in the end brought about her untimely death.  

The lives of women of the imperial family during the later Roman Empire are very well documented, 

thanks to the emergence of several sources during this period of renewed prosperity and vigor for 

the empire. During the late Third and early Fourth Centuries, the political moves of Diocletian and 

the Tetrarchy determined who the emperors would marry and politics took total control of the lives 

and futures of the women to whom they were married.  

In A. D. 293 Diocletian chose Galerius, another Illyrian general to help him rule the huge Roman 

empire, for he realized that it had become too large for one man to rule successfully. Diocletian ruled 

in the West and Galerius became his co-emperor in the East. Galeria Valeria was Diocletian's 

daughter and, to cement the alliance between Diocletian and Galerius, Valeria was married to 

Galerius. It appears that this was not a very happy marriage.  

Galeria Valeria was sympathetic towards Christians during this time of severe persecution and it is 

possible that she was actually a Christian herself. The imperial couple were not blessed with any 

children during their eighteen year marriage. After Galerius died in A. D. 311, Galeria Valeria and her 

mother went to live at the court of Maximinus Daia, the caesar who became emperor of the East 

upon the death of Galerius.  

Maximinus proposed marriage to Valeria soon afterward. He was probably more interested in her 

wealth and the prestige he would gain by marrying the widow of one emperor and the daughter of 

another than he was in Valeria as a person. She refused his hand, and immediately Maximinus 

reacted with hatred and fury. Diocletian, by now an old man living in a seaside villa on the Dalmatian 

coast, begged Maximinus to allow the two women to come home to him. Maximinus refused and 

had Valeria and her mother banished to live in a village in Syria.  

During the civil war that erupted between Maximinus and Licinius, Valeria and Prisca disguised 

themselves and escaped, trying to reach the safety of Diocletian's villa. In the meantime, Diocletian 

had died, leaving the women without a haven of safety to which to run. For fifteen months the two 

royal fugitives traveled from one city to another, always living in fear of being discovered and in 

search of a little peace.  
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Finally, they were recognized by someone in the Greek city of Salonika. They were hastily taken to a 

square in the city and beheaded before a crowd of citizens who had once revered them as 

empresses. The bodies of Valeria and her mother were afterwards thrown into the sea.  

Coin portraits of Galeria Valeria depict a strong, almost masculine face with a large jaw and 

prominent chin. She probably did not look much like her portraits, though. The style used for 

imperial coin portraits showed all four Tetrarchs and their later caesars and co-emperors with thick 

necks, large jaws, prominent brows, and an overall :tough guy" appearance. In fact, all the portraits 

of these men look very much alike except the portraits on special issues or medallions which were 

occasionally struck as gifts to royalty or as rewards for military achievement. Many scholars believe 

that this style of portraiture was intended to convey the image of a tough, united, no-nonsense 

group of men who ruled as imperial brothers who could not be divided and turned against each 

other. When it came time to strike coins in Valeria's name, it almost seems that they took the 

standard imperial portrait and did only what little they absolutely had to in order to make it look like 

a woman's face!  

 

Fausta 67 

Wife of Constantine  

Fausta was the second wife of the Roman emperor Constantine. She would probably have been 

forgotten in history except for the fact that she brought tragedy to the house of Constantine and her 

own death as well by committing an act of the lowest form of treachery.  

Fausta was a young woman, not too many years older than Constantine's first - born son Crispus. 

Though Crispus' mother was one of Constantine's concubines, he had won the army's abiding 

affection because he was a popular and successful commander. Fausta evidently fell in love with the 

young man and tried to have an affair with him. When he refused her advances, she became 

indignant at his rejection of her and told Constantine that Crispus was the one who was making the 

improper advances.  

Constantine became enraged and did not bother to check out the truth of the matter. He could not 

very well have Crispus executed in public because he was so popular, so Constantine had his son 

murdered in secret.  

Helena, Constantine's mother suspected that Fausta was lying and had falsely accused Crispus of 

unfaithfulness. There were also rumors that Fausta was having an illicit affair with a slave. After she 

used her influence with her son to convince Constantine that he had acted hastily, the old emperor 

began to see that he had been lied to and had unjustly put his son to death.  

Constantine now compounded the tragedy by having Fausta murdered. He instructed his servants to 

lock her in her bath and heat the water so much that she either boiled to death or was suffocated by 

the steam.  
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Fausta had borne three boys, all of whom were much younger than Crispus. Some historians have 

suggested that she had wanted to get Crispus out of the way so that her own sons would be in line 

for the throne, but, if this was true, she surely chose a dangerous way to eliminate Crispus' 

competition.  

Fausta's sons Constantius II, Constantine II, and Constans all became emperors of different parts of 

the empire after Constantine's death. The last emperor of the house of Constantine was Constantius 

II, who died in A. D. 361.  

 

 

 

Helena 68 

 

The Tavern Girl Who Became an Empress and a Saint  

Wife of Constantius I and mother of Constantine 

The story of Saint Helena is one of the most famous classic Cinderella tales of all time in many 

countries and cultures. She is one of the most honored of the saints in the Eastern or Greek Orthodox 
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Church. Strangely, her story is not a very well known one outside the Orthodox Church in the United 

States, even amongst the Roman Catholic community to which she is also a symbol of goodness and 

piety. It is one of those strange paradoxes of literature that the fairy tale is passed along by parents 

to their children from generation to generation while some of the stories of real people are all but 

forgotten.  

Helena was born and grew up in the Roman province of Illyricum (modern Bosnia, Serbia, and 

Herzegovina) in the mid Third Century. Not much is known about her family, but they were probably 

quite poor because she found it necessary to work in a tavern as a servant girl, an occupation no 

daughter of a wealthy man would choose. In fact the status of STABVLARIA, or tavern girls were little 

better than prostitutes in the Roman world.  

In her line of work, Helena was bound to gain the attention of men. These were often soldiers in the 

Roman army serving on the frontiers far from their homes. These soldiers who spent their lives 

guarding Rome's frontiers often took a local wife or mistress to ease the loneliness and discomfort of 

an army camp far from the civilized world they knew. Such was the case with Helena. A handsome 

but pale skinned Roman general had soon fallen deeply in love with the young Helena and took her 

as his mistress. This was Constantius Chlorus. who was later to become the emperor Constantius I. 

Our pale soldier might have married his local girl, but there was always the chance that he might be 

stationed back in the civilized world someday and be married into a family with influence and power. 

During ancient times, love was not considered an important reason to marry. Allying oneself with the 

proper family and making the right political connections were much more important reasons.  

Like many frontier army families had done in the past, Constantius and Helena settled down to a life 

together on the edge of the empire. Before too long, their union produced a son, who was named 

Constantine. We might never have heard of this little family except for an event which now came to 

pass that brought sadness into the couple's life but ensured a prominent place in the history books 

for all three members.  

The Roman emperor at that time was Diocletian, who had come to the throne in A. D. 284 after a 

fifty year period during which the man who was emperor seemed to receive the kiss of death as soon 

as he ascended the throne. Wars against external enemies, rebels at home, and the disconcerting 

tendency for the Praetorian Guard to choose a favorite, put him on the throne, and then murder him 

after a short reign had made it clear that some changes were needed in the government.  

Diocletian came up with an idea that made the job of emperor a much safer one and greatly 

strengthened the Roman Empire during this period of crisis. He would share the government of the 

Roman Empire with another man, an imperial colleague.  

The colleague would set up his court in a distant city, which made it hard to murder both emperors 

at the same time. Furthermore, the colleague would be bound to the senior augustus by family, 

friendship, and political ties that would hopefully ensure that he would not turn and become a rebel.  

For the post of imperial colleague in the West, Diocletian now chose Maximianus, who became the 

Roman emperor in the West in April, A. D. 286. Diocletian would continue to rule in the East. In 293, 

Diocletian chose a Caesar who would succeed him on the throne. Maximianus was told to do the 

same and chose the successful and loyal general Constantius Chlorus to be his caesar.  
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As part of the process of building an unbreakable bond between the two augusti, and their two 

caesars, Maximian ordered Constantius to forsake Helena and take his own step - daughter Theodora 

as his wife. The boy Constantine was sent away to be raised in the household of Galerius, who was 

Diocletian's caesar.  

Diocletian's plan was for the two augusti to rule for twenty years and then abdicate. The two caesars 

would then be promoted to augusti and would presumably have the experience to govern well. In 

this way the succession was not left up to chance and the new emperors would be prepared to rule. 

In A. D. 305, Diocletian willingly and Maximianus reluctantly gave up their thrones and passed along 

the leadership of empire in front of their troops.  

Meanwhile, the seeds of jealousy which would tear this very sensible system apart had been sown. 

Constantine had become a popular general in his own right and Constantius immediately invited his 

son to join him in Britain. Galerius really did not want the young man to leave, considering hi almost 

a hostage to ensure that his father did not make any moves against Galerius. He grudgingly gave 

permission for Constantine to leave. Constantine left in the middle of the night before he was 

expected to and made a wild ride towards the coast of Gaul where his father was about to set sail for 

Britain. Constantine arrived just in time to catch the fleet before it left. Father and son were now 

joyously reunited after thirteen years. It appears that no one remembered the woman, Constantine's 

mother, that Constantius had loved so deeply twenty years ago.  

The happy reunion of father and son was to be a very brief one. In 306, Constantius became sick and 

died at York, probably within shouting distance of the place where another emperor, Septimius 

Severus, had died almost two hundred years before. By one of those amazing coincidences of history, 

both emperors had died after having returned from a military campaign against the Picts in the north 

of Britain, a land that would later be called Scotland.  

It was now after all these years that her son could now elevate Helena to the position of respect and 

honor that her husband was unable or unwilling to do. In an age when royal titles were multiplying 

and becoming ever more grandiose sounding, Constantine reverently bestowed upon his mother the 

title of NOBILISSIMA FEMINA, meaning "Most Honored and Noble Lady." Evidence of being accorded 

this title is symbolized on coins of the period by the adding of the letters NF in the obverse legend 

after the noblewoman's name.  

This title is also the one chosen for the introduction to the section on Roman women in this author's 

present work. As time went on, the Role of Helena grew to where she held a position of power and 

influence in Constantine's government. By providing her son with wise counsel, she became as much 

the powerful woman behind the throne that Livia, Julia Domna, and Julia Maesa had been in previous 

ages.  

The events of Helena's later life contain the elements of legend which have given her such a 

prominent place in Roman Catholic Church tradition. In A. D. 326, work was officially begun on the 

transformation of the small and ancient Greek town of Byzantium into the New Rome of 

Constantine's ambitious dreams. This city was to be named Constantinople and was a capital of 

Christianity and the Roman East until A. D. 1453. Helena was by now an old woman of eighty but she 

found the energy to embark on a lengthy pilgrimage to the holy places of Christianity. All along the 

path of her journey, the people venerated and expressed their love for their empress. Helena 
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performed acts of charity, endowed churches, and collected holy relics in her travels. When she 

passed through a place, prisoners were granted a pardon.  

The climax of Helena's storybook life was her discovery of the True Cross, which she duly brought 

back to be given a place of reverence in Constantine's new city. With a true flair for the dramatic, the 

bishop at Jerusalem unearthed a three - hundred year old cross from the earth of Calvary that had 

mysteriously never seen the ravages of time, soil, and wood - boring insects. While this relic may 

have been planted in an ingenious plot by the bishop to create an ancient artifact, a holy relic, and a 

miracle before the eyes of the eighty - year old empress, let us not allow the intrusion of 

archaeological facts ruin the impact of a good story. Regardless of the genuineness of the cross that 

had been discovered, these events helped to create a popular Church legend and secure a 

permanent place in history for this remarkable woman.  

 

Aelia Flaccilla69 

Not much is known about the empress Aelia Flaccilla. It is believed that she was a devout Christian 

and exerted considerable influence in the religious affairs of her husband. Theodosius I was the last 

really powerful Roman emperor and the last time both East and West were united was during his 

reign. He kept his court at Constantinople and it is within the Eastern society of this city that Flaccilla 

functioned as empress.  

The one piece of historical evidence we have concerning the life of Aelia Flaccilla is related by 

Gibbon. During the late Fourth Century, there was a major religious controversy over Arianism, which 

was the kind of Christianity popular amongst the Goths and other Germanic nations. Theodosius and 

Flaccilla were devoutly Catholic, and it came about that Theodosius had the opportunity to discuss 

theology with Bunomius, a prominent Arian scholar. As Theodosius was not an educated man, having 

a soldier’s background, those close to him felt it would be unwise for Theodosius to converse with a 

learned leader of the heretics. It was feared that some well - thought out argument put forth by the 

scholar might actually undermine the faith of the emperor. The empress Flaccilla prayed fervently 

against such a meeting, and Theodosius subsequently dropped the idea.  

Aelia Flaccilla had two sons, Arcadius and Honorius, who both became Roman emperors upon the 

final division of the Roman Empire. Arcadius began to rule in the East and Honorius in the West after 

Theodosius’ death in A. D. 395.  
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Eudoxia70  
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Wife of Arcadius and daughter of Theodosius I 

Eudoxia was the wife of the Roman emperor Arcadius and wielded a powerful influence over him. 

Arcadius didn’t seem to have either the intelligence or the will to rule the vast Late Roman Byzantine 

Empire and was heavily influenced by the officers and ministers of his consistory.  

Eudoxia, like many of the women in the house of Theodosius I had a strong personality. She easily 

dominated her husband when it came to affairs of state. She had two very powerful enemies with 

which she had to deal, and she eventually brought about the ruin of both of them. The troubles with 

John of Cappadocia were simply struggles over power and turf. John of Cappadocia was Arcadius’ 

praetorian prefect who extorted every last penny in taxes out of the citizens of Constantinople. John 

Chrysostom (in Greek, Chrysostom is a name meaning The Golden Mouthed) was another individual 

who had incurred her wrath because his sermons about immorality seemed to be aimed directly at 

her. Eudoxia was able to get both men banished to inhospitable towns on the frontiers of the empire.  
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who had incurred her wrath because his sermons about immorality seemed to be aimed directly at 
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Eudocia 71 

Wife of Theodosius II 

 

Eudocia was the wife of the Late Roman or Early Byzantine emperor Theodosius II. Her original name 

was Athenais, a pagan name honoring the goddess Athena. She had to give this name up and adopt 
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the good Christian name of Eudocia before she could marry a Roman emperor. She married 

Theodosius II in A. D. 421.  

Eudocia did not get along well with Theodosius' powerful sister Pulcheria and it is possible that 

Pulcheria turned Theodosius against his wife. At any rate, the marriage broke up in 442 or 443 and 

Eudocia moved to Jerusalem. She still retained her imperial title of Augusta, though.  

Eudocia spent her later years in the performing of good works, giving alms to the poor, constructing 

buildings, and supporting the Monophysite Church. She returned to the orthodox Christian Faith 

before her death in 460. 

 

Pulcheria72  

 

Sister of Theodosius II and de facto ruler of the Eastern Roman Empire 

Aelia Pulcheria was the sister of the Eastern Roman emperor Theodosius II. Theodosius was a weak 

ruler who did not take much of an active part in the government of the empire, but his sister 

Pulcheria was quite a gifted administrator. She was the one who held the actual ruling power during 

the long reign of Theodosius II.  

Pulcheria and her brother Theodosius were children of the Eastern Roman emperor Arcadius and his 

wife Eudoxia. Eudoxia died in A. D. 404 and Arcadius in 408, leaving as orphans the seven year old 

Theodosius and his three sisters. Though she was only nine years old at the time, Pulcheria was 

already showing the strong personality and leadership abilities that were a common trait of the 

Theodosian women.  
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During Theodosius’ minority, the Eastern Roman Empire was fortunate to have the competent and 

faithful praetorian prefect Anthemius to act as regent for the young emperor. The education of the 

imperial children was left in the hands of a powerful group of priests. During their early years, the 

emperor and his sisters were taught that they held power only in the name of God and that service 

to the Church was a higher calling than imperial office. This education had such a great influence that 

the long reign of Theodosius II would be very different from the emphasis on imperial power and 

magnificence displayed during the reign of Arcadius.  

In 414, Theodosius II bestowed the title of Augusta on the fifteen - year old Pulcheria. From that time 

on, the weak Theodosius was governed by his sister’s powerful personality. At an early age, Pulcheria 

took a vow of celibacy and assumed somewhat the character of a very powerful and holy nun 

watching over the government of the empire. This was, in fact, the image she strove to create in the 

minds of the people and it was largely the support of the church and people that insured that she 

would remain influential and powerful for decades to come. She also persuaded both of her sisters to 

take vows of celibacy as a precaution against their marrying a powerful individual who might prove a 

threat to Theodosius and his sister’s reign. Pulcheria was very powerful in Church politics as well. To 

a great degree, she was responsible for organizing the Council of Chalcedon in A. D. 451 and setting 

the agenda of issues to be decided.  

In 421 Theodosius married the beautiful Eudocia, who had recently accepted Christianity and had 

discarded the pagan name of Athenais in favor of a new Christian one. Some historians believe that 

Pulcheria considered Eudocia a threat to her own power, and gradually turned Theodosius against 

her. In any case, Theodosius repudiated his wife and exiled her to Jerusalem. The natural 

consequence to this was that Pulcheria was once again in total control of her brother without anyone 

interfering with her.  

After the death of Theodosius II in A. D. 450, Pulcheria married the strong and capable Marcian, an 

elderly senator who was known for his competence in governmental and military affairs. Pulcheria 

was fifty - one years old at the time. This was not a marriage for love, but existed simply to ensure a 

smooth succession and that the empire would be in good hands. The historians of the period are 

quite clear that Marcian respected her vow of celibacy and there was none of the affection that 

normally exists between married couples.  

Pulcheria died in A. D. 453, having willed all her possessions to the poor. She is still respected as a 

saintly woman and an example of one who lived a holy life by the Eastern Orthodox Church.  
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Galla Placidia, A Storybook Princess 73 

 

Daughter of an emperor, wife of a king and an emperor, and mother of an emperor 

Galla Placidia was the daughter of an emperor, half sister of two emperors, the wife of another 

emperor and the mother of yet another emperor. She was married first to a king of the Visigoths 

who carried her away as a captive, just another item of stolen plunder from the sack of Rome. She 

fell deeply in love with her barbarian king and only condescended to marry her second husband, a 

Roman emperor whom she merely tolerated after her one and only true love had died. She ruled as a 

regent, as a queen mother in fact if not in name and held the reins of empire in her strong hand, 

fulfilling the responsibilities of her throne better than any man alive at the time. She had the body of 

her infant son brought back home from far-off barbarian Spain in a little silver casket to be buried 

next to her in her mausoleum.  

Galla Placidia even betrayed her own flesh and blood, joining in and encouraging the clamor of the 

citizens of Rome for the death of Serena, widow of the loyal and faithful Roman master general 

Stilicho. This kind and gentle woman was her aunt who had opened her home to the young princess 

while she was yet a very young girl, raising her as one of her own children. In her later years, Galla 

Placidia was held in high esteem and affection by the people of the Italian city of Ravenna. The 

Roman Empire was in a state of sad decline by then and Placidia had used her great wealth to build 

many churches in Ravenna and perform many charitable works to benefit the poor.  

Placidia was born in the year A. D. 388, the only daughter of Emperor Theodosius I and the Empress 

Galla. Her mother died when she was a young girl and she was sent to the court of the emperor 

Honorius in the West to be raised after the death of Theodosius in 395. It was there that she was 

taken in and raised by Serena, the woman whose murder Placidia would so heartily encourage fifteen 

years later.  

Placidia was in Rome at the time of its sack by Alaric and the Visigoths. She was carried off as part of 

the plunder but later married Alaric’s brother Athaulf in 414 after Alaric had died and Athaulf had 

become King of the Visigothic nation. The Roman princess and the barbarian king soon had a family.  
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Galla Placidia gave birth to baby boy whom she named Theodosius after her father. The infant died 

after a few weeks and was buried in Barcelona, Spain where Athaulf had settled his people after 

much wandering about Europe. After Athaulf was murdered in 416, Galla Placidia was treated 

shamefully by Singeric, the new Visigothic king. Instead of treating the widow of his predecessor with 

tenderness and compassion, Singeric forced her to walk twelve miles on foot ahead of his horse in 

the company of common prisoners.  

Placidia did not have long to wait for justice, though. Singeric was not well liked by the Visigothic 

warrior elite and was mordered after a reign of only seven days by Wallia, a Visigothic warrior who 

won popularity by announcing his intention of making war on the Roman Empire. Wallia ended up 

selling Placidia back to her brother Honorius for 600,000 measures of grain. Placidia returned home 

in 416 to marry Constantius, a general of Honorius’a short time later. Constantius was made co-

augustus in the West in A. D. 421 and became the Roman emperor Constantius III.  

He died of pleurisy after a reign of only seven months. From this marriage, Galla Placidia had two 

children, Valentinian, who later became Emperor Valentinian III and Justa Grata Honoria, who is only 

remembered in history from a few coins bearing her portrait and a strange tale of forbidden love and 

treachery.  

Honorius and Placidia soon quarreled and Placidia fled to Constantinople. The story is told that 

Honorius was very fond of his sister, often kissing her on the mouth in public. Tongues began 

wagging at court, telling tales of incest but in fact Honorius was probably only displaying immature 

and inappropriate brotherly affection. Soon, the affection turned into hatred as the result of stories 

told by two palace servants. The supporters of Placidia and those of Honorius even took the quarrel 

to the streets of Ravenna where they did battle with each other over the honor of their patrons. At 

this point, Galla Placidia decided that the wise course of action would be to flee to Constantinople 

and seek asylum at the court of Theodosius II.  

In 423, Honorius died and Galla Placidia was made Augusta, or empress in the West. She was to rule 

in the name of her six - year old son Valentinian III.. Placidia soon proved to be a hard-nosed ruler 

who knew how to manage a declining economy and rebellious subjects. After the death of Honorius, 

Johannes, who had been Honorius’imperial secretary led a rebellion in Northern Italy. Johannes was 

soon captured and Placidia had him mounted backwards on a mule and paraded in front of the 

citizens of the city of Ravenna, where the Western capital had been established since A. D. 402. 

Johannes had his hand cut off before being led into the arena and executed before the six - year old 

emperor and the people of the city.  

Later, Galla Placidia became the most powerful figures in the government of the West. She clashed 

with Aetius, the military genius who defended the West from barbarian invasions throughout the 

first half of the Fifth Century. She even went so far as to have Count Boniface of Africa elevated to 

the post of Master General and then sent him out after Aetius to arrest him. Aetius was not captured 

or killed and spent many years fighting for Galla Placidia’s cause once she decided to put her trust in 

him.  

The art of holding onto political power has always been a very delicate one, mastered only by by 

those few individuals who posessed the particular kind of genius that allows them to see connections 

that are hidden from most normal minds and to assess the importance or potential threat of people 

and situations.  
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Galla Placidia had such a mind and ran the Roman government in the West for twenty years during 

one of the most perilous periods of its existence. She was able to make the most of Aetius’ military 

abilities and yet keep him from seizing the throne. It is unlikely that any man during this period could 

have done any better than she did, and it is certain that the two men who were on the throne in the 

East and the West could hot have remained on the throne if they hadn’t each had the help of an 

exceptional wom  

an. Pulcheria, sister of Theodosius II in the East played much the same role there that Galla Placidia 

played in the West. The role of women was bedginning to change, though. Throughout the period of 

the Roman Empire, women of senatorial rank were expected to learn the skills of administering large 

estates and were often responsible for governing hundreds of slaves and dealing with supply 

merchants, contractors, and gov  

ernment officials. They were thus often ready to step into the role of governing the empire for a 

weak husband or son who was the nominal emperor. The mid Fifth Century saw the beginnings of 

medieval society in Europe,. a period during which women lost much of their status in society and 

became almost as property. Historians of a later age often showed their strong disapproval of 

women in positions of power.  

In the East, a trend of just the opposite nature was unfolding. The palace at Constantinople was to 

see strong women of the imperial family taking the reins of power in their hands starting with the 

Empress Eudoxia and continuing throughout the Fifth and first half of the Sixth Century.  

Empresses Ariadne and Theodora held enormous power in the government of the early Byzantine 

Empire and Pulcheria was the capable regent for her brother Theodosius II during his minority. 

Indeed, the precedent set by Julia Domna and Julia Maesa, the powerful women of the Severan 

period who kept court at the Syrian city of Antioch seems to have been a feature of the Eastern 

empire through the reign of Irene in the Eleventh Century.  

The later years of Galla Placidia’s life were uneventful, or at least did not capture the attention of an 

ancient chronicler and thus get written down. She mellowed somewhat in her old age and spent her 

fortune putting up public buildings and performing charitable works. She died in the year A. D. 450, 

fondly loved and missed by the citizens of Ravenna where she had spent the later years of her life.  

 

Hypatia Hypatia74 

Hypatia was an ancient Greek philosopher and mathematician who lived in the city of Alexandria in 

Egypt during the late Fourth and early Fifth Centuries A.D. She is generally thought to have been the 

first woman mathematician, but this is only because there are no surviving records of any earlier 

women who made contributions in the field. Hypatia received much of her education from her father 

Theon, who was also a mathematician of considerable ability. She taught and lectured at the fine 
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Ptolemaic Library of Alexandria as well as the University of Alexandria and is known to have done 

work in math, science, philosophy, and astronomy. In the classical world, the role of a philosopher 

was a much broader one than we usually think of today. The ancient Greeks believed that all 

knowledge was somehow related and a philosopher could equally well discuss science, mechanics, 

mathematics, human values, and theories of government.  

 

Alexandria, the city where Hypatia was born and lived was an amazing place and these were amazing 

times. Named after Alexander the Great and founded by his general Ptolemy after he had conquered 

Egypt, it had been one of the most important cities in the ancient world for almost 700 years. It was 

truly a crossroads of learning and commerce, being the capital of the greatest province in the Roman 

Empire at the time.  

The culture was a mixture of that of ancient Greece and ancient Egypt, and Alexandria was located at 

a crossroads through which most of the trade between East and West must pass.  

During the early 400's A.D., Alexandria shared the distinction of being a great metropolis with only 

two other cities, Constantinople and Antioch. All three were located in the region of the world that 

encompasses Turkey, the Middle East, and Egypt today. Even mighty Rome could not match these 

cities in size, importance, and splendor, for Rome’s greatness had been on the wane ever since the 

days of Marcus Aurelius. Alexandria was also the home of the world's greatest library.  

Copies of almost every important manuscript in the ancient world were kept there. During this 

period, the Christian Church had become very powerful. A large part of the population of the Roman 

world looked to them for guidance and it seemed that the bishops of the large cities had as much or 

more power than even the emperor in Constantinople. Only a hundred years before the Christians 

were fleeing the persecutions of the emperor Diocletian. After Constantine's Edict of Milan gave 

them the freedom to worship God as they please, their political power and influence grew rapidly. By 

the middle of the fourth century, many important posts in the Roman government were occupied by 

Christians.  

It was a combination of all of these things that set the stage for the tragedy that now took place. Cyril 

was bishop of Alexandria in 415 and it was his ambition to be the most powerful man in Alexandria, 

second only to the emperor himself. Cyril even defied Orestes, the prefect appointed by the emperor 

to govern Egypt. He even went so far as to incite a riot of monks in which one of them threw a stone, 

seriously injuring Orestes. Cyril also tried to have all Jews banished from the city so he could 

confiscate their property.  

Hypatia was a very popular lecturer. Having been appointed to the chair of Philosophy at the 

University of Alexandria, her lectures attracted many rich and influential people. She would discuss 

the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle as well as methods for measuring the density of liquids or the 

properties of conic sections. Though she was a pagan herself, she had many influential friends, both 

pagan and Christian. She was even asked by a bishop in a distant city to build a hydrometer so that 

he could test his wines. One of her closest friends was the prefect Orestes, and it is probably this 

friendship that inflamed Cyril's hatred against her.  
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One day in March, A.D. 415, Hypatia was leaving one of her lectures and on her way home. She was 

attacked by a group of Church laymen and dragged from her chariot. These men supposedly had the 

job of visiting and aiding the poor and sick of the city who were under Cyril's care. In reality, many 

were criminals and thugs whom Cyril used to intimidate those who might oppose him. They dragged 

Hypatia into a church, humiliating her in the process. One Peter the Reader clubbed her to death, 

and her body was dismembered by the frenzied rabble and her remains were burned.  

Christian leaders in Alexandria and elsewhere were shocked. Many wondered how a group who had 

endured such horrible persecutions could themselves turn around and subject others to the same 

kinds of atrocities. Empress Pulcheria immediately sent a special commissioner to investigate the 

feud between Cyril and Orestes.  

There is no record, however, that anyone was ever punished for the murder of Hypatia. It was not 

common at all for a woman to fill the role of intellectual in the ancient world. Though women of the 

upper classes often were responsible for managing vast estates and there were quite a few powerful 

female rulers in antiquity, their role did not extend to academics and higher learning.  

Hypatia lived almost two hundred years after the court of the Roman Empress Julia Domna played 

host to the brilliant literary and artistic personalities of the day. It would be almost six hundred years 

before Lady Murasaki and Anna Comnena wrote their detailed accounts of Heian Japan and 

Byzantine Constantinople. Unless research uncovers new information, the world would have to wait 

until the nineteenth century to see yet another famous woman mathematician, Lady Ada Lovelace, 

who programmed Charles Babbage's mechanical computer.  

After the death of Hypatia there were very few mathematical developments in the Western world. 

For the next twelve hundred years, most mathematical progress would be made by the Arabs and 

the Chinese.  

There are no likenesses of Hypatia in existence. The image displayed on the top of this page is an 

artists rendition of what a typical young Greek woman of the period might look like.  

 

Licinia Eudoxia75  

Wife of Valentinian III, Daughter of Theodosius II 
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The middle of the Fifth Century was a time of great crisis for the dwindling remnant of the Western 

Roman Empire. What used to be the most powerful empire on Earth was just a small European state 

by A. D. 437, when Valentinian married Licinia Eudoxia, a distant relative. The Eastern Roman Empire 

was still a large and powerful one, ruling the lands from Illyricum (Modern day Serbia, Bosnia, and 

Herzegovina) to Mesopotamia and Egypt. The Western Empire claimed only Italy and a small part of 

Gaul (Modern France) by this time.  

Licinia Eudoxia was the great granddaughter of Theodosius I, the last emperor to rule over both 

eastern and western halves of the Roman Empire. Valentinian was the grandson of Theodosius I. 

Marriage between distant relatives of the imperial family had by this time become commonplace.  

After Valentinian III was murdered in 455, Petronius Maximus was elevated to the imperial throne. It 

was widely believed that he had had something to do with Valentinian's murder, but he was a very 

wealthy and powerful senator. He forced Valentinian's widow to marry him, and her daughter to 

marry his son. It is believed that she appealed to Gaiseric, the Vandal ruler of Africa for help. At any 

rate, that is the excuse Gaiseric offered for the foul deed he now set out to do.  

Gaiseric turned his eyes toward the great wealth that remained in the city of Rome. Lacking an 

adequate army to protect herself, the Eternal City was a tempting target for a raiding warlord or 

pirate with only modest means. Gambling that Theodosius II in the East had had not the will nor the 

ability to defend the Western lands, Gaiseric launched his navy led largely by pirate captains and 

attacked Rome. The citizens of the city panicked when news reached them of the impending 

invasion. The people and their emperor Petronius Maximus fled. The cowardly emperor was killed by 

his own frightened and dismayed subjects while attempting to escape the doomed city. Gaiseric 

found little organized resistance and easily entered the city. He plundered the helpless city and its 

remaining inhabitants for two weeks, his often drunken troops burning, raping and pillaging at will.  

Three of the most valuable prizes captured from the devastated city were Licinia Eudoxia and her 

two daughters. The eldest daughter, Eudocia (not the empress of the same name), was forced to 

marry Gaiseric's son Huneric. The three imperial ladies remained captives in Gaiseric's household 

until the Eastern emperor Leo was able to get Gaiseric to give the ladies up to him sometime in the 

460's.  
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Licinia Eudoxia made her home in the Eastern capital of Constantinople after her release and the 

events of the rest of her life are lost to history. It is believed that she died sometime in 493.  

 

Amalasuntha, Queen of the Ostrogoths  

Daughter of Theoderic; Mother of and regent for AthalaricI76 

 

Amalasuntha was the daughter of Theoderic, perhaps the most famous of the Ostrogothic kings in 

Italy. This was a strange period in the history of Europe. The official date for the fall of the Roman 

Empire in the West was A. D. 476, but from 493 until 526 Italy enjoyed the reign of an Ostrogothic 

king who ruled more like a Roman emperor. Theoderic was, in fact, on friendly terms with two of the 

three Eastern emperors who reigned in Constantinople during Theoderic’s reign in Italy. Theoderic 

had no sons, but he did have in Amalasuntha an intelligent and capable daughter who had received a 

good Roman education.  

Amalasuntha had been married to Eutharic, an obscure Gothic nobleman. She gave birth to Athalaric 

in 518. Eutharic later died, leaving Amalasuntha a widow to raise their young son.  

It was the custom amongst the Ostrogoths that a king should name someone to succeed him, subject 

to the approval of the Gothic nobility. During the final months of his life, Theoderic indicated that he 

wished Athalaric to succeed him as king and that Amalasuntha his mother should act as regent, 

managing the affairs of the kingdom while Athalaric was still a child.  

It was over the education of the young prince that trouble began between Amalasuntha and the 

majority of the Gothic noblemen. Amalasuntha had appointed three learned and civilized Gothic 

tutors to ensure that Athalaric received a classical Roman education in law, rhetoric, and the 

humanities. The Goths placed a value on a man’s strength and ferocity in warfare. How could a son 

who feared the tutor’s whip grow up to face the sword and spear? Besides, Theoderic had been a 

good king and had not needed to know how to read. Soon, Amalasuntha discovered a plot by some 

of the noblemen to do away with her and she had the men executed. She did, however, relent and 

allow young Athalaric to have some rough young Gothic companions his own age with which to 
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spend time. This did not work out, though. They succeeded not in instructing him in the arts of war 

but taught him to spend his time drinking and womanizing instead.  

In 534, Athalaric died. Amalasuntha’s position was now critical. The Goths would not have a woman 

rule them in her own name; they had barely tolerated a woman as regent. She decided to offer the 

kingship to her cousin Theodahad if he would consent to sharing the ruling power with her.  

It seems that Theodohad was nursing a grudge against her. Theodohad owned most of the land in 

the province of Tuscany. He had used extortion and strong-arm tactics to seize property belonging to 

his neighbors. The people of Tuscany had objected and petitioned Amalasuntha to do something and 

she made Theodohad give back some of the property he had extorted. Now that she had invited him 

to be king, it appeared that all was forgiven and they would rule together in harmony. Theodohad 

even wrote letters to the Senate praising her wisdom and promising to imitate her when he became 

king.  

As soon as Theodohad became king, he did an incredibly stupid thing. He imprisoned Amalasuntha 

on an island in the middle of Lake Bolsena. What this ignorant and vengeful man did not know is that 

during the period when the Gothic nobles had threatened to depose her, Amalasuntha had secretly 

written to the Eastern emperor Justinian asking his protection if the discontented nobles had made a 

move against her.  

Soon. Justinian got wind of the situation despite Theodohad’s clumsy attempt to conceal the facts. 

Justinian sent a fast messenger to Ravenna informing Theodohad that he would soon be there with 

an army if Amalasuntha was harmed.  

These promises of aid to a lady in distress were to no avail. It was probably in April, 535 that 

Amalasuntha was murdered. The story that has come down to us is that she was strangled in her 

bath by relatives of the three traitors she has had executed. In spite of her great popularity and 

immaculate reputation amongst both Roman and Gothic subjects, Theodohad could not restrain 

himself from gratifying his hunger for revenge. The population of all Italy was shocked by this foul 

deed.  

What Theodohad had bought for himself and Italy was a period of destructive war that lasted for 

most of the next fifteen years. Justinian did not need much of an excuse to invade Italy to reclaim the 

lost province and deal a death blow to the hated Aryan heresy at the same time. It was this 

intermittent warfare carried on first by Justinian’s general Belisarius, then later by Narses that finally 

finished off what was left of the ancient Roman Empire. Cities taken first by one side, then by the 

other, were burned and their buildings were thrown down. Atrocities were committed on the Italian 

population first by the gothic troops, then by the Byzantine. It was the beginning of a long period if 

oppression for the Italian people during which they were ruled by one petty ruler or city state after 

another. Nothing was to change for the peasantry for 1200 years except the name and nationality of 

their tormentors. It was a tragic state of affairs that was to last until the Italian liberator Garibaldi 

founded a new nation of Italy during the Nineteenth Century.  

The coin at the top right hand corner of the page bears the monogram of the Gothic prince Athalaric. 

As far as we know, Amalasuntha did not strike any coins in her own name. She probably looked and 

dressed like most Sixth Century Roman noblewomen, when large, ornate earrings and wearing 

several strings of pearls both in the hair and about the neck was in fashion. The coin is a typical 
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example of the tiny, crudely struck bronze coins of later Roman and Gothic kingdoms in the West. 

The coin is only about 12mm in diameter, and the image is an 8X magnification. Most of these coins 

are found in extremely worn or corroded condition and cannot be identified at all. This little coin is in 

extremely nice condition for a small bronze of a Western kingdom during this period.  

 

Valeria Messalina77 

 

One needs not be an historian to note that the very name "Messalina" has become synonymous with 

all the faults, vices and machinations of womankind. While it is true that many of the lusty and 

criminal infamies that are attributed to Claudius' Empress are evidently fables, not all are. Though 

Tacitus and Suetonius have made us think the worst at the mention of her name, she was more than 

a schemer and a senseless wanton. Surely, she was a captivating, capricious, unscrupulous wife who 

never minded using the weaknesses of her husband for gain. She came by her lust for power quite 

naturally it seems. 

Her ancestry was every bit as illustrious as was her husbands. A direct relative of the Caesars, and a 

member of Caligula's Court as a young girl, by the time she married Claudius, he being 50+, she in her 

teens, she was a viper. 

When her husband became emperor, she took more advantage of her husband's weaknesses. Early 

on, Claudius recalled from exile Agrippina and Julia Livilla, who had been banished by Caligula. 

Messalina found them a threat, as they were favorites of their emperor uncle. It was not long before 

the jealous empress found a way to have Julia Livilla exiled with Seneca, under the "Lex de 

Adulteriis". Agrippina, like her mother was rather virtuous, and was not easily maligned, even by 

Messalina. She managed to stay in Rome, but under the Empress' eye. 

In a lust for wealth, Messalina began selling her influence to sovereign allies and the upper classes 

who wished imperial favors. She controlled the contractors of public works, and interfered with the 
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financial affairs of the empire any time a way to make money for herself could be found. Though 

certainly a few of Claudius freedmen/administrators were loyal to him, namely Pallas and Narcissus, 

Messalina controlled the majority. She kept the Emperor Claudius hedged about with her minions, 

and in so doing, cut him off from much of the truth of her reign of terror. 

Where Livia Augusta had, at least publicly, advocated traditional values of morality, decency, and 

family values, Messalina put forth the more Asiatic corruption and pomp she most likely learned at 

Caligulaís court. Livia, a puritanical proponent of Roman conservatism and patrician tradition was 

Messalina's opposite. 

It was because the general populace did not scorn the traditions, and wished to see a virtuous 

woman at the side of the emperor, that Messalina became hated. Adored and supported by those 

who gained wealth and position due to her schemes, she was considered a dissipated Baccante by 

the man on the street. His opinion was that she should be condemned to exile with the many other 

unfaithful Roman wives. He considered her an affront to all things Roman. The middle classes 

considered the emperor a semi-sacred magistrate, and an example to be followed. Claudius became 

a scorned leader because if he didnít know of Messalinaís corruptionís, he was weak. If he did know 

he was worse than she, to the minds of patrician and lower class alike. 

The situation gradually became grave and dangerous. The state was being weakened by the power 

struggles. The power and extortions of the freedmen were breeding discontent. Both by what she 

actually did, and the gossip. Messalina was made a monster in the minds of the people. But she 

seemed invulnerable, and could wield great power to her own wicked ends, and only the emperor 

himself, could stop her. 

The people finally turned their anger upon poor Claudius, declaring his weakness was responsible for 

her conduct. For seven years Messalina remained the great weakness of the otherwise accomplished 

reign of her husband. The situation came to a head and ultimately resolved itself through Messalinaís 

growing lust for power...and a man. 

Caius Silius, the consul-designate, and known as the handsomest man in Rome at the time, was 

Messalinaís love interest. Such was her passion for him, that she determined to marry him. According 

to historians, she wanted to shock the city with the sacrilege of a bigamous marriage played out 

publicly. It was done boldly with a large religious ceremony while Claudius was in Ostia. 

Many question this reasoning. That she was cruel, dissolute and avaricious all agree, but mad, the 

lady was not. To do such a thing, she must have had a reason compelling enough to engage and 

employ the conspiratorial assistance of the many who aided her in this venture. 

It is conjectured that by some feminine wile, Messalina convinced Claudius to divorce her for a short 

time. One explanation was that her astrologer predicted that her ìhusbandî would be harmed on a 

certain day, and he ìdivorcedî her, knowing she would take a temporary ìhusbandî to protect him 

from said harm. She then took the opportunity to repudiate him publicly with a religious ceremony. 

But, the larger question is...why? After seven years of a free hand, would she risk it all? For love? 

Hardly. 
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One plausible theory is predicated upon the idea that Siliusí aristocratic family was well known to be 

devoted to the faction of Germanicus and Agrippina. And Messalinaís choice of husband had more to 

do with political survival than feminine emotion. 

She must have long wondered what would become of her if a plot upon Claudiusí life succeeded. 

Surely the assassins would kill her as they had Caesonia after the murder of Caligula. There was no 

other member of the Imperial family of age enough to reign, no one to protect her even if she lived. 

Seeing Claudius as weak, she needed to consolidate her position. She chose her next husband from a 

powerful and popular family, hoping to win over the Praetorian Guard and the legions to her cause. 

Ingenious. 

This plot, so well organized and opportune, even gave Claudiusí most loyal freedmen cause to 

vacillate. So powerful and secure was her plot, that she was able to secure the assistance of Roman 

society, the prefect of the guard and more to get the divorce, marry in public and feast with 

abandon. 

Had it not been for Claudiusí loyal freedman Narcissus, the emperor might have lost the day, and his 

life. 

Messalina was beheaded by the guard at the order of her husband, thus ending her seven year reign 

of terror.  
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Julia 

   

Daughter of 

Augustus 

 
Livia 

   

Wife of 

Augustus 

 
Livilla 

   

Wife of 

Gaius 

Caesar and 

Drusus 

 
Antonia 

   

Wife of 

Nero 

Claudius 

Drusus 

 

Agrippina 

Senior    

Wife of 

Germanicus 

 
Caesonia 

   

Fourth wife 

of Caligula 

 
Drusilla 

   

Daughter of 

Germanicus 

and 

Agrippina 

Senior 
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Drusilla 

Minor    

Daughter of 

Caligula and 

Caesonia 

 
Julia Livilla 

   

Daughter of 

Germanicus 

and 

Agrippina 

Senior 

 

Claudia 

Antonia    

Daughter of 

Claudius 

 

Valeria 

Messalina    

Third wife 

of Claudius 

 

Agrippina 

Junior   
50-59 

Wife of 

Claudius 

 

Claudia 

Octavia   
54-62 

First wife of 

Nero 

 
Poppaea 

  
62-65 

Second wife 

of Nero 

 

Claudia 

Neronis    

Daughter of 

Nero and 

Poppaea 

 

Statilia 

Messalina   
66-68 

Third wife 

of Nero 
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Vitellia 

   

Daughter of 

Vitellius 

 

Domitilla 

the Elder    

Wife of 

Vespasian 

 
Domitilla II 

   

Daughter of 

Vespasian 

and 

Domitilla 

the Elder 

 
Julia Titi 

  

79-

90/91 

Daughter of 

Titus 

 
Domitia 

  
82-96 

Wife of 

Domitian 

 
Plotina 

  

105-

122? 

Wife of 

Trajan 

 
Marciana 

  

105-

114? 

Sister of 

Trajan 

 

Louvre Museum 

Matidia 
  

Died 

c.119 

Niece of 

Trajan 

Mother of 

Sabina 
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Sabina 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

waved, rising 

into crest on 

top above 

diadem, 

knotted in 

queue, 

falling down 

back of neck 

 

128-

136? 

Wife of 

Hadrian 

 

Sabina 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

coiled and 

piled on top 

of head 

behind metal 

tiara 

 

128-

136? 

Wife of 

Hadrian 

 

Sabina 

Diademed, 

veiled, 

draped bust 

right 
 

128-

136? 

Wife of 

Hadrian 

 

Faustina I 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

elaborately 

waved in 

several loops 

around head, 

braided, 

drawn up 

and coiled 

on top 

 

138-

140/141 

Wife of 

Antoninus 

Pius 

 

Faustina II 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

waved and 

coiled at 

lower back 

of head in 

small bun 

 

147-

175/176 

Wife of 

Marcus 

Aurelius 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/II/Sabina/Z5071.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/II/Sabina/Z5071.jpg
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Faustina II 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

waved and 

coiled at 

middle back 

of head in 

large bun 

 

147-

175/176 

Wife of 

Marcus 

Aurelius 

 

Faustina II 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

waved and 

coiled at 

middle back 

of head in 

large bun, 

string of 

pearls 

underlying 

the bottom 

coil up to 

forehead 

wave 

 

147-

175/176 

Wife of 

Marcus 

Aurelius 

 

Faustina II 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

waved and 

coiled at 

middle back 

of head in 

large bun 

 

147-

175/176 

Wife of 

Marcus 

Aurelius 

 

Faustina II 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

waved and 

coiled at 

lower back 

of head in 

small bun, 

circlet of 

pearls above 

side waves 

 

147-

175/176 

Wife of 

Marcus 

Aurelius 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/III/FaustinaII/Z4866.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/III/FaustinaII/Z4866.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/III/FaustinaII/Z1352.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/III/FaustinaII/Z1352.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/III/FaustinaII/Z1397.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/III/FaustinaII/Z1397.jpg
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Faustina II 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved and 

coiled at 

lower back 

of head in 

large bun 

 

147-

175/176 

Wife of 

Marcus 

Aurelius 

 

Faustina II 

Veiled, 

draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved and 

coiled at 

lower back 

of head in 

small bun 

 

147-

175/176 

Wife of 

Marcus 

Aurelius 

 

Lucilla 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved and 

coiled at 

lower back 

of head in 

small bun, 

wave of hair 

along 

bottom, 

small lock 

falling on 

neck 

 

164-

182/183 

Wife of 

Lucius 

Verus 

 

Crispina 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved in 

rows and 

tucked in 

round coil at 

back 

 

172-

182/183 

Wife of 

Commodus 

 
Titiana 

  
193 

Wife of 

Pertinax 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/III/Lucilla/Z4444.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/III/Lucilla/Z4444.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/III/Crispina/Crispina-RICIII-281.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/III/Crispina/Crispina-RICIII-281.jpg
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Manlia 

Scantilla   

April-

June, 

193 

Wife of 

Didius 

Julianus 

 

Didia Clara 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved in 

rows and 

tucked at 

back of head 

in weaved 

bun pattern, 

lock of hair 

falling across 

neck 

 

April-

June, 

193 

Daughter of 

Didius 

Julianus 

 

Julia 

Domna 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved in 

rows and 

tucked at 

back of head 

in weaved 

bun pattern, 

one separate 

long braid 

following the 

bottom of 

upper 

weaves 

 
193-217 

Wife of 

Septimius 

Severus 

 

Julia 

Domna 

Draped bust 

on crescent 

right, hair 

weaved in 

rows, long 

plait along 

the bottom 

and tucked 

in very small 

bun at the 

back of head, 

stephane in 

hair 

 
193-217 

Wife of 

Septimius 

Severus 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-I/DidiaClara/Z4657.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-I/DidiaClara/Z4657.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-I/JuliaDomna/Z5241.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-I/JuliaDomna/Z5241.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-I/JuliaDomna/Z0421.jpg
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Plautilla 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

coiled in 

ridges and 

fastened in 

large two-

coil bun at 

back, ear 

exposed 

Fulvia 

Plautilla 
202-205 

Wife of 

Caracalla 

 

Plautilla 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

coiled in 

ridges and 

fastened in 

large bun at 

base of 

head, ear 

exposed 

Fulvia 

Plautilla 
202-205 

Wife of 

Caracalla 

 

Plautilla 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

coiled in 

ridges 

covering ear 

and fastened 

in small bun 

at base of 

head 

Fulvia 

Plautilla 
202-205 

Wife of 

Caracalla 

 

Julia Maesa 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

braided in 

straight lines 

and tucked 

into small 

bun at base 

of head 

 

218-

224/225 

Sister of 

Julia Domna 

 

Julia Maesa 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

braided in 

straight lines 

and tucked 

into large 

bun at back 

of head 

 

218-

224/225 

Sister of 

Julia Domna 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-I/Plautilla/Z3874.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-I/Plautilla/Z3874.jpg
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Julia 

Soaemias 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

braided in 

straight lines 

and tucked 

at back of 

neck 

 
218-222 

Mother of 

Elagabalus 

 

Julia Paula 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

braided in 

thick coils, 

top coils 

looped into 

large bun at 

back of head 

 
219-220 

First wife of 

Elagabalus 

 

Julia Paula 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

braided in 

straight lines 

and tucked 

at back of 

neck 

 
219-220 

First Wife 

of 

Elagabalus 

 

Aquilia 

Severa 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

brushed in 

straight 

lines, small 

plait at the 

bottom and 

fastened at 

back of head 

 
220-222 

Second and 

fourth wife 

of 

Elagabalus 

 

Annia 

Faustina   
221 

Third wife 

of 

Elagabalus 

 

Julia 

Mamaea 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved in 

rows and 

tucked at 

base of head 

 
222-235 

Mother of 

Severus 

Alexander 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-II/JuliaSoaemias/Z3873.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-II/JuliaSoaemias/Z3873.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-II/JuliaPaula/Z4864.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-II/JuliaPaula/Z4864.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-II/JuliaPaula/Z3246.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-II/JuliaPaula/Z3246.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-II/AquiliaSevera/C0116.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-II/AquiliaSevera/C0116.jpg
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Julia 

Mamaea 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved in 

rows and 

tucked at 

base of 

head, 

stephane in 

hair 

 
222-235 

Mother of 

Severus 

Alexander 

 
Orbiana 

  
225-227 

Wife of 

Severus 

Alexander 

 
Paulina 

   

Wife of 

Maximinus I 

(Thrax) 

 
Tranquillina 

  
241-244 

Wife of 

Gordian III 

 

Otacilia 

Severa 

Draped bust 

right on 

crescent, 

hair weaved 

in straight 

lines and 

rows with 

long plait 

carried up 

the back of 

head, 

stephane in 

hair 

 
244-249 

Wife of 

Philip I 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-II/JuliaMamaea/Z3878.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-II/JuliaMamaea/Z3878.jpg
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Herennia 

Etruscilla 

Draped bust 

right on 

crescent, 

hair waved 

and tucked 

at back of 

neck, 

stephane in 

hair 

 

249-

253? 

Wife of 

Trajan 

Decius 

 

Herennia 

Etruscilla 

Draped bust 

right on 

crescent, 

hair in 

straight lines 

with long 

plait carried 

up the back 

of head, 

stephane in 

hair 

 

249-

253? 

Wife of 

Trajan 

Decius 

 

Cornelia 

Supera   
253 

Wife of 

Aemilian 

 
Mariniana 

   

Wife of 

Valerian I 

 

Salonina 

Draped bust 

right on 

crescent, 

hair weaved 

in rows with 

long plait 

carried up 

the back of 

head and 

tucked under 

stephane 

Cornelia 

Salonina 
254-268 

Wife of 

Gallienus 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-III/HerenniaEtruscilla/Z4170.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IV-III/HerenniaEtruscilla/Z4170.jpg
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Dryantilla 

  
260 

Wife of 

Regalianus 

 

Zenobia 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved in 

rows with 

braid along 

bottom at 

back of neck, 

stephane in 

hair 

 
267-272 

Mother of 

Vabalathus 

 

Severina 

Draped bust 

right on 

crescent, 

hair in 

straight lines 

with long 

plait carried 

up the back 

of head, 

tucked under 

stephane 

Ulpia 

Severina 
274-275 

Wife of 

Aurelian 

 

Severina 

Draped bust 

right on 

crescent, 

hair brushed 

in straight 

lines and 

tucked under 

Ulpia 

Severina 
274-275 

Wife of 

Aurelian 

 

Magnia 

Urbica 

Draped bust 

right on 

crescent, 

hair brushed 

in straight 

lines, plait 

carried up 

the back to 

top of head 

and running 

under 

 
283-285 

Wife of 

Carinus 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanProvincial/Egypt-Alexandria/Z2685.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanProvincial/Egypt-Alexandria/Z2685.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/V-I/Severina/Z3966.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/V-I/Severina/Z3966.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/V-II/MagniaUrbica/Z5703.jpg
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stephane 

 

Galeria 

Valeria 

Draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved in 

rows at 

front, 

straight in 

back, pulled 

up in long 

plait running 

under 

stephane 

 

293?-

311 

Wife of 

Galerius 

 

Galeria 

Valeria 

Bust facing, 

head right, 

hair weaved 

in rows and 

curled 

around side 

of head at 

base of neck, 

wearing 

embroidered 

robes with 

two 

necklaces, 

stephane in 

hair 

 

293?-

311 

Wife of 

Galerius 

 

Galeria 

Valeria 

Laureate, 

draped bust 

right, hair 

weaved in 

rows and 

braided in 

loops at base 

of neck, 

stephane 

under laurel 

 

293?-

311 

Wife of 

Galerius 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VI/Thessalonica/Z3682.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VI/Thessalonica/Z3682.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VI/Thessalonica/Z2244.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VI/Thessalonica/Z2244.jpg
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Helena 

Plain-

diademed, 

mantled bust 

right, 

wearing 

necklace, 

hair brushed 

straight 

back, small 

curls along 

forehead to 

ear, long 

plait after 

last forehead 

curl carried 

up the back 

of head and 

ending at 

diadem 

 

324-

328/330 

Wife of 

Constantius 

I 

Mother of 

Constantine 

I 

 

Helena 

Pearl-

diademed, 

mantled bust 

right, 

wearing 

necklace, 

hair brushed 

straight 

back, small 

curls along 

forehead to 

ear, loop 

braid at base 

of head 

carried up in 

long plait to 

top of 

diadem and 

back down 

again tucked 

under 

bottom of 

diadem 

 

324-

328/330 

Wife of 

Constantius 

I 

Mother of 

Constantine 

I 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VII/Trier/Z2251.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VII/Trier/Z2251.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VII/Sirmium/Z4676.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VII/Sirmium/Z4676.jpg
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Helena 

Pearl-

diademed, 

mantled bust 

right, 

wearing 

pearl 

necklace, 

Magnia 

Urbica 

fashion hair 

style, diadem 

as broad 

band 

decorated 

with a single 

string of 

pearls 

 

324-

328/330 

Wife of 

Constantius 

I 

Mother of 

Constantine 

I 

 
Theodora 

   

Second wife 

of 

Constantius 

I 

 
Constantia 

  
313-324 

Wife of 

Licinius I 

 

Fausta 

Bare head, 

mantled bust 

right, 

wearing 

necklace, 

hair waved 

in rows and 

tucked into 

small bun at 

back of head 

 
324-326 

Second wife 

of 

Constantine 

I 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VII/Nicomedia/Helena-RICVII-129-MNS.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VII/Nicomedia/Helena-RICVII-129-MNS.jpg
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Aelia 

Flaccilla 

Pearl-

diademed, 

draped bust 

right with 

necklace, 

hair 

elaborately 

weaved with 

long plait up 

the back of 

head and 

tucked under 

diadem 

 

379-

386/388 

Wife of 

Theodosius 

I 

 

Galla 

Placidia   
421-450 

Daughter of 

Theodosius 

I 

 

Eudoxia 

Pearl-

diademed, 

draped bust 

right, 

wearing 

pearl 

necklace and 

earrings, hair 

elaborately 

weaved with 

long plait up 

the back of 

head and 

tucked under 

diadem, 

hand of God 

holding 

wreath 

above head 

 
400-404 

Wife of 

Arcadius 

 

Aelia 

Pulcheria 

Pearl-

diademed, 

draped bust 

right with 

necklace and 

earrings, hair 

elaborately 

 
414-453 

Wife of 

Marcian  

Sister of 

Theodosius 

II 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IX/Constantinople/Z4217.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/IX/Constantinople/Z4217.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/X/AeliaEudoxia/Z4305.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/X/AeliaEudoxia/Z4305.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/X/AeliaPulcheria/Z4384.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/X/AeliaPulcheria/Z4384.jpg
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weaved with 

long plait up 

the back of 

head and 

tucked under 

diadem 

 

Aelia 

Eudocia 

Pearl-

diademed, 

draped bust 

right with 

necklace and 

earrings, hair 

elaborately 

weaved with 

long plait up 

the back of 

head and 

tucked under 

forehead 

jewel, hand 

of God 

wearing 

bracelet 

crowning 

from above 

 
423-460 

Wife of 

Theodosius 

II 

 
Honoria 

  

426?-

450? 

Sister of 

Valentinian 

III 

 

Licinia 

Eudoxia   
439-490 

Wife of 

Valentinian 

III  

Wife of 

Petronius 

Maximus 

 

Aelia 

Verina   
457-484 

Wife of Leo 

I 

http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/X/AeliaEudocia/Z4974.jpg
http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/X/AeliaEudocia/Z4974.jpg
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Aelia 

Euphemia   

467-

472? 

Wife of 

Anthemius 

 
Alypia 

  

467?-

472? 

Wife of 

Ricimer 

 

Aelia 

Ariadne   

474?-

515 

Wife of 

Zeno  

Wife of 

Anastasius 

 

Aelia 

Zenonis   
475-476 

Wife of 

Basiliscus 
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Statue of St. Helena, who is believed to have found the true Cross of Christ, within what is now the 

Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem. This ancient church is built over what is believed to be the 

site of Christ's death and resurrection.  

 

The list below includes Roman women who were notable for their family connections, or their 

sons or husbands, or their own actions. In the earlier periods, women came to the attention of 

(later) historians either as poisoners of their husbands (a very few cases), or as wives, 

daughters, and mothers of great men such as Scipio Africanus. In later periods, women 

exercised or tried to exercise political power either through their husbands (as did Fulvia and 

Livia Drusilla) or political intrigues (as did Clodia and Servilia Caepionis), or directly (as did 

Agrippina the younger and later Roman empresses). 

 

Distinguished women of the Middle Republic
78

 

 Aemilia Paulla (3rd century BC-2nd century BC), wife of Scipio Africanus Major and mother of 

Cornelia Africana (see below), noted for the unusual freedom given her by her husband, her 

enjoyment of luxuries, and her influence as role model for elite Roman women after the 

Second Punic War. Her date of birth, marriage, and death are all unknown (but then so are 

those for her illustrious husband whose birth and death dates are approximated!).  

                                                           

78
Wikipedia 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Roman_women#Distinguished_women_of_the_Middle_Republic 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Women_in_Ancient_Rome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fulvia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Livia_Drusilla
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clodia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Servilia_Caepionis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agrippina_the_younger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aemilia_Paulla
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3rd_century_BC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2nd_century_BC
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scipio_Africanus_Major
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cornelia_Africana
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 Cornelia Africana (2nd century BC), virtually deified by Roman women as a model of feminine 

virtues and Stoicism, but never officially deified. The first Roman woman, whose 

approximate birth year and whose year of death is known, thanks to a law she had passed to 

allow her granddaughter to inherit.  

 Licinia, the name of the women of the gens Licinius. Notable members include  

o Licinia, a woman killed by her relatives in 142 BC for murdering her husband;  

 Murcia, the name of the women of the gens Murcius.  

o Licia, a woman killed by her relatives in 142 BC for murdering her husband. Both 

Licinia and Mucia appealed for a trial, and before they could come to trial, they were 

tried by their relatives and executed. This was a major scandal in the censorship of 

Lucius Mummius Achaius and Scipio Aemilianus.  

 Pomponia (mother of Scipio) (2nd century BC), daughter, niece, wife, and mother of consuls; 

born a plebeian noblewoman but married to a patrician. Mother of Scipio Africanus Major 

and Scipio Asiaticus. She was reportedly very religious and devout, but nothing else is known 

of her including the year of her marriage or death.  

 Publilia (1st century BC), the name of a woman of the gens Publilius. She was killed in 154 BC 

for poisoning her husband, the consul of the preceding year.  

 Distinguished women of the Julio-Claudian House 

 Agrippina Major (1st century), wife of Germanicus, granddaughter of Augustus Caesar, 

mother of emperor Caligula and Agrippina the Younger (below)  

 Agrippina Minor (1st century), wife of emperor Claudius, mother of emperor Nero; held up 

as a bad example.  

 Antonia Major (1st century BC), grandmother of Emperor Nero  

 Antonia Minor (1st century BC-1st century AD), mother of Emperor Claudius and 

Germanicus, favorite niece of Augustus Caesar, considered a role model for women in the 

Roman Empire after she refused to remarry and spent the rest of her life raising her children 

and grandchildren.  

 Atia Balba Caesonia, mother of Augustus and Octavia Minor.  

 Claudia Julia (1st century),  

 Claudia Pulchra, wife of Publius Quinctilius Varus  

 Claudia Marcella, nieces of Caesar Augustus  

 Domitia Lepida Major - aunt of Emperor Nero  

 Domitia Lepida - sister of the following, Mother of the Empress Valeria Messalina  

 Domitia Longina - wife of Emperor Domitian  

 Domitia Lucilla - mother of Emperor Marcus Aurelius  

 Domitia Paulina - female relatives of Emperor Hadrian  

 Julia the Elder, daughter of Augustus  

 Livia Drusilla (1st century BC), wife of Tiberius Claudius Nero, and then of Augustus Caesar. 

The first woman to be officially deified.  

 Livilla (1st century), granddaughter of Livia  

 Messalina, Emperor Claudius' wife, notorious for her promiscuity.  

 Octavia Minor, sister of Caesar Augustus and fourth wife of Marc Antony.  

 Plautia Urgulanilla, Emperor Claudius' first wife  

 Scribonia, second wife of Augustus and mother of his only legitimate child (whom she 

apparently ignored until her exile).  

 Vipsania first wife of Tiberius and the only one he loved.  
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 Vipsania Julia, Granddaughter of Augustus  

Distinguished women of the Roman Empire 

 Aquilia Severa (3rd century), Vestal Virgin and wife of Elagabalus  

 Clodia (1st century BC), Catullus's Lesbia  

 Domitia Decidiana - wife of Roman General Gnaeus Julius Agricola and mother-in-law to 

historian Tacitus.  

 Galla Placidia, (5th century)  

 Julia Domna (3rd century), wife of Septimius Severus  

 Julia Maesa (3rd century), grandmother of Elagabalus and Alexander Severus  

 Pomponia Graecina, possibly the saint Lucina, a descendant of Vipsania (above)  

 Saint Procula wife of Pontius Pilate  

 Servilia Caepionis, mother of Brutus and lover of Julius Caesar  

This list is incomplete; you can help by expanding it. 
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 STOLA
79

 

                                              For the village in Slovakia, see Štôla. 

                                                       

Statue of Livia Drusilla wearing a stola and palla. 

The stola was the traditional garment of Roman women, corresponding to the toga that was worn by 

men. In ancient Rome, it was considered disgraceful for a woman to wear a toga; wearing the male 

garment was associated with prostitution.[1] 

The stola was a long, pleated dress, worn over a tunic (the tunica intima, the Roman version of a 

slip). A stola generally had long sleeves (but not always; occasionally it was held up by straps), but 

the sleeves could either be a part of the stola itself, or part of the tunic. The stola was typically girt 

with ribbons. It was frequently accompanied by a long shawl-like garment called a palla. Use of the 

stola continued through the Byzantine period.This is the garment worn by the Statue of Liberty in 

New York. 

 

 

                                                           

1. 
79 McGinn, Thomas A. (1998). Prostitution, sexuality, and the law in ancient Rome. Oxford 

[Oxfordshire]: Oxford University Press. p. 340. ISBN 0-19-508785-2. "…through conviction 

under the law was cast as a prostitute, most visibly through imposition of the label of the toga, 

the prostitute's badge of shame." 

2. http://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/secondary/SMIGRA*/Toga.html 
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CONCLUSION 

Women in the Byzantine Empire  

The Byzantine Empire is without a doubt a fascinating culture that has received  

mixed reviews from scholars over the decades as very important or as a  

backward oriental culture seems to be the brightest age of the ancient civilizations . It was literally 

the Roman Empire in the East with its capital at Constantinople on the Bosporus (Boğaziçi in Turkish  

) in Europe and just across the Golden Horn (Mavi Haliç in Turkish )  was Asia or Asia Minor as it was 

known then. Constantinople was established in the early fourth century by the Roman Emperor 

Constantine when political and military activities were responding to the invasion of the Huns who  

caused the Germanic Barbarian tribes to press against the Roman Empire boundaries of the Danube 

and Rhine Rivers in Europe. For a time, Ravenna and Milan in the Italian Peninsula served as 

temporary capitals, but they were never situated as geographically advantageous as Constantinople. 

Today, it is called  Istanbul and the country of Turkey has jurisdiction. This Byzantine Empire as it 

became known lasted until 1453, when the Ottomans finally conquered the city.  

The rest of the huge Byzantine Empire had both slowly and rapidly declined in size with the conquest 

of them by Muslims, Mongols, and Turks. This Empire lasted for about 1100 years, and is considered 

the longest-lived political institution of the Middle Ages.  In the Early Middle Ages, the Byzantine 

Empire flourished under the leadership of the Emperor Justinian (527-565), and his co-ruler for 

twenty years, his wife the Empress Theodora (ca. 497/508-548). We are fortunate to have a famous 

original source, Procopius’, Secret History, to reconstruct this time  frame, although he was not 

impressed with Theodora or for that matter,80 
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SECTION II 

WOMAN IN ROMAN EMPIRE 

 

About the Roman Empire and Government 
 

Government and military & Central Government 

The three major elements of the Imperial Roman state were the central government, the military, 

and provincial government.81 The military established control of a territory through war, but after a 

city or people was brought under treaty, the military mission turned to policing: protecting Roman 

citizens (after 212 AD, all freeborn inhabitants of the Empire), the agricultural fields that fed them, 

and religious sites.[137] Without modern instruments of either mass communication or mass 

destruction, the Romans lacked sufficient manpower or resources to impose their rule through force 

alone. Cooperation with local power elites was necessary to maintain order, collect information, and 

extract revenue. The Romans often exploited internal political divisions by supporting one faction 

over another: in the view of Plutarch, "it was discord between factions within cities that led to the 

loss of self-governance".82 

Communities with demonstrated loyalty to Rome retained their own laws, could collect their own 

taxes locally, and in exceptional cases were exempt from Roman taxation. Legal privileges and 

relative independence were an incentive to remain in good standing with Rome.[139] Roman 

government was thus limited, but efficient in its use of the resources available to it.83 

                                                           

81 Yann Le Bohec, The Imperial Roman Army, translated by Raphael Bate (Routledge, 2000, originally 

published 1989 in French), p. 8. 

 

82 Moralia Moralia 813c and 814c; Clifford Ando, "The Administration of the Provinces," in A Companion 

to the Roman Empire (Blackwell, 2010), pp. 181–182; Edward N. Luttwak, The Grand Strategy of the 

Roman Empire: From the First Century A.D. to the Third (Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976, 

1979), p. 30. 

 

83
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The dominance of the emperor was based on the consolidation of certain powers from several 

republican offices, including the inviolability of the tribunes of the people and the authority of 

the censors to manipulate the hierarchy of Roman society.84 The emperor also made himself the 

central religious authority as Pontifex Maximus, and centralized the right to declare war, ratify 

treaties, and negotiate with foreign leaders.[142] While these functions were clearly defined during 

the Principate, the emperor's powers over time became less constitutional and more monarchical, 

culminating in the Dominate.85  

 

 

Antoninus Pius (reigned 138–161), wearing a toga(Hermitage Museum) 

The emperor was the ultimate authority in policy- and decision-making, but in the early Principate he 

was expected to be accessible to individuals from all walks of life, and to deal personally with official 

business and petitions. A bureaucracy formed around him only gradually.[144] The Julio-Claudian 

emperors relied on an informal body of advisors that included not only senators and equestrians, but 

trusted slaves and freedmen.[145]After Nero, the unofficial influence of the latter was regarded with 

suspicion, and the emperor's council (consilium) became subject to official appointment for the sake 

of greater transparency.[146] Though the senate took a lead in policy discussions until the end of 

the Antonine dynasty, equestrians played an increasingly important role in the consilium.[147] The 

women of the emperor's family often intervened directly in his decisions. Plotina exercised influence 

on both her husband Trajan and his successor Hadrian. Her influence was advertised by having her 

letters on official matters published, as a sign that the emperor was reasonable in his exercise of 

authority and listened to his people.[148] 
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Access to the emperor by others might be gained at the daily reception (salutatio), a development of 

the traditional homage a client paid to his patron; public banquets hosted at the palace; and religious 

ceremonies. The common people who lacked this access could manifest their general approval or 

displeasure as a group at the games held in large venues.[149] By the 4th century, as urban centres 

decayed, the Christian emperors became remote figureheads who issued general rulings, no longer 

responding to individual petitions.[150] 

Although the senate could do little short of assassination and open rebellion to contravene the will of 

the emperor, it survived the Augustan restoration and the turbulent Year of Four Emperors to retain 

its symbolic political centrality during the Principate.[151] The senate legitimated the emperor's rule, 

and the emperor needed the experience of senators as legates (legati) to serve as generals, 

diplomats, and administrators.[152] A successful career required competence as an administrator and 

remaining in favour with the emperor, or over time perhaps multiple emperors.86  

The practical source of an emperor's power and authority was the military. The legionaries were paid 

by the Imperial treasury, and swore an annual military oath of loyalty to the 

emperor (sacramentum).[154] The death of an emperor led to a crucial period of uncertainty and crisis. 

Most emperors indicated their choice of successor, usually a close family member or adopted heir. 

The new emperor had to seek a swift acknowledgement of his status and authority to stabilize the 

political landscape. No emperor could hope to survive, much less to reign, without the allegiance and 

loyalty of the Praetorian Guard and of the legions. To secure their loyalty, several emperors paid 

the donativum, a monetary reward. In theory, the Senate was entitled to choose the new emperor, 

but did so mindful of acclamation by the army or Praetorians.[155] 

 

Provincial Government 

An annexed territory became a province in a three-step process: making a register of cities, taking a 

census of the population, and surveying the land.[169] Further government recordkeeping included 

births and deaths, real estate transactions, taxes, and juridical proceedings.[170] In the 1st and 2nd 

centuries, the central government sent out around 160 officials each year to govern outside 

Italy.[171] Among these officials were the "Roman governors", as they are called in English: 

either magistrates elected at Rome who in the name of the Roman people governed senatorial 

provinces; or governors, usually of equestrian rank, who held theirimperium on behalf of the 

emperor in provinces excluded from senatorial control, most notably Roman Egypt.[172] A governor 

had to make himself accessible to the people he governed, but he could delegate various 

duties.[173] His staff, however, was minimal: his official attendants (apparitores), including lictors, 

heralds, messengers, scribes, and bodyguards; legates, both civil and military, usually of equestrian 

rank; and friends, ranging in age and experience, who accompanied him unofficially.[173] 
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Other officials were appointed as supervisors of government finances.[171] Separating fiscal 

responsibility from justice and administration was a reform of the Imperial era. Under the Republic, 

provincial governors and tax farmers could exploit local populations for personal gain more 

freely.[174] Equestrian procurators, whose authority was originally "extra-judicial and extra-

constitutional," managed both state-owned property and the vast personal property of the 

emperor (res privata).87Because Roman government officials were few in number, a provincial who 

needed help with a legal dispute or criminal case might seek out any Roman perceived to have some 

official capacity, such as a procurator or a military officer, including centurions down to the 

lowly stationarii or military police.[175] 

 

 

Military 

The soldiers of the Imperial Roman army were professionals who volunteered for 20 years of active 

duty and five as reserves. The transition to a professional military had begun during the late Republic, 

and was one of the many profound shifts away from republicanism, under which an army 

of conscripts had exercised their responsibilities as citizens in defending the homeland in a campaign 

against a specific threat. For Imperial Rome, the military was a full-time career in itself.[156] 

The primary mission of the Roman military of the early empire was to preserve the Pax 

Romana.[157] The three major divisions of the military were: 

 The garrison at Rome, which includes both the Praetorians and the vigiles who functioned as 

police and firefighters; 

 The provincial army, comprising the Roman legions and the auxiliaries provided by the 

provinces (auxilia); 

 The navy. 

The pervasiveness of military garrisons throughout the Empire was a major influence in the process 

of cultural exchange andassimilation known as "Romanization," particularly in regard to politics, the 

economy, and religion.[158] Knowledge of the Roman military comes from a wide range of sources: 

Greek and Roman literary texts; coins with military themes; papyripreserving military documents; 

monuments such as Trajan's Column and triumphal arches, which feature artistic depictions of both 

fighting men and military machines; the archaeology of military burials, battle sites, and camps; and 

inscriptions, includingmilitary diplomas, epitaphs, and dedications.[159] 

Through his military reforms, which included consolidating or disbanding units of questionable 

loyalty, Augustus changed and regularized the legion, down to the hobnail pattern on the soles of 

army boots.[160] A legion was organized into ten cohorts, each of which comprised six centuries, with 
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a century further made up of ten squads (contubernia); the exact size of the Imperial legion, which is 

most likely to have been determined by logistics, has been estimated to range from 4,800 to  

5,280.[161] 

 

 

Relief panel from Trajan's Column showing the building of a fort and the reception of 

a Dacian embassy. 

In AD 9, Germanic tribes wiped out three full legions in the Battle of the Teutoburg Forest. This 

disastrous event reduced the number of the legions to 25. The total of the legions would later be 

increased again and for the next 300 years always be a little above or below 30.[162] The army had 

about 300,000 soldiers in the 1st century, and under 400,000 in the 2nd, "significantly smaller" than 

the collective armed forces of the territories it conquered. No more than 2 percent of adult males 

living in the Empire served in the Imperial army.88  

Augustus also created the Praetorian Guard: nine cohorts, ostensibly to maintain the public peace, 

which were garrisoned in Italy. Better paid than the legionaries, the Praetorians served only sixteen 

years89 

The auxilia were recruited from among the non-citizens. Organized in smaller units of roughly cohort 

strength, they were paid less than the legionaries, and after 25 years of service were rewarded 

with Roman citizenship, also extended to their sons. According to Tacitus90 there were roughly as 

many auxiliaries as there were legionaries. The auxilia thus amounted to around 125,000 men, 

implying approximately 250 auxiliary regiments.[166] The Roman cavalry of the earliest Empire were 

primarily from Celtic and Germanic areas, or Roman Spain. Several aspects of training and 
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equipment, such as the four-horned saddle, derived from the Celts, as noted by Arrian and indicated 

by archaeology.91  

The Roman navy (Latin: classis, "fleet") not only aided in the supply and transport of the legions, but 

also helped in the protection of the frontiers along the rivers Rhine andDanube. Another of its duties 

was the protection of the crucial maritime trade routes against the threat of pirates. It patrolled the 

whole of the Mediterranean, parts of the North Atlantic coasts, and the Black Sea. Nevertheless the 

army was considered the senior and more prestigious branch.92 

 

Roman empire women 
 

In Mythology 

Unlike some other ancient cultures such as the Greeks who had formed a creation myth where 
woman was a creature secondary to man and, more specifically, in the form of Pandora, a bringer of 
unhappiness and vices, the Romans had a more neutral approach where humanity, and not 
specifically the male, was created by the gods from earth and water. Ovid's Metamorphoses, for 
example, does not specify whether the first human was a man or a woman. At least in a physical 
sense then men and women were not regarded as belonging to a different species as in the Greek 
world, a view often reiterated in Roman medical treatises. 

One of the most famous early episodes in Roman mythology that reveals much about attitudes to 
women is the Rape of the Sabine women. In the story, the first settlers of Rome abducted women 
from neighbouring tribes, taking them as their wives. One of the reasons for this action may have 
been a desire to form local alliances through blood ties. Naturally, these tribes sought to reclaim 
their women and so declared a state of war. However, the abducted women - led by Hersilia, the 
wife of Romulus - actually tried to intervene at this stage to prevent bloodshed. The story echoes the 
important role women played in linking families in Roman society - their family of birth and then of 
marriage.  

Any historical investigation into the lives of ancient women involves individual interpretation and 

much speculation. One can read the ancient sources concerned with women and their place in 

society, but to a large degree, they are all secondary sources that were written by men about 

women. No ancient journals or personal diaries written by Roman women were uncovered, so it is 

not known what their hopes and dreams were, or if they had any. What Roman women felt about 

most political issues and the numerous wars and upheavals is also a mystery. Nor can we read about 

what women thought of slavery, marriage, or the fact that they had no legal rights over their children 

or even themselves. The scope is truly limited, but many questions can still be asked and considered, 
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such as: what was the role of Roman women in their society? Were they considered citizens who had 

personal freedoms, or were they sequestered away and given little or no education? Was 

individuality and personal choice a part of women's lives, or were they overshadowed by the 

patriarchal society of which they were a part? The answers may be difficult to uncover, but they are 

important questions to ask when one realizes that so much of Roman civilization went on to lay the 

foundation of our own modern society. Understanding the past makes the present that much clearer 

and hopefully provides insight into the future, thereby helping society not to make the same 

mistakes again. 

When looking at the sources for ancient Roman women, it is quickly evident that most of them deal 

with the aristocracy. It was men from the upper classes who received the best education and the 

best positions in society, and this enabled them leisure time to reflect on their world and to write 

about it. As is the case with most people, they wrote about their own experiences and when it came 

to women, it was their own relatives and wives they wrote about. Certainly, aristocratic women and 

those from other upper levels of Roman society did not make up the majority of the female 

population, but it is pieces of their lives that we have to look at. Evidence for what poorer women 

suffered during the Roman Republic and the Empire is very fragmentary, however, women of all 

economic levels shared one overwhelming pervasive role and responsibility, no matter the social 

position they possessed: that of child bearer. 

Women, or more correctly, girls, were usually married by the time they were twelve years old, 

sometimes even younger.93 In our modern world, this seems scandalous, but everything must be put 

into societal contexts. Life expectancy was very different in ancient Rome compared with today. 

Granted, some people would die of old age, but the majority only reached their twenties and 

thirties,94 if they were lucky. Girls married very young. Many died in childbirth or because they were 

weakened from having too many children without reprieve.95A funerary inscription to a woman 

named Veturia provides a good example of this: she was married at eleven, gave birth to six children, 

and died at twenty-seven.(4) Women were expected to have as many babies as they could because 

they were never sure how many of the children would reach maturity. Cornelia, mother of the 

Gracchi, gave birth to twelve offspring, but only two boys and one girl survived.96 
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Aristocratic families wanted male children to carry on the family name and lineage,(7) and expected 

their wives to be perpetually pregnant.(8) Infertility was actually grounds for divorce, and women 

would often offer a divorce so that their husbands would have the opportunity to have children with 

someone else.97 Women from the lower classes would not be expected to have as many children 

because they did not have the means to support them.98 These women may also have worked 

outside the home to help support their families.99  Their husbands would still want a son to carry on 

the family name and if they were a rural family, to help work on the farm. But certainly there was a 

difference between the higher echelon of Roman society and the lower classes: Upper class women 

had more children. 

Women did not have a choice between having children or not. They also could not overrule her 

husband if he chose to expose a newborn. Many female infants were exposed by their families 

because they could not carry on the family name and they also required a dowry at the time of their 

marriage.100 Eva Cantarella in Pandora's Daughters, states: 

The earliest power that the father could exercise over a filias familias was that of exposure. At birth, 

in a highly symbolic rite, newborns -- male and female -- were deposited at the feet of the father. He -

- without explanation or justification -- either recognized the child as his by picking it up, or withheld 

his recognition by leaving it where it was. The recognized child became a member of the familia; the 

unrecognized child was abandoned to the river or left to die by starvation.101  

Most of the exposed were girls, but some were sickly or weak-looking males.(14) On an Oxyrhynchus 

Papri, a letter from a husband to a wife instructs her to let the infant live if it is a boy; [but] "if it is a 

girl, expose it."102  It was as simple as that. This practise of exposure greatly reduced the female 

population, as did the neglect of girls. Augustus was so concerned with the decline in Roman 

population, particularly in the aristocracy, that he passed both the Julian Laws in 18 BC and the 

Papia-Poppaean Laws in 9 AD. These laws placed penalties on celibacy and not marrying, and 
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rewarded marriage and having children. Neither set of laws really helped to greatly increase the 

population of Rome.103  

Although the role of women in ancient Rome was primarily child-bearing, women also played an 

important role in raising the children.104  This differed greatly from the Athenian tradition which 

placed both the cultural and educational aspects of raising boys exclusively in the hands of men. In 

the Roman world, women were encouraged to teach their children Roman culture.(18) When the boys 

grew up, the mother would spend both her money and time to advance their political careers.105 

Even the girls would receive this sort of home education because they would be expected to teach 

their own children one day.(20) In The Elements of Oratory, Quintilian reports that Cornelia, mother of 

Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus, played a major role in their education and cultivation.(21) Roman women 

had children, but they were not exclusively "tools of reproduction"(22) -- they "were also a 

fundamental instrument of the transmission of a culture ... [and] it was their job to prepare them to 

become cives romani ... "(23) Who were they preparing to become Roman citizens? Were only the 

males given citizenship, as was the case for centuries in Athens? This is a difficult question to answer. 

In the introduction of As the Romans Did, Jo-Ann Shelton discusses how the Romans "took the 

remarkable action of granting Roman citizenship to every free person within the borders of the 

Roman Empire."(24) It does not sound as if women were excluded. In Women and Politics in Ancient 

Rome, Richard A. Bauman says that "the public position of women was so unfavourable that it has 

even been doubted whether they were Roman citizens. The doubts are unfounded ..."(25) So it seems 

that they had a higher position than Athenian women, who were not considered citizens. They did 

have something in common: neither was allowed to vote or to participate in political activities. This 

applies primarily to the Republican Period, since the kings made the decisions during the Monarchy 

and the Emperor had the final say during the Roman Empire. In Augustus' time, the assemblies began 

to fade into the shadows. Regardless of the laws, inscriptions uncovered in Pompeii from the first 

century AD prove that women had an interest in politics. An example, painted on the side of a house 

states: "Nymphodotus, along with Caprasia, asks you to vote for Marcus Cerrinus Vatia for the 

aedileship."(26) Another, found on the side of a wine shop reads: "Caprasia along with Nymphius -- her 

neighbors too -- ask you to vote for Aulus Vettius Firmus for the aedileship; he is worthy of the 

office."106  

Women had more than a passing interest in politics years earlier when the Romans initiated the 

Oppian Laws. These laws prohibited women from buying any luxury items such as jewelry or 

expensive clothes107 they could not buy anything that cost any amount of money. The government 
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felt that there would be more money available to fight Hannibal. The women went along with this 

because they were willing to do their share for the war effort, but twenty years later, they tried to 

have the law repealed.108 Livy, in his A History of Rome, explains how the women poured into the 

Forum, where the assembly was under way. They were trying to convince their male relatives to vote 

in favour of the repeal. One of the opponents of the repeal gives us some insight into what some 

men felt about the incident. Marcus Porcius Cato wonders "what kind of behaviour is this, running 

around in public and blocking streets and talking to other women's husbands? ... it is not right, even 

in your own homes for you to concern yourselves about which laws are passed or repealed 

here."109 The law was abolished and women had won a victory. It showed them that they had 

strength in numbers. One can only imagine the scandal it caused within families. This incident makes 

one wonder what other things were off limits to women. Where could they go when they left their 

homes? 

It seems as though they regularly attended Roman public baths, since bathing "was a recreational 

activity enjoyed by people of all ages, sexes, and social classes."110 There were often separate baths 

for women and men, but if not, women bathed in the morning and men in the afternoon. This was an 

integral part of the lives of most Romans, and for the upper classes, so were dinner parties. Women 

were able to accompany their husbands to these affairs, which could vary from quite ordinary 

functions to wildly fantastic ones such as the kind the character Trimalchio presented in Petronius' 

book The Satyricon. One notes that women were present for the festivities and that Scintialla arrived 

with her husband Habinnas, having just left another banquet.111  

Women were also able to attend religious festivals, such as the Ambarualia and 

the Lupercalia.(33) Women could also attend amphitheatre events like gladiatorial matches and 

circuses. There is even evidence that women fought as gladiators,(34) but they were not allowed to be 

seen on stage as actors.112 Ovid, in his Love Affairs advises men that the racetrack is a good place to 

meet women, which is evidence that they could even attend those events.113  It is very intriguing that 
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Roman women who had so few legal rights could also possess so many personal freedoms. Roman 

women were certainly not sequestered away ingynaeconitis as Athenian women were in Greece. 

Sarah Pomeroy, in Goddesses, Whores, Wives, and Slaves, points out that "Roman women were 

involved with their culture and were able to influence their society ... Roman women dined with their 

husbands and attended parties, games, and shows."114  Eva Cantarella makes some similar 

observations: 

The Romans did not believe that women should be shut up in a special part of the house or that they 

should be forbidden to dine with men or go out in the street ... Perhaps the liberality of the Romans 

toward their women is not altogether accidental. Given their duties, women had to participate in 

some way in men's lives in order to assimilate their values and become more faithful transmitters of 

them.115  

Girls did receive some informal education in their homes and learned to read and write. Both 

mothers and fathers had a role to play in the transmission of Roman culture and education to their 

children, however, it was frowned upon for women to become too educated, as can be seen in 

Juvenal's writings. He scoffs at women who have opinions on Homer, grammar, and ethics, and he 

implies that these sorts of women have forgotten their place in society by being so knowledgeable. It 

was not their place. 116 Women were already finished their educations and having babies when their 

male contemporaries were practicing eloquence or studying philosophy abroad in places like Athens. 

Of course, this would only apply to males from upper class families. Women from the lower classes 

received enough education to assist them in running small businesses and working as dressmakers or 

salespeople in the markets.117  

A dichotomy existed within the lives of Roman women. They did have some personal freedoms, but 

they had little chance for individuality or personal choice. They were under the constant supervision 

of their fathers, male relatives, and husbands, who regularly kissed them on the mouth to find out if 

they had drunk wine.118  Drinking wine was strictly forbidden for Roman women and they could be 

punished by death. InMemorable Deeds and Sayings from the first century AD, Maximus tells us how 
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Egnatius Metellus beat his wife to death for drinking wine.119 It was believed that wine caused 

women to have adulterous relationships, which were very common since so many marriages took 

place for political or economic reasons, not for love or passion. Women found to have committed 

adultery could be put to death by their fathers or guardians.(43) Women often married men who were 

much older than themselves. They married whoever they were told to. 

Another controlling device used against Roman women was the practise of not allowing them to 

have personal names. Instead, a woman took her father's middle name or nomen and feminized it. 

From a Roman woman's name you could tell who her father was and therefore, her position in 

society. 120  Women existed within their families and had no identity of their own. Their fathers had 

absolute control over their lives and could even sell them into slavery or force them into a marriage 

and out of one, too.121  Some women were forced to get a divorce because their fathers had found 

more lucrative and prestigious families for them to marry into. If they had children at the time of the 

divorce, women were forced to leave them behind. When marriages dissolved, women had no legal 

rights concerning the offspring and often never saw them again. Marriages were often 

without manus, meaning that the father kept the property of his daughter and would therefore, 

retain a hold over her wealth. A marriage with manus gave power over the woman to her new 

husband, as well as ownership of her property. In either case, Roman women were not permitted to 

do anything they wanted with their own money, since personal wealth is always equated with power. 

Of course, there were some exceptions. Mothers could spend money on their sons' political careers 

or education. One can also read about Cicero's wife, Terentia, who had personal wealth and made 

land investments on her own. That was only because she had a very agreeable guardian who gave his 

permission. It would seem likely that women with wealth would have more power over their lives, 

but this would very much depend upon her father or guardian or husband. Women were expected to 

have a legal guardian because they were not considered smart enough to act in their own best 

interest. When Cornelia, mother of the Gracchi, was widowed, she refused to marry again and as a 

result, made her own decisions, but this was very rare. The only real power that most women 

possessed was over their personal interactions within the circle of their friends and family. Women 

had to know their place, remain modest, be tireless, and both loyal and obedient to their families - 

emotionally, physically, and financially. That was what Roman men were looking for in a wife. 122 

So it is evident that women had certain prescribed roles to play within Roman society: child bearer, 

mother, daughter, and wife. They were considered citizens, but they were not permitted to vote or 

participate in government procedures. If they did try, it was frowned upon. Some women were more 

educated than others. All had some personal freedoms. Lower class women could work, but upper 
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class women were expected to meet the expectations that their families had set out for them and 

stay at home. None of the women really had their own identities or an array of personal choices put 

before them. There are always some exceptions and there must have been women considered very 

radical in their time. Women were always overshadowed by the men in their lives because Rome was 

a very patriarchal society, built on a peasant culture and on the old customs of mos 

maiorum.123 Quoting Ennius, Cicero said, "the strength of Rome is founded on her ancient customs as 

much as on the strength of her sons."124 Roman women might have had it better than Athenian 

women, but that's not saying much. Rich or poor, most died young. One can only hope they had a 

few pleasures that were never documented by the men who wrote about them. Some did get 

involved in the rites of Bacchus(49) and probably did enjoy themselves a great deal for short periods of 

time, before they were caught. 

We will never know what the women of ancient Rome thought about their inferior social position or 

what they thought about the many layers of separation that existed between themselves and Roman 

men. The ancient Roman world was a very patriarchal culture, with men holding all the positions of 

power. Women and children really did not have many rights. In reality, life must have been difficult 

for the majority of people in Rome considering all the years of war and conquer. Life wasn't very easy 

for anyone. Although the Romans were not pioneers in social equality, the civilization had a great 

influence on both men and women who came later. They were building an empire and as the 

legendary H.I. Marrou stated in his book, A History of Education in Antiquity: 

If Greek civilization in its turn had remained the jealously guarded preserve of a few Aegean cities, it 

too would have disappeared long ago, without renewing, as it has, the face of the earth. And the fact 

that it has fulfilled its destiny is largely due to Rome. Rome's historic function was to complete the 

work begun by Alexander, and plant Hellenistic civilization from the Sahara to the lochs of Scotland, 

from the Euphrates to the Atlantic; and to give it such deep roots that it could withstand the storms of 

Teuton and Slav invasions, and the Arab invasion, if not that of the Turks. It is this profound labor, 

ensuring the renaissances of the future that constitutes Rome's real honor and imperishable glory.(50) 

 

Women as legal entities 

 

 Women in ancient Rome 

Freeborn Roman women were considered citizens throughout the Republic and Empire, but did not 

vote, hold political office, or serve in the military. A mother's citizen status determined that of her 

children, as indicated by the phrase ex duobus civibus Romanis natos ("children born of two Roman 

citizens").[79] A Roman woman kept her own family name (nomen) for life. Children most often took 
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the father's name, but in the Imperial period sometimes made their mother's name part of theirs, or 

even used it instead.[80] 

 

 

Bronze statuette (1st century AD) of a young woman reading 

 

The archaic form of manus marriage in which the woman had been subject to her husband's 

authority was largely abandoned by the Imperial era, and a married woman retained ownership of 

any property she brought into the marriage. Technically she remained under her father's legal 

authority, even though she moved into her husband's home, but when her father died she became 

legally emancipated.125 This arrangement was one of the factors in the degree of independence 

Roman women enjoyed relative to those of many other ancient cultures and up to the modern 

period:126 although she had to answer to her father in legal matters, she was free of his direct 

scrutiny in her daily life,[83]and her husband had no legal power over her.[84] Although it was a point of 

pride to be a "one-man woman" (univira) who had married only once, there was little stigma 

attached to divorce, nor to speedy remarriage after the loss of a husband through death or 

divorce.127  
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Girls had equal inheritance rights with boys if their father died without leaving a will.[86] A Roman 

mother's right to own property and to dispose of it as she saw fit, including setting the terms of her 

own will, gave her enormous influence over her sons even when they were adults.128  

As part of the Augustan programme to restore traditional morality and social order, moral 

legislation attempted to regulate the conduct of women as a means of promoting "family 

values". Adultery, which had been a private family matter under the Republic, was 

criminalized,129 and defined broadly as an illicit sex act (stuprum) that occurred between a male 

citizen and a married woman, or between a married woman and any man other than her husband.130 

Childbearing was encouraged by the state: a woman who had given birth to three children was 

granted symbolic honours and greater legal freedom (the ius trium liberorum). 

Because of their legal status as citizens and the degree to which they could become emancipated, 

women could own property, enter contracts, and engage in business,131 including shipping, 

manufacturing, and lending money. Inscriptions throughout the Empire honour women as 

benefactors in funding public works, an indication they could acquire and dispose of considerable 

fortunes; for instance, the Arch of the Sergii was funded by Salvia Postuma, a female member of the 
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family honoured, and the largest building in the forum at Pompeii was funded by Eumachia, a 

priestess of Venus.132  

 

 

Intellectual woman in Roman Empire 

 

 

 

Portrait of a literary woman from Pompeii (ca. 50 AD) 

Literate women ranged from cultured aristocrats to girls trained to be calligraphers and 

scribes.133 The "girlfriends" addressed in Augustan love poetry, although fictional, represent an ideal 

that a desirable woman should be educated, well-versed in the arts, and independent to a frustrating 

degree.[516] Education seems to have been standard for daughters of the senatorial and equestrian 

orders during the Empire.134 A highly educated wife was an asset for the socially ambitious 

household, but one that Martial regards as an unnecessary luxury.135  

The woman who achieved the greatest prominence in the ancient world for her learning was Hypatia 

of Alexandria, who educated young men in mathematics, philosophy, and astronomy, and advised 
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the Roman prefect of Egypt on politics. Her influence put her into conflict with the bishop of 

Alexandria, Cyril, who may have been implicated in her violent death in 415 at the hands of a 

Christian mob.136  

 

A woman’s work  

 

In reality, the degree of freedom a woman enjoyed depended largely on her wealth and social status. 

A few women ran their own businesses – one woman was a lamp-maker – or had careers as 

midwives, hairdressers or doctors, but these were rare.  

 

On the other hand, female slaves were common and filled a huge variety of roles, from ladies’ maids 

to farm workers, and even gladiators.  

 

Wealthy widows, subject to no man’s authority, were independent. Other wealthy women chose to 

become priestesses, of which the most important were the Vestal Virgins.  

 

Influence, not power  

 

However wealthy they were, because they could not vote or stand for office, women had no formal 

role in public life. In reality, wives or close relatives of prominent men could have political influence 

behind the scenes and exert real, albeit informal, power.  

 

In public, though, women were expected to play their traditional role in the household. They were 

responsible for spinning and weaving yarn and making clothes. These were usually made from wool 

or linen, although wealthy women (whose servants made their clothes) often dressed in expensive, 

imported fabrics, like Chinese silk or Indian cotton.  

 

Women were expected to be the dignified wife and the good mother and, while these rules could be 

bent, they couldn’t be broken.  

The trouble with Julia  

 

Julia was daughter to Emperor Augustus and was renowned as a clever, vivacious woman with a 

sharp tongue. However, Augustus was traditional and insisted that Julia spin and weave like plebeian 

women, to demonstrate her wifely virtues.  

 

This was unfortunate, because wifely virtues were not her strength. In fact, Julia had a series of 
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lovers and many people knew this.  

 

Augustus, who was socially very conservative, was furious. He denounced her in public and banished 

her for the rest of her life. There were limits – even for an emperor’s daughter.  

 

 

Weddings and marriages 

 

Unlike the romantic weddings of today, marriage in ancient Rome was an arrangement between 

two families. Like much of Roman society, it was highly structured but also logical and, in some 

ways, even modern.  

 

Marriage in Roman times was often not at all romantic. Rather, it was an agreement between 
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families. Men would usually marry in their mid-twenties, while women married while they were still 

in their early teens. As they reached these ages, their parents would consult with friends to find 

suitable partners that could improve the family’s wealth or class.  

 

There were two types of marriage. 

The more conventional -and more ancient form - was a marriage by which the woman became a 

member of the husband's family. She lost her family rights of inheritance of her old family and 

gained them with her new one. She now was subject to the authority of her husband. This was the 

traditional form of marriage, (conventio in manum). 

Alternatively there was the free marriage (sine manu). In this arrangement the wife remained a 

member of her original family. She stayed under the authority of her father and kept her family 

rights of inheritance with her old family, though didn't gain any with the new family. 

This was not a traditional form of marriage and it could simply be annulled by the separation of the 

couple. It was sufficient for the husband to tell his wife, either in person, or by letter, or by sending 

a slave that the marriage was at an end, for the free marriage to annulled. 

However, the free marriage was generally conducted by marriages between noble households, and 

hence it was unlikely that one side would so openly insult the other. Far more the separation 

would be conducted upon agreement of both sides. 

The bride's age varied greatly depending on wether it was her first marriage. Roman girls tended to 

marry very young, though the law prohibited them from marrying below the age of twelve. 

In noble families the wedding was often preceded by a lengthy engagement in order to bring the 

two families closer together. Prior to the wedding the young bride-to-be might go to live with her 

future husband in his house. 

 

Marriage ceremony 

The day of a wedding was chosen with great care, to prevent it falling onto a day of bad omens. 

The superstitious Romans were eager to assure that no bad luck should befall a couple for a a 

carelessly chosen date for their marriage. May for example was seen as a unlucky month, whilst 

the second half of June was seen as an ideal setting. 

On the evening before her marriage the bride would sacrifice her childhood toys to the lares, the 

family spirits. 
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The wedding ceremony saw the bride prepared in her house being disguised under a fire coloured 

veil (flammeum and dressed in simple white dress, gathered by a belt, tied in a special knot (nodus 

herculeus) which the groom would have to untie. This she would wear instead of the toga 

praetexta the garment for girls (as well as boys) she had worn until then.  

Throughout the ceremony the bride was accompanied by the pronuba, a matron who had only 

married once. The ceremony began with a sacrifice and the auspices being taken. After the 

sacrifice the tabulae nuptiales (marriage contract) was signed, normally in the presence of ten 

witnesses.  

Then the pronuba took the right hands of the couple and placed them in each other. This was the 

most important moment of the ceremony, the silent exchange of vows between the couple. 

The ceremonial over, it was time for the wedding banquet (cena nuptialis). 

At the end of the wedding banquet, bringing together the relatives of both families, the bride 

groom, wresting the bride from her mother's arms , would pretend to abduct her while she would 

pretend to resist. This was done traditionally in memory of the rape of the Sabine women. 

A procession would then lead the young girl to the husband's house. 

The bride would would accompanied by three boys. Two of the boys held her by the hand, the 

third walked ahead of her, carrying a torch which had been lit at the fire of the hearth of the 

bride's home. The charred remains of the torch were a symbol of good luck and were distributed 

among the guests, just as today the bride's bouquet is thrown into the crowd. 

The people in the procession would laugh and hurl obscene jokes at the couple. Arriving at the 

threshold of the house the bride would cover it with strands of wool and smear it with lard and oil 

(the reasons for this tradition are unclear). Her husband, waiting indoors, would ask her to tell him 

her forename. Since Roman women did not use the forename, she would, for example, reply, 

'Where you are Gaius, there shall I be Gaia.' 

She would then be lifted over the threshold so that her feet would not touch it. Due to Roman 

tradition only strangers or members of the household would pass through the door. The bride was 

neither. Until she had entered she was not a member of the household, and yet she was not a 

stranger. Once through the door she was a part of the family. The tradition has survived to this 

day, grooms carrying their brides through the door of their home after marriage. 

The husband then performed a brief religious ceremony, after which the pronuba seated the bride 

on the symbolic marital bed which traditionally stood in the Roman house (lectus genialis). 
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The bride then pronounced the ritual prayers to the god of her new home. With this the ceremony 

was at an end. The following morning the bride, wearing the matron's costume - worn by mothers 

and women in a position to become mothers - would make a offering to the lares and penates(the 

spirits of the family and of the larder). 

Usually she would then also receive presents from her husband. Also a small banquet for the close 

relatives of the couple would take place (repotia). 

There were different ways by which a couple could come to be married.  

confarreatio was the sacred ceremony of marriage (originally only found in patrician families) 

which took its name from the cake (libum farreum) which the couple shared in the ritual. 

coemptio was a sale of the of the daughter to her husband. This was originally in early Roman 

times a genuine method of marrying, but later it became a merely symbolic gesture, as an 

alternative to the confarreatio ceremony. 

usus was the establishment of marriage by the couple living with each other without interruption 

for a year. This old means of marriage however quickly fell into disuse. 

From when she was married, two different fates could await the bride. If she was lucky enough to 

be fertile and gave birth to three children or more, she would be a respected mother, a wife to be 

envied and would gain acceptance in the community. If, however, she proved infertile, she would 

be threatened with repudiation. This was not as bad as it might at first seem. Having returned to 

her father's house with her dowry,she might upon his death become an almost free woman who, 

in time, might even forget her failure as a matron by throwing herself into business affairs and 

amorous diversions. 

Many wives died before either of these destinies could be fulfilled. Childbearing and its aftermath 

carried of huge numbers of women between the ages of sixteen and thirty-five. The young mothers 

who died in childbirth form a long list. 

From the second century BC onwards, as a result of this imbalance between the number of men 

wishing to get married and the availability of women capable of becoming mothers, there was in 

every section of society a sharp increase in the number of divorces and remarriages of fertile 

women. A wife who had proved herself a good childbearer might thus pass from one home to the 

next, providing children. Of course, frequent marriage was also a way of the nobility to enlarge the 

network of its relations and its political backing. But that did not apply to the families of the plebs 

(commoners) or of the small provincial notables, where divorce and remarriage were just as 

common as among Roman nobility. Marriage assumed the character of an undertaking between 

men who lent one another their daughter, sister and even sometimes their wife as a way of 

ensuring that children were produced. 
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There are records of many Romans proclaiming that there was nothing worse than marriage, and 

that, were it not for the necessity to produce children, no one would ever get married. A rich wife 

was a tyrant and a poor one would spend all your money. So the only Romans who married were 

those who could not avoid it, men burdened with the responsibility of continuing the family line or 

those who decided to found one. 

Those Romans who had any children generally had several, four or five each, even if they had not 

all been born in the same house. They were however not the only providers of children to Rome. A 

great many children were born out of wedlock. Those Roman men who did not get married, and 

for that matter those who did, generally lived with slaves or freedwomen. The children resulting 

from such unions could bear their father's name if he chose to enfranchise them, but they would 

not automatically adopt his social position. A Roman might so have several children but still fail to 

produce an heir. 

Assuming that a proposed wedding satisfied these demands, the process itself was simple. The 

prospective bride and groom were committed to marry each other at the betrothal, a formal 

ceremony between the two families. Gifts would be exchanged and the dowry agreed. A written 

agreement would be signed and the deal sealed with a kiss.  

 

The date of the wedding itself would be chosen carefully: some dates were seen as better than 

others. In general, June was the most popular month, although weddings took place throughout 

the year. 

 

Governed by law  

 

For this reason, there were specific laws governing marriage. A proper Roman marriage could not 

take place unless bride and groom were Roman citizens, or had been granted special permission, 

called “conubium.”  

At one point in Roman history, freed slaves had been forbidden to marry citizens. This restriction was 

relaxed by Emperor Augustus who passed a reform in 18 BC called the lex Julia so that, by the first 

century, freed slaves were only prohibited from marrying senators.  

Augustus insisted on other restrictions on marriage. Citizens were not allowed to marry prostitutes 

or actresses and provincial officials were not allowed to marry the local women. Soldiers were only 

allowed to marry in certain circumstances and marriages to close relatives were forbidden. Finally, 

unfaithful wives divorced by their husbands could not remarry [expert].  

Assuming that a proposed wedding satisfied these demands, the process itself was simple. The 

prospective bride and groom were committed to marry each other at the betrothal, a formal 

ceremony between the two families. Gifts would be exchanged and the dowry agreed. A written 

agreement would be signed and the deal sealed with a kiss.  
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The date of the wedding itself would be chosen carefully: some dates were seen as better than 

others. In general, June was the most popular month, although weddings took place throughout the 

year. 

 

Wedding traditions  

 

Unlike today, marriage had no legal force of its own but was rather a personal agreement between 

the bride and groom. As a result, the wedding itself was a mere formality to prove that the couple 

intended to live together, known as “affectio maritalis.” 

 

On the wedding day, the groom would lead a procession to his bride's family home, where the bride 

would be escorted by her bridesmaids to meet her future husband. She would be wearing a tunica 

recta — a white woven tunic — belted with an elaborate "Knot of Hercules.” She would have 

carefully arranged hair and would be wearing an orange wedding veil and orange shoes. After the 

marriage contract had been signed, there would be an enormous feast. The day ended with a noisy 

procession to the couple's new home, where the bride was carried over threshold so she wouldn't 

trip — an especially bad omen.  

 

Can women divorce in Ancient Rome? 

The answer is "yes, but," according to the information Judith Evans Grubbs presents in Women and 
the Law in the Roman Empire: A Sourcebook on Marriage, Divorce and Widowhood. 

As a child, a woman was subject to the power orpotestas of her father, the paterfamilias. Upon 
marriage, she might be handed over formally to the hand or manum of her husband, at which time 
all property she had or would acquire became the property of the paterfamilias of the family into 
which she had married. (If she weren't married in manu, she remained under her own 
father's potestas.) The paterfamilias into which the woman married would usually be either her 
husband or his father. If her husband died, the Roman matron came into her own power: She was 
said to be sui iuris. Being sui iurismeant the Roman matron could own property. 

Because by the end of the Republic, in manumarriages had become infrequent, Augustus changed 
the laws slightly, making it a little easier for a woman to be sui iuris. Specifically, Augustus changed 
the person who had to die. Now it had to be the Roman woman's own father or paterfamilias, who, 
since he was presumably older than her husband, could be expected to die sooner than her husband. 

In the case of a man divorcing his wife, the dowry might go to the wife, her paterfamilias, or be 
divided, with part of it staying with the ex-husband. The wife's paterfamilias would take repossession 
of the dowry -- if he were still alive. If the paterfamilias were not still alive, the dowry would go to 
the wife. There were two main exceptions. If the husband instigated divorce proceedings because of 
his wife's wrongdoing or if there were children, he might keep part of the dowry. 

Judith Evans Grubbs says that from an early period in Rome, women not married in manu had the 
right to divorce. Sometimes the wife's father might instigate the return of the dowry -- divorce -- on 
his daughter's behalf. In these cases, also, the husband might lay claim to part of the dowry. 
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Ancient Rome was a man’s world. In politics, society and the family, men held both the power and 

the purse-strings – they even decided whether a baby would live or die.  

 

Families were dominated by men. At the head of Roman family life was the oldest living male, called the 

"paterfamilias," or "father of the family." He looked after the family's business affairs and property and 

could perform religious rites on their behalf.  

Divorce  

Roman divorce was as simple as marriage. Just as marriage was only a declaration of intent to live together, 

divorce was just a declaration of a couple’s intent not to live together. All that the law required was that 

they declare their wish to divorce before seven witnesses.  

Because marriages could be ended so easily, divorce was common, particularly in the upper classes. When 

she divorced, a wife could expect to receive her dowry back in full and would then return to patria potestas 

– the protection of her father. If she had been independent before her wedding, she would regain her 

independence upon divorce.  

Under the lex Julia, a wife found guilty of adultery in a special court – known as the “quaestio” – might 

sacrifice the return of half her dowry. However, the law did not recognize adultery by husbands. Roman 

society was very much a man’s world. 

 

Family life in Roman empire Absolute power  

The paterfamilias had absolute rule over his household and children. If they angered him, he had the legal 

right to disown his children, sell them into slavery or even kill them.  

Only the paterfamilias could own property: whatever their age, until their father died, his sons only 

received an allowance, or peliculum, to manage their own households. 

Sons were important, because Romans put a lot of value on continuing the family name. If a father had no 

sons then he could adopt one – often a nephew – to make sure that the family line would not die out.  
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Materfamilias & Baby love 

Roman women usually married in their early teenage years, while men waited until they were in their mid-

twenties. As a result, the materfamilias (mother of the family) was usually much younger than her husband.  

As was common in Roman society, while men had the formal power, women exerted influence behind the 

scenes. It was accepted that the materfamilias was in charge of managing the household. In the upper 

classes, she was also expected to assist her husband’s career by behaving with modesty, grace and dignity.  

The influence of women only went so far. The paterfamilias had the right to decide whether to keep 

newborn babies. After birth, the midwife placed babies on the ground: only if the paterfamilias picked it up 

was the baby formally accepted into the family.  

If the decision went the other way, the baby was exposed – deliberately abandoned outside. This usually 

happened to deformed babies, or when the father did not think that the family could support another child. 

Babies were exposed in specific places and it was assumed that an abandoned baby would be picked up and 

taken a slave.  

 

Family life and Infant mortality   

Even babies accepted into the household by the paterfamilias had a rocky start in life. Around 25 percent of 

babies in the first century AD did not survive their first year and up to half of all children would die before 

the age of 10.  

As a result, the Roman state gave legal rewards to women who had successfully given birth. After three 

live babies (or four children for former slaves), women were recognized as legally independent. For most 

women, only at this stage could they choose to shrug off male control and take responsibility for their own 

lives. 

One of the most famous early episodes in Roman mythology that reveals much about attitudes to 

women is the Rape of the Sabine women. In the story, the first settlers of Rome abducted women 

from neighbouring tribes, taking them as their wives. One of the reasons for this action may have 

been a desire to form local alliances through blood ties. Naturally, these tribes sought to reclaim 

their women and so declared a state of war. However, the abducted women - led by Hersilia, the 

wife of Romulus - actually tried to intervene at this stage to prevent bloodshed. The story echoes the 

important role women played in linking families in Roman society - their family of birth and then of 

marriage.  

 

http://www.ancient.eu.com/Rome/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/war/
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The Family 

In many cases Roman women were closely identified with their perceived role in society - the duty of 
looking after the home and to nurture a family (pietas familiae), in particular, to bear legitimate 
children, a consequence of which was an early marriage, (sometimes even before puberty but 
typically around 20 years old), in order to ensure the woman had no sexual history which might 
embarrass the future husband. The Roman family was male-dominated, typically headed by the most 
senior male figure (paterfamilias). Women were subordinate and this is reflected in Roman naming 
practice. Male citizens had three names: praenomen, nomen, and cognomen, whilst all women in the 
same family were referred to using the feminine version of the family name. A married woman could 
keep her maiden name or be referred to using her husband's name (e.g. Cicero's Terentia). Within 
the family women would attend to the home and its slave workforce, work on handicrafts, and upper 
class females might also study academic subjects such asliterature and philosophy. 

This close dependence of women on their male relatives was also reflected in such matters as law 
and finance where women were legally obliged to have a nominated male family member act in their 
interests (Tutela mulierum perpetua). The only exceptions to this arrangement were women with 
three children (from c. 17 BCE), freedwomen with four children, and Vestal Virgins. This rule was 
designed to keep property, especially inherited property, in the male-controlled family, even if male 
and female offspring had equal inheritance rights under Roman law. However, in actual practice 
families may not always have followed the letter of the law in this area, just as with many other 
matters, and there is evidence of women running their own financial affairs, owning businesses, 
running estates etc., especially in cases where the principal male of the family had died on military 
campaign.  

Another, even more chauvinistic explanation of this rule which allowed women to inherit and own 
but not control property was that they were thought incapable of managing such affairs for 
themselves. This view that women had weak judgement (infirmitas consilii) was expounded by 
Cicero, for example. Roman law did, though, at least stipulate that a wife's property be kept separate 
from her husband's (excepting the dowry) and it could be reclaimed following a divorce. Separation 
by divorce was easily achieved by both parties under Roman law but any children of the couple 
legally belonged to the father or nearest male relative if he was no longer living. In the later empire, 
and especially following legislation imposed by Constantine, divorce became much more difficult, 
especially for the female party. 

 

 

 

http://www.ancient.eu.com/Cicero/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/literature/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/philosophy/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/Roman_Law/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/image/646/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/image/646/
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Agrippina The Younger 

 

Famous Roman Women 

Roman women could be separated (not always absolutely clearly) between those who were 
considered respectable and those who were not. Many Roman males had the somewhat hypocritical 
stance that their female relations should be honourable and chaste guardians of morality while at 
the same time they were more than willing to avail themselves of the services of lovers and 
prostitutes. To remind everyone of who was who clothes became a useful tool. Respectable women 
wore a long dress or stola, a mantle (palla) and had ties in their hair (vittae) whilst prostitutes wore a 
toga. If a respectable woman was found guilty of adultery, one of the punishments was to wear the 
toga. It is interesting that women were considered to belong either in one group or the other (there 
was no third category) but at the same time it was felt necessary to identify them with visual signs 
lest an embarrassing confusion occurred. The distinction between these two groups was not just a 

http://www.ancient.eu.com/image/646/
http://www.ancient.eu.com/image/646/
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moral one for prostitutes and other lower class women had even fewer rights than women of a 
higher social status. Prostitutes and waitresses, for example, could not prosecute for rape and the 
rape of slaves was considered merely as property damage sustained by the owner. 

Some Roman women did rise above the limited role of family and household guardian that society 
prescribed and reached positions of real influence. Hortensia is one of the earliest. She, in 42 BCE, 
gave a famous speech in Rome's Forum in defiance of the triumvirate's proposal to tax the wealth of 
Rome's richest women to fund the war against Caesar's assassins. Other women who caused ripples 
in public waters were Cornelia (mother of the Gracchi brothers), Servilia (half-sister of Cato and 
mother of Brutus), and Fulvia (wife of Mark Antony). With the arrival of the emperors, their mothers, 
wives, sisters and even daughters could wield significant political influence and also large building 
projects often came to be sponsored by and dedicated to these women. One of the most celebrated 
wives of an emperor was Iulia Domna (170-217 CE), wife of Septimius Severus and mother 
of Caracalla. Iulia was given the title of Augusta and she was a noted patron of the arts, in particular, 
literature and philosophy. In her eventful life she had also been a priestess in Syria, travelled 
to Britain and, when Caracalla became emperor, she was given the impressive title of 'mother of the 
senate and of the fatherland'. In late antiquity there was the most famous female philosopher of 
ancient times, Hypatia of Alexandria. She wrote several treatises and became head of the 
Neoplatonic school in the Egyptian city but was brutally murdered by a Christian mob in 415 CE. 

 

Women in religious life 

Women were present at most Roman festivals and cult observances. Some rituals 

specifically required the presence of women, but their participation might be limited. As a rule 

women did not perform animal sacrifice, the central rite of most major public ceremonies,137 

though this was less a matter of prohibition than the fact that most priests presiding over 

state religion were men.138 Some cult practices were reserved for women only, for example, 

the rites of the Good Goddess (Bona Dea).139  

Women priests played a prominent and crucial role in the officialreligion of Rome. Although 

the state colleges of male priests were far more numerous, the six women of the college of 

Vestals were Rome's only "full-time professional clergy."140  Sacerdos, pluralsacerdotes, was 
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the Latin word for a priest of either gender. Religious titles for women include sacerdos, often 

in relation to a deity or temple, such as a sacerdos Cereris orCerealis, "priestess of Ceres", 

an office never held by men;141 magistra, a high priestess, female expert or teacher in 

religious matters; and ministra, a female assistant, particularly one in service to a deity. 

A magistra or ministra would have been responsible for the regular maintenance of a cult. 

Epitaphs provide the main evidence for these priesthoods, and the woman is often not 

identified in terms of her marital status.142  

The Vestals possessed unique religious distinction, public status and privileges, and could 

exercise considerable political influence. It was also possible for them to amass 

"considerable wealth."143 Upon entering her office, a Vestal was emancipated from her 

father's authority. In archaic Roman society, these priestesses were the only women not 

required to be under the legal guardianship of a man, instead answering directly and only to 

the Pontifex Maximus.144 Their vow of chastity freed them of the traditional obligation to 

marry and rear children, but its violation carried a heavy penalty: a Vestal found to have 

polluted her office by breaking her vow was given food, water, and entombed alive. The 

independence of the Vestals thus existed in relation to the prohibitions imposed on them. In 

addition to conducting certain religious rites, the Vestals participated at least symbolically in 

every official sacrifice, as they were responsible for preparing the required ritual 

substance mola salsa.145 The Vestals seem to have retained their religious and social 

distinctions well into the 4th century AD, until the Christian emperors dissolved the order. 

A few priesthoods were held jointly by married couples. Marriage was a requirement for 

the Flamen Dialis, the high priest of Jupiter; his wife, the Flaminica Dialis, had her own 

unique priestly attire, and like her husband was placed under obscure magico-religious 

prohibitions. The flaminica was a perhaps exceptional case of a woman performing animal 

sacrifice; she offered a ram to Jupiter on each of the nundinae, the eight-day Roman cycle 
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comparable to aweek.146 The couple were not permitted to divorce, and if the flaminica died 

the flamen had to resign his office. 

 

 

The Capitoline Triad of Minerva, Jupiter, and Juno 

Like the Flaminica Dialis, the regina sacrorum, "queen of the sacred rites," wore distinctive 

ceremonial dress and performed animal sacrifice, offering a sow or female lamb to Juno on 

the first day of each month.147 The names of somereginae sacrorum are recorded 

by inscriptions.148 The regina was the wife of the rex sacrorum, "king of the sacred rites," an 

archaic priesthood regarded in the earliest period as more prestigious than even the Pontifex 

Maximus.149  

These highly public official duties for women contradict the commonplace notion that women 

in ancient Rome took part only in private or domestic religion. The dual male-female 

priesthoods may reflect the Roman tendency to seek a gender complement within the 

religious sphere;150 most divine powers are represented by both a male and a female deity, 

as seen in divine pairs such as Liber and Libera.151 The twelve major gods were presented 
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as six gender-balanced pairs,152 and Roman religion departed from Indo-European 

tradition in installing two goddesses in its supreme triad of patron deities, Juno 

and Minerva along with Jupiter. This triad "formed the core of Roman religion."153 

 

 

Mosaic depicting masked actors in a play: two women consult a "witch" or private diviner 

From the Mid Republic onward, religious diversity became increasingly characteristic of the 

city of Rome. Many religions that were not part of Rome's earliest state cult offered 

leadership roles for women, among them the cult of Isis and of the Magna Mater. An epitaph 

preserves the title sacerdos maxima for a woman who held the highest priesthood of the 

Magna Mater's temple near the current site of St. Peter's Basilica.154 

Although less documented than public religion, private religious practices addressed aspects 

of life that were exclusive to women. At a time when theinfant mortality rate was as high as 

40 percent,[129] divine aid was solicited for the life-threatening act of giving birth and the perils 

of caring for a baby. Invocations were directed at the goddesses Juno, Diana, Lucina, the di 

nixi, and a host of divine attendants devoted to birth and childrearing. 

Male writers vary in their depiction of women's religiosity: some represent women as 

paragons of Roman virtue and devotion, but also inclined by temperament to excessive 

religious devotion, the lure of magic, or "superstition."[130] Nor was "private" the same as 

"secret": Romans were suspicious of secretive religious practices, and Cicero cautioned that 
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nocturnal sacrifices were not to be performed by women, except for those ritually 

prescribed pro populo, on behalf of the Roman people, that is, for the public good.155  

 

Social activities 
 

 

 

Mosaic showing Roman women in various recreational activities 

Roman women were not confined to their house as were Athenian women in 

theArchaic and Classical periods. Wealthy women traveled around the city in a litter carried by 

slaves.156 Women gathered in the streets on a daily basis to meet with friends, attend 

religious rites at temples, or to visit the baths. The wealthiest families had private baths at 

home, but most people went to bath houses not only to wash but to socialize, as the larger 

facilities offered a range of services and recreational activities, among which casual sex was 

not excluded. One of the most vexed questions of Roman social life is whether the sexes 

bathed together in public. Until the late Republic, evidence suggests that women usually 

bathed in a separate wing or facility, or that women and men were scheduled at different 

times. But there is also clear evidence of mixed bathing from the late Republic until the rise of 

Christian dominance in the later Empire. Some scholars have thought that only lower-class 

women bathed with men, or those of dubious moral standing such as entertainers or 

prostitutes, but Clement of Alexandria observed that women of the highest social classes could 

be seen naked at the baths.Hadrian prohibited mixed bathing, but the ban seems not to have 
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endured. Most likely, customs varied not only by time and place, but by facility, so that 

women could choose to segregate themselves by gender or not.157  

For entertainment women could attend debates at the Forum, the public games (ludi), chariot 

races, and theatrical performances. By the late Republic, they regularly attended dinner 

parties, though in earlier times the women of a household dined in private together.158 

Conservatives such as Cato the Elder (234–149 BC) considered it improper for women to take 

a more active role in public life; his complaints indicated that indeed some women did voice 

their opinions in the public sphere.159  

Though the practice was discouraged, Roman generals would sometimes take their wives 

with them on military campaigns. Caligula's mother Agrippina the Elder often accompanied her 

husband Germanicus on his campaigns in northern Germania, and the emperor Claudius was 

born in Gaul for this reason. Wealthy women might tour the empire, often participating or 

viewing religious ceremonies and sites around the empire.160 Rich women traveled to the 

countryside during the summer when Rome became too hot.161  

See also: Cosmetics in ancient Rome and Clothing in ancient Rome 

Women in ancient Rome took great care in their appearance, though extravagance was 

frowned upon. They wore cosmetics and made different concoctions for their skin. Ovid even 

wrote a poem about the correct application of makeup. Women used white chalk or arsenic 

to whiten their faces, or rouge made of lead or caramine to add color to their cheeks as well 

as using lead to highlight their eyes.162 They spent much time arranging their hair and often 

dyed it black, red, or blonde. They also wore wigs regularly.163  

Matrons usually wore two simple tunics for undergarments covered by a stola. The stola was 

a long white dress that was cinched at the waist and which fell to the wearer’s feet, secured 

by clasps at the shoulder. Wealthier women would decorate their stola further. When going 

out a woman wore a palla over her stola, which was held by a clasp at the shoulder.164Young 
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women were not permitted to wear a stola, and instead wore tunics.165 prostitutes and those 

caught committing adultery put on the male toga166Wealthy women wore jewels such as 

emeralds, aquamarine, opal, and pearls as earrings, necklaces, rings and sometimes sewn 

onto their shoes and clothing.167  

 

 

Exaggerated hairstyle of the Flavian period (80s–90s AD) 

In the aftermath of Roman defeat at Cannae, economic crisis provoked the passing of theLex 

Oppia (215 BC) to restrict personal and public extravagance. The law limited women's 

possession and display of gold and silver (as money or personal ornament), expensive 

clothing and their "unnecessary" use of chariots and litters. Victory over Carthage flooded 

Rome with wealth and in 195 BC the Lex Oppia was reviewed. The ruling consul, Cato the 

Censor argued for its retention: personal morality and self-restraint were self-evidently 

inadequate controls on indulgence and luxury. Luxury provoked the envy and shame of those 

less well-off, and was therefore divisive. Roman women, in Cato's view, had showed only too 

clearly that their appetites once corrupted knew no limits, and must be restrained. Large 

numbers of Roman matrons thought otherwise, and made concerted public protest. In 193 

BC the laws were abolished: Cato's opposition did not harm his political career. Later, in 42 

BC, Roman women, led by Hortensia, successfully protested against laws designed to tax 

Roman women, by use of the argument of no taxation without representation.168 Evidence of 

a lessening on luxury restrictions can also be found; one of the Letters of Pliny is addressed 

to the woman Pompeia Celerina praising the luxuries she keeps in her villa.169  
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Body image 

 

 

Venus, goddess of beauty and love (2nd century) 

Based on Roman art and literature, small breasts and wide hips were the ideal body type for 

women considered alluring by Roman men170Roman art from the Augustan period shows 

idealized women as substantial and fleshy, with a full abdomen and breasts that are rounded 
171not pendulous.172 Prostitutes depicted in Roman erotic art have fleshy bodies and wide hips, 

and often have their breasts covered by a strophium (a sort of strapless bra) even when 

otherwise nude and performing sex acts173Large breasts were mocked as humorous or a 

sign of old age.174Young girls wore a strophium secured tightly in the belief that it would 

inhibit the growth of breasts,175 and a regimen of massaging the breasts with hemlock, begun 

while a woman was still a virgin, was thought to prevent sagging.176 Breasts receive relatively 

minimal attention in erotic art and literature as a sexual focus;177  the breast was associated 
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primarily with nursing infants and a woman's role as a mother.178 In times of extreme 

emotional duress, such as mourning or captivity in wartime, women might bare their breasts 

as an apotropaicgesture179 

 

Mos maiorum and the love poets 
 

See also: Sexuality in ancient Rome 

 

 

Romantic scene from a mosaic (Villa at Centocelle, Rome, 20 BC–20 AD) 

During the late Republic penalties for sexuality were barely enforced if at all, and a new 

erotic ideal of romantic relationship emerges. Subverting the tradition of male dominance, the 

love poets of the late Republic and Augustan era declared their eagerness to submit to "love 

slavery" (servitium amoris). Catullusaddresses a number of poems to "Lesbia," a married 

woman with whom he has an affair, usually identified as a fictionalized Clodia, sister of the 

prominent popularist politician Clodius Pulcher. The affair ends badly, and Catullus's 

declarations of love turn to attacks on her sexual appetites — rhetoric that accords with the 

other hostile source on Clodia's behavior, Cicero's Pro Caelio. 
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In the The Art of Love, Ovid goes a step further, adopting the genre of didactic poetry for 

offering instruction in how to pursue, keep, and get over a lover. Satirists such 

as Juvenal complain about the dissolute behavior of women.180  

 

Gynecology and medicine 

The practices and views in the Hippocratic Corpus regarding women's bodies and their 

perceived weaknesses were inadequate for addressing the needs of women in 

the Hellenistic and Roman eras, when women led active lives and more often engaged 

in family planning. The physiology of women began to be seen as less alien to that of men.181 

In the older tradition, intercourse, pregnancy, and childbirth were not only central to women's 

health, but the raison d'êtrefor female physiology;182 men, by contrast, were advised to 

exercise moderation in their sexual behavior, sincehypersexuality would cause disease and 

fatigue.183  

The Hippocratic view that amenorrhea was fatal became by Roman times a specific issue 

of infertility, and was recognized by most Roman medical writers as a likely result when 

women engage in intensive physical regimens for extended periods of time. Balancing food, 

exercise, and sexual activity came to be regarded as a choice that women might make. The 

observation that intensive training was likely to result in amenorrhea implies that there were 

women who engaged in such regimens.184  
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A female artist paints a statue of the phallic god Priapus 

In the Roman era, medical writers saw a place for exercise in the lives of women in sickness 

and health. Soranus recommends playing ball, swimming, walking, reading aloud, riding in 

vehicles, and travel as recreation, which would promote overall good health185In examining 

the causes of undesired childlessness, these later gynecological writers include information 

about sterility in men, rather than assuming some defect in the woman only.186  

Hypersexuality was to be avoided by women as well as men. An enlargedclitoris, like 

an oversized phallus,187 was considered a symptom of excessive sexuality. Although 

Hellenistic and Roman medical and other writers refer toclitoridectomy as primarily an 

"Egyptian" custom, gynecological manuals under the Christian Empire in late 

antiquity propose that hypersexuality could be treated by surgery or repeated childbirth.188  
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Postitution 

Prostitution in ancient Rome 

Women could turn to prostitution to support themselves, but not all prostitutes had freedom 

to decide. There is some evidence that even slave prostitutes could benefit from their 

labor.189 Although rape was a crime, the law only punished the rape of a slave if it "damaged 

the goods," because a slave had no legal standing. The penalty was aimed at providing her 

owner compensation for the "damage" of his property. Because a slave woman was 

considered property under Roman law, forcing her to be a prostitute was not considered a 

crime. Prior to Septimius Severus, women who engaged in acts that brought infamia to them as 

slaves also suffered infamia when freed.190 Sometimes sellers of female slaves attached a ne 

serva clause to the slave to prevent her from being prostituted. The Ne Serva clause meant 

that if the new owner or any owner after him or her used the slave as a prostitute she would 

be free. Later on the ne serva agreements became enforceable by law191Prostitution was not 

limited to slaves or poor citizens; according to Suetonius, Caligula when converting his 

palace into a brothel employed upper class "matrons and youths" as prostitutes.Suetonius, 

The Twelve Caesars, Life of Caligula, Tacitus records that during one of Nero's feasts the 

prefect Tigellinus had brothels filled with upper class women.192 Prostitution could also be a 

punishment instead of an occupation; a law of Augustus allowed that women guilty of 

adultery could be sentenced to work in brothels as prostitutes. The law was abolished in 

389.193  
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Conclusion 

Role of Women in Byzantium empire in brief 

A woman living in the age of Byzantium spent the greater part of her life in her home. A girl could 

be married at 12 or 13 years of age. Her parents arranged the match, though they might be 

assisted in making their choice of a husband by matchmakers, who received a portion of the 

dowry as their fee. A married woman's lot was not a bad one. Christian principles, which 

determined how Byzantine society was to function, assured her a decent existence. Irrespective of 

her social class, she was mistress of the house, and bearing children gave her additional standing. 

Women played but a small part in professional life. Those who belonged to the poorer levels of 

society laboured in the fields, or were employed in their family workshops. A few educated women 

were doctors who attended the female population. Others, the so-called 'koines' or prostitutes, 

lived in the cabarets and wine-shops. 

Finally Women in Byzantium Empire occupied an important role in the Byzantine Empire, as 

most of them were highly educated and respected. Many women held important positions in 

society, and some even became Empresses, ruling over the most powerful Empire of its time, 

such as the Empresses Theodora, Zoe and Irene, to name a few 

Role of Women in Roman empire in brief 

 

Roman law and social norms were, then, heavily weighted in favour of males but the full practical 
application of these laws and attitudes in specific cases is often difficult to determine, especially as 
almost all source material is from a male perspective, and an elite one at that. That women were 
regarded as inferior in legal terms seems clear but there are also countless texts, inscriptions, and 
even idealised portrait sculpture which point to the Roman male's appreciation, admiration and even 
awe of women and their role in everyday life. Roman males did not think women their equal but 
neither did they hate them. Perhaps the ambivalent attitude of Roman men to their women is best 
summarised by the words of Metellus Numidicus who was quoted in a speech by Augustus when the 
emperor addressed the assembly, 'nature has made it so that we can not live with them particularly 
comfortably, but we can't live without them at all'. 

The Roman Empire was remarkably multicultural, with "a rather astonishing cohesive capacity" to 

create a sense of shared identity while encompassing diverse peoples within its political system 

over a long span of time
194

 and Roman women Women, freedmen, and slaves had opportunities 

to profit and exercise influence in ways previously less available to them
195
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From other hand we can see Freeborn Roman women were considered citizens throughout the 

Republic and Empire, but did not vote, hold political office, or serve in the military. A mother's 

citizen status determined that of her children, as indicated by the phrase ex duobus civibus 

Romanis natos ("children born of two Roman citizens")
196

 and In the early Empire, only a 

relatively limited number of men held full rights of Roman citizenship that allowed them to vote, 

run for office, and enter state priesthoods. Most citizens held limited rights (such as the ius 

Latinum, "Latin right"), but were entitled to legal protections and privileges not enjoyed by those 

who lacked citizenship. Free people not considered citizens, but living within the Roman world, 

held status as peregrini, non-Romans
197

 

Technically she remained under her father's legal authority, even though she moved into her 

husband's home, but when her father died she became legally emancipated
198

. This arrangement 

was one of the factors in the degree of independence Roman women enjoyed relative to those of 

many other ancient cultures and up to the modern period:
199

 although she had to answer to her 

father in legal matters, she was free of his direct scrutiny in her daily life,
200

  and her husband had 

no legal power over her.
201

 Although it was a point of pride to be a "one-man 

woman" (univira) who had married only once, there was little stigma attached to divorce, nor to 

speedy remarriage after the loss of a husband through death or divorce
202  
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